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INTRODUCTION

The phenomenal growth of population of Delhi
during the Iastdecades has been causing a great con-
cern to the Government of India. With the growing
realisation of the need for containing the growth of
Delhi within certain limit, it is clearly felt that the
remedial measures are to be taken at the regional
level particularly outsideDelhi rather than within it It
Is also, however, to be seen thatwhile suggesting the
measures to contain thepopulation growth of Delhi,
itdoes not adversely affect the overall quality of life
in the city. At the same time, while suggesting a plan
for the development of the Region, it is to be
ensured that the actions taken to curb the popula-
don growth of Delhi are not counter-effective result-
Ing in Delhi growing at a rate faster than before.

In fact, the draftMasterPlan forDelhi prepared in
1959 and the final Plan approved by the Gover-
nmentof India in 1962 had recommended settingup
of a statutory NCR Planning Board . Taking cognis-
ance of this recommendation , the Government of
India had set up a High Power Board in 1961 in the
nature of an advisory body with the Union Minister
of Home Affairs as its Chairman to coordinate the
development of the Region . This Board was subse-
quently reconstituted in 1973 under the Chairman-
ship of Union Minister of Works and Housing with
Chief Ministers of Haryana, Rajasthan and Uttar Pra-
d esh and Lt Governor of Delhi and other senior offi-
dals as members. The High Power Board was
entrusted with the task of coordinating the develop-
ment of urban and rural areas in the National Capital
Region within the framework of a comprehensive
regional plan to be formulated by the Board and in
securing the collaboration of the concerned State
Govenments in the implementation of the regional
plan. As the result of the deliberations in the mee-
tings of the Board , the Town and Country Planning
Organisation prepared a draft plan for the national
Capital Region in 1973.

The basic aim and objective of the National Capi-

tal Region P lan wasto keep within manageable Jim its
the population and area of urban Delhi. Itwas, there-
fore, recommended that the population concentra-
tion should be purposefully diverted to the ring
towns based on their growth potential . The inten-
tion of the Plan was to develop these ring towns as
more or less self-contained units in matters of work
places and residence. The Plan advocated decentra-
lisation of certain economic activities away from the
metropolis into different towns within the Region
and also to promote balanced development in the
Region. The National Capital Region Plan had, there-
fore, envisaged diversification of growth dispersed
into different urban settlements to.achieve this
objective. Moreover, it stipulated curbs on further
concentration of jobs in Delhi and suggested restric-
lion on location of large industries in Delhi. It sug-
gested decentralisation of selected government
offices as well as some wholesale economic activi-
ties in self-contained 'ring towns', and restructuring
of the regional transport network. The Plan envi-
saged integrated development of land in the Region
with d ifferentfacilities and services liked rinkingwat-
er, flood control, transport, power, housing and
social amenities. To make a beginning, a 'seed capi-
tar of Rs:--20 crores (also known as revolving fund)
was proposed which was to have been utilised for
the integrated urban developmentin priority towns.
The Government of India was to fund this amount
The Plan had also made important recommenda-
tions about formulation of an urban land policy in
the entire Region.

In order to channelise and regulate development
and to carry out ilwestmentprogrammes , itwas con-
sidered essential to have suitable ligislation which
Would control and regulate all such development in
the areas falling in the Region . In fact, the High Power
Board , in its meeting held on 6th December 1967,
resolved that it was necessary to set up a statutory
Board for the National Capital Region . However,



unfortunately, there was no consensus among the
participant States for, setting up a statutory Board
with adequate legal powers to carry out the overall
objectives and effectuate the proposals of the regi-
onal plan . The result was that no statutory Board
could be set up and no regional enactment could
take place for the proper development of the Nati-
onal Capital Region.

In 1980, it was decided that the NCR should be
revitalised and the Region as awholewould have to
be taken up for a coordinated development The
Minister of Works and Housing addressed letters on
12th May, 1981 to the Chief Ministers of the con-
cerned States and the It Governor of Delhi suggest-
ing for their consideration the setting up of an effec-
tive authority with statutory powers to undertake
the implementation of a time-bound programme of
development The matter assumed urgency because
of the exercises taken up for. the revision of Delhi
Master Plan which projected a huge requirement of
funds for providing different activities in case the
present growth of the Capital was not controlled.

In order to take immediate decisions for accele-
rating and ensuring an orderly development of the
Region, the Minister of Works and Housing con-
vened two meetings with the concerned Chief
Ministers and It. Governor of Delhi , one on 24th
April;-1982 and the other on 30th August, 1982. It
was d ecided to setup a statutory cooed inatingB oard
at the Central level for the plannin& monitoring and
development of National Capital Region at the regi-
onal level. An agreement was signed by the Union
Minister of Works and Housing and Chief Ministers
of Uttar Pradesh, Rajasthan and Haryana as well as
the Lt Governor of Delhi. For setting up the Board, it
was agreed . to introduce a Central legislation in Par-
liament by virtue of Article 249,250 and 252 of the
constitution on the basis of resolution to be passed
by the legislatures of the States of Haryana, Rajasthan
and Uttar Pradesh.

The National Capital Region Planning Board Act,
1985 (which replaced the Ordinance issued earlier in
this regard) was passed by the Parliament in) anuary,
1985 and received the assent of the President on 9th
February, 1985. The NCR Planning Board, under the
Chairmanship of the Union Minister of Works and
Housing now called Urban Development has 21
members besides 5 coopted members. This compo-
sition is as under:

1. Union Minister of Urban
Development . Chairman

2. Chief Minister of Haryana Member

3.. Chief Minister of Rajasthan Member
4. Chief Minister of Uttar Pradesh Member
5. It Governor of Delhi Member
6. Chief Executive Councillor

Delhi Metropolitan Council Member
7. Union Minister of Industry Member
8. Union Minister of State for

Railways
9.. Union Minister of Statefor

Member

Surface Transport Member
10. Member (Urban Development),

Planning Commission Member
11. Secretary, Ministry of Urban

Development
12. Secretary, Department of

Expenditure; Ministry of

Member

Finance Member
13. Chief Planner, Town and

Country Planning Organisation Member
14. Minister of Town and Country

Planning, Government of
Haryana Member

15. Minister of Urban Development
Government of Rajasthan Member"

16. Minister of State in charge
of Urban Development,
Government of Uttar Pradesh Member

17. Chief Secretary, Government
of Haryana

18. Chief Secretary, Government
Member

of Rajasthan Member
19. Secretary, Housing and Urban

Development, Government of
Uttar Pradesh

20. Chief Secretary, Delhi
Member

Administration Member
21. Member Secretary, National

Capital Region Planning Board Member

Co-opted Members

1. Chief Minister of Madhya Pradesh
2. Secretary , Ministry of Industry, Government

of India.
3. Chairman , Railway Board , Government of

India
4. Secretary , Ministry of Surface Transport,

Government of India.
5. Adviser (HUD), Planning Commission , Gover-

nment of India.

Under Section 7 of the Act, the functions of the
Board are:



1. To prepare the Regional Plan and the Functi-
onal Plans;

2. To arrange for the preparation of sub -regional
plans and project plans by each of the partici-
pating States and the Union Territory;

3. To coordinate the enforcement and imple-
mentation of the Region ) Plan, functional plans,
sub-regional plans and project plans through
the participating States and the U nion Territory;

4. To ensure proper and systematic programming
by the participating States and the Union Terri-
tory in regard to project formulation, determi-
nation of priorities in the National Capital
Region or sub -regions and phasing of develop-
ment of the National Capital Region in accor-
dance with stages indicated in the regional
plan;

S. To arrange for, and oversee, the financing of
selected development projects in the National
Capital Region through Central and State Plans.
fund and other sources of revenue.

The Board is empowered to 'coordinate and
monitor the implementation of the Regional Plan
and to evolve a harmonised . policy for control of
land-use and development of infrastructure in the
National Capital Region so as to avoid any hapha-
zard development of the Region . The Act also pro-
vides for the setting up of a Planning Committee
Consisting of officers and town planners of the parti-
clpadng States and the Delhi UT to assist the Board in
the dIscharge of its functions.

The Board will have its owh fund called the Nati-
onal Capital Region Planning Board Fund consisting
of contributions from the Central Government and
State Governments concerned . The Board is also
empowered to select and finance the development
of any urban area outside the National Capital
Region under the counter-magnet concept in order
to achieve the objectives of the Regional Plan.

The statutory National Capital Region Planning
Board Isa coordinating and monitoringbody and the
responsibility of executing the schemes in the con-
cerned States remains with the participating States
and Delhi UT or their authorised agencies. This
Board has the distinction of being the only instituti-
onal set-up of its kind in Indiawith statutory respon-
sibility for the planning and developmentof an inter-
State region area around a Capital City.

After the Board came into existence , the Board,
according to the provisions of the NCR Planning
Board Act, 1905, in turn, constituted, a Committee
called the Planning Committee for assisting the

Board in the discharge of its functions . The Planning
Committee has eighteen members under the Chair-
manship of the Member-Secretary, NCR Planning
Board.

The National Capital Region extends over an area
of 30,242 sq . km in three States, namely, Haryana,
Rajasthan and UttarPradesh and Union Territory of
Delhi. The constituent units of each Sub-region are
as follows:
a. Union Territory of Delhi (1,483 sq km).
b. Haryana Sub-region (13,413 sq. km) comprising

Faridabad , Gurgaon , Rohtak and Sonepat
Rewari and Bawal tehsifs of Mahendragarh dis-
trict and Panipat tehsil of Karnal district

c Rajasthan Sub-region (4,493 sq km) comprising
six tehsils of Alwar district, namely, Alwar, Ram-
garb , Behroor, Mandawar, Kisharigarh and
Tijara.

d. Uttar Pradesh Sub-region (10,853 sq km) com-
prising three districts, namely, Meerut, Ghazia-
bad and 8 ulandshahr.

Figure 1 overleaf shows the constituent areas of
the National Capital Region.

The Interim Development Plan is by and large a
polity document Part I of the report lists out the
package of policy measures and proposals in
respect of the different sectors of development in
the form of a broad framework. Part 11 of the plan
report deals in detail the various developmental and
other aspects such as demography , settlement sys-
tem, economic activities , transport and communica-
tions, civic services like water supply, sewerage and
power, landuse and environment and ecology. This
also includes a conservative estimate of the seed
capital for implementing the plan proposals and pro-
grammes of all the sectors of development exclud-
ing power sector.

In connection with the preparation of the Interim
DevelopmentPlan for NCR,'Study Groups ' compris-
ing experts in the different aspects of development
such as settlement pattern, transport and communi-
cations, water supply and sewerage ; power and
industries were constituted.

Through constant deliberations and interactions
with the Study Groups, the Planning Wing of the
Board drafted the Interim Development Plan (IDP),
and after the consideration of the Plan by the Plan-
ning Committee, the IDP . for NCR was approved by
the NCR Planning Board in its Fourth Meeting held
on the 29th August , 1986. Composition of the Plan-
ning Committee and the Study Groups is appended
to the report



figure 1: NCR by its Constituents



PART I

POLICIES AND PROPOSALS

The population growth of Delhi hasbeen . growing
at a very high rate ever since it became the national
capital. In comparison with the other cities of the
country , Delhi is one among the three cities, the
other two being Bangalore and Jaipur, which have
been recording an average annual growth rate of
more than 5%since 1951 . Among the four metropo-
litan cities viz Bombay , Calcutta, Delhi and Madras,
Delhi, in terms of population count , was at the bbt-
tom in the fourth place in the order in 1951 , but, it
has fast grown overtaking Madras with a comfor-
table lead to occupy the third position in 1961. Since
then, it has been stabilising its trend of rapid growth.
If this continues , in population size, Delhi will over-
take both Calcutta and Bombay in the beginning of
the Twenty First Century.

While there is a need for containing the growth of
metropolitan cities in general , Delhi, being the nati-
onal capital , needs a special attention in this regard.
On the one hand , it is necessary to maintain- where
It Is satisfactory at present and improve-where it is
necessary the amenities and environmentof the city
Once It Is an international city and it ought to
demonstrate and reflect the image of the country.
On the other hand , break down of any of the essen-
tial services will result in the break down of law and
order which would have serious repercussions.
Thus, the raisomd 'etre of the Region isDelhi , and any
planning of the Region has to emanate from Delhi
outwards.

There is a felt need for containing the growth of
population In Delhi . Thus, in suggesting a plan for the
Region , measures have to be suggested which will
curb the growth of population in Delhi However,
while suggesting these curbs , it has to be ensured
that the overall quality of life in the city is not affect-
ed. in fact, the objective is to enhance it Similarly,
while suggesting a plan, for development of the
Region, it has, at the same time, to be ensured that
the measures suggested do not result in the Region

and the core area- Delhi, both growing at a faster
rate than they have experienced in the past Thus,
the policies that have been suggested have taken
into consideration all these aspects and,while keep-
ing the growth of population in the Region as a
whole to remain as projected by the various experts,
are-distrib ution has been suggested so astotake the
pressure off Delhi and provide for a planned and
viable growth of the Region.

1.1 Perspective

The Interim Development Plan (IDP ) has been
prepared with 2001 as the perspective . Even though
with thef zing of 2001 A D as the horizon , the period
of the plan gets reduced to 15 years or less, it has
been felt necessary to stick to 2001 primarily on
account of the fact that the Master Plan for Delhi. is
being prepared with the year 2001 as the perspec-
tive. Itwould , however, be worth considering whe-
ther it will be feasible to have a longer perspective
for the comprehensive plan.

1.2 Objective

With the regional population remaining at the
projected 325 lakhs of which 234lakhs will be urban
and 91 Iakhs rural by the year 2001 , the main objet-.
We of the regional plan is to restrict the share of
Delhi Sub -region to 112 lakhs as against the project-
ed 132 lakhs (or 148.S lakhs as projected by the Per-
spective Planning Wing of the Delhi Development
Authority). While restricting the growth of Delhi, it is
necessary to ensure that the difference in the growth
is contained within the Region in a planned manner.
it is also necessary that the resultant extra growth in
the Region outside Delhi is of such a nature that it
will have an overall effectin the entire Region stimu-
lating its regulated and orderly growth in and around
the poles selected for development

1



. Mererestriction of populationby itself will notbe
sufficient to improve the quality of life in Delhi. It is
necessary t a thegreenareasarepreservedandthe
environment is kept conducive to a healthy growth,
it has, therefore, been felt necessary that in addition
to restricting the population of Delhi , it would also
be necessary to contain the growth of urbanisation
in thg immediate environs of Delhi, and hence cer-
tain restrictions are proposed for the area which is
termed as the Delhi Metropolitan Area. Again, while
containing the future growth of this area, it is neces-
sary that the existing situation is improved so that
better integration with the core area is brought
about, which, therefore, without being a point of
attraction for the people from outside , will become
so attractive such that shifting ofpopulationfrom the
core area to these places is voluntary.

If the growth of Delhi is to be restrained'while
keeping the regional growth as projected , it it neces-
sary for induced development of some areas of the
Region. Varidys alternative strategies were dis-
cussed'and itwasdecided thatconsideringthefinan-
cial, administrative , managerial and other cons-
traints, it would be advisable to restrict the induced
growth to a small number of townswhich have exhi-
bited strong characteristics of growth in the past and
which,given the necessary . inputs, have the potential
to absorb the increase in population . Accordingly,
Meerut, Hapur, Balandshahr-Khurja,;Palwal, Retrain-
B hiwad i{i haruhera, Rohtak, Pan pat and A lwar have
been identified to absorb the increase in population.
In the past, the development of towns to stimulate
induced growth of population has been synonym-
ous with schemes of land acquisition and develop-
ment There had been a facile assumption that if ser-
viced land requirements for the additionalpopula-
lion are met, the towns would automatically grow .
7tiiis assumption has been proved to be incorrect

'of job seeking inmigrants rather than an
Q• person seeking a house or serviced land,

toto provide an economic base for the
growth of t e towns. Similarly, in trying to curb the
the growth of population inDelhl , the econornicfac•
tors which such growth have to be carefully

"'"ident^dar
growth. The
tamed in the 00,
cures rather than
other measures
strengthen or to

tend on the economic mea-
easures suggested. The
are only to support,

of the requirements of
such economic growth.

; sidering that the growth of cities is more on

Suggested so as-to contain this
. the entire proposals con-

The phenomenal growth of industries and the
growth of public sector offices, especially in the dec-
ade 1971-81, apart from the growth of government
offices, have been identified as the most important
exployment generating activities in Delhi. To curb
the unwanted growth in these sectors, locational
policies have been proposed.

The other important economic activity which has
also exhibited strong elements of centralisation in
Delhi is the whole-sale and distributive trade. In the
case of these trades, the large differential in the local-
tax structure favouring Delhi has been identified as
one of the most important factors forsuch concen-
tration. Unless steps are taken to bring about some
uniformity in the tax structure of the NCR, all efforts
to woo or wean whole-sale and distributive trades
away will not bear any, result Accordingly, certain
policy proposals in the local taxation sector have
been suggested.

Transport is essentially looked upon as a service.
However, it has also its economic byproducts.
Sound transport policy will not only service the
population but also prove to be a catalystfor growth
of the identified areas and will channelise the direc-
tion of growth. The main objective of the transport
plan for the Region is to provide good connections
to the central core area whilediscouraging the tran--
sitofgoods and passengers through the core areab9
providing alternative routes thatwill bypass the core
area. The bypass will open up economic opportu-
nites for the development of these areas.

For the proper development of the Region, it is
necessary to ensure the availability of the urban inf-
rastructure of a quality and standard not very much-
inferior or different from that obtaining in Delhi.
Accordingly, policies have been suggested for the
provision of physical infrastructure and also for the

'development of power. The policies are, by and
l farge or three distincto (Fi 2hoznesgure swn on..
page no . 3) viz Delhi U T, Delhi Metropolitan Area
and area beyond Delhi Metropolitan Area within
the NCR.

With the aforesaid objectives and suggested stra-
tegies inview , apackage . of policy directivesforvari-
ous developmental aspects to be adopted are enu-
merated in die following pages.

A Population Policy

nelhr to 112 lakhs by the year 2001.
PP.1 To control the growth of nooulatlon of



e'growth of population in the
pppofitan Area (DMA) so as to
sk4 to a total of 37 lakhs by

4fl:Rvldual towns having the
*mnmodate the following

DELHI UNION TERRLTORY

n DELHI METROPOLITAN AREA

n BEYOND DELHI METROPOLITAN AREA

Ghaziabad including Lgnf
NOVA
Faridabad
Curgaon
Bahadurgarh
Kundli
Total'
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In DMA, the rural population would be one lakh.
PP3 The Region is to be planned for a total

population of 325lakhswith an urban component of
234 lakhs.

B Settlement Pattern

SP.1 to counter-act the pull factors exerted by
Delhi and also to absorb thedii ference between the
projected growth and the assigned population of
both Delhi and the Delhi Metropolitan Area, the fol-
lowing towns in the Region are to be developed on
priority basis to accommodate the population not-
ed against each:

Meerut 13 lakhs
Hapur 6 lakhs
Bulandshahrl(hurja 10 lakhs
Palwal 3 lakhs
klwar 5 lakhs
Rewari.Bbiwadi-0haruhera 3 lakhs
Rohtak 5 lakhs
Panipat 5 lakhs
Total 50 lakhs

For a judicious distribution of the population, a
four tier system of settlements has to be evolved to
include regional centres, sub-regional centres, ser-
vice centres and basic villages. The functional cha-
racter of these centres are to be identified in terns of
the available infrastructural and social services. The
remaining 37 lakhs of urban population and 91 lakhs
rural population will be accommodated in a hierar-
chical pattern of settlements consisting of intermedi-
ate towns, growth centres and villages.

C Policy Regarding Economic Activities

Both in order to curb the growth of population in
Delhi and to induce growth of population in select-
ed towns, the following three major employment
generators have been identified for dispersal:

i. Industries
ii. Central Government and Public Sector

Offices
iii. Wholesale and Distributive Trades and Com-

merce

E.P.1 Locational Policy for Industries

a. Strict control within the Union Territory of Delhi

I. While continuing the present policy of not
promoting location of medium and large scale

4

industries within Delhi, location of even small scale
industries is to be restricted to those which employ
20 or less persons and, are required either for pro-
viding or servicing the consumer needs of Delhi's
population. All applications should be referred to a
Special Group constituted by the Board for checking
such industries.

ii. All non-conforming industries which have
been identified in the revised Delhi Master Plan
should be shifted outside Delhi. A Committee
should be set up for selecting an alternative site for
shifting these industries within the Region.

b. Control outside Delhi but within the DMA

No large scale or medium scale industries should
be permitted to be set up in the DMA. Only small
scale units should be permitted.

c. Incentive for industries outside the DMA but
within the National Capital Region

The towns selected for priority development
should bave a strong industrial content, and incen-
tives should be given for location of large , medium
and small scale industries by developing industrial
estates in these towns. In addition to these towns,
there should be no restrictions on the growth of
industries in the Region except in the areas reserved
for conservation.

EP2 Locational Policy for Central Government
and Public Sector Offices

a. Strict control within the Union Territory of Delhi

With regard to Government offices, the present
policy and mechanism for screening the location of
new government offices and expansion of existing
government offices should be continued. The main
criterion for location of offices in the Capital should
be that they perform the m inisterial functions; proto-
col functions or liaison functions which by their
nature, cannot be perf ormed anywhere else except
in the national capital. The existing off ices which do
not perform any of the above functions should be
shifted from Delhi. The jurisdiction of the Commit-
tee, which already exists in the Government of India
for scrutinising and screening the opening of new
government offices and expansion of government
offices in Delhi should be enlarged to include the
public sector offices. The Committee should further
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Identify those public sector offices or parts of their
offices whose location in Delhi is notjustified on the
basis of the aforesaid three criteria

ce or continuance in Delhi is justified maybe
raged to be in DMA.

,P3 Location Policy for Whole-sale and Distribu-

Control outside Delhi but within DMA

1. Alsimilar control on the opening of new cen-
I government and public sector offices in the
A towns should be exercised. Relocation or
ansion of government offices which have minis-

protocol or liaison functions which make it
bent upon than to be located in Delhi should

ncouraged to be only in the DMA towns.
Insofar aspublicsector undertakings are con-
, the restrictions on their opening new offices

.expanding the existing ones should apply equally
:file DMA also. Relocation of those offices whose

:e Trade and Commerce

1. Disincentives within Delhi

An approach of disincentives to the whole-sale
is which are not directly consumed in Delhi

bead ted. Only those whole-sale trades, at
6096 of which are directly used and consumed

and, are not hazardous in nature and do not
extensive space, should be allowed to conti-

develop in Delhi.

Controlled development outside Delhi but
DMA

olicy of checks and disincentives is also to
fed in case of DMA towns butwith some

ns. Only those whole -sale trades which are
used and consumed in Delhi and DMA

uld be allowed. In Delhi , there are certain
trades such as, plastic and PVC goods,

s, timber, foodgrains, iron and steel and
lambing materials which are hazardous
of their location in congested areas and also
bulk handling activities. These whole-sale
oulrl be encouraged to develop in DMA

Outside DMA but within NCR

proposed that, as a matter of policy, incen
concessions and infrastructure should be
Available in the.regional towns to encourage

lerate the growth of trades. New tradefunc-

tionswith high growth potential should be identified
and located outside Delhi and DMA to cater to the
specified roles assigned to the selected towns.

EP.4 fiscal Policy

FP.1 In order to achieve uniformity to some
extent in tax structure in the National Capital Region,
Delhi Union Territory should have minimum floor-
level of taxation.

FP2 The tax structure of the Union Territory of
Delhi should beso adjusted thatthe tax on industrial
raw materials and industrial machinery should be
slightly higher than that in the rest of the Region.

FP3 Inorder topreventdiversionof trade from
the neighbouringstates to Delhi, the present rate of
taxation of 2% levied on re-export of goods should
be raised to 4%as is being levied in the three parti-
cipant States of Haryana, Uttar Pradesh and Rajas-
than.

F.P.4 It is felt that non -levy of consignment taxis
resulting in diversion of trade from other states to
Delhi. it is, therefore, considered necessary that the
Government of India take immed iate steps as follow
up action with regard to the 46th Constitutional
Amendment Act 1982 as per the recommendations
of the Group of Chief Minister? Conference.

D Polity Regarding Land USI:-

Policy for Agricultural land

Agriculture forms an important part of the eco-
nomy of the NCR . Roughly , 8096 of the total area of
the Region is used for agriculture and its allied activi-
ties and , more than 5096 of the total workers are
engaged in primary sector activity . Therefore, it is
imperative to evolve policies for agricultural dete-
lopment

LP.1 The new, employment opportunities are
proposed in the non-agricultural sector and conse-
quent concentration of population in the selected
priority settlements would need more area and this
expansion would have to be met mostly from the
existing agricultural land . This necessitates the need
fora rationalpolicy of gtilisationof lessvaluable land
for urban expansio find, as far as possible , unpro-
ductive or barren laand for location of urban / indus-
trial centres.

LP2 The reduction of agricultural land may be
caused, by the creation of lakes , reservoirs, flood
protection works, urban water supply schemes and



irrigation works. This also callsfor an intensive utilisa-
tion of available agricultural Land for prod uction pur-
poses.

LP3 Intensive food production units which are
subject to planning control will be permitted in the
urban and rural areas where they conform to the
policies for conservation or environmental protec-
tion. The improvement for reclamation of land for
agricultural use will normally be permitted where
this would not seriously conflict with landscape,
archeological or nature conservation policies. D eve-
lopment will not normally. be permitted where it
would result in permanent loss of forest land.

L.P.4 The lard reclaimed by flood protection
has to be reserved for agriculture.

Policy for Forest Development

L.P.5 The. policy for development of forests
shouki.aim.atpreservation , improvement of existing
forestareas inAlwartehsiland along theGanga river
in Uttar Pradesh Subregion.

LP.6 Tree plantation should be carried out on
.cultivable waste and barren lands and public lands.

L.P.7 In each settlement, tree plantation pro-
gramme like social forestry should be speeded up
for the amelioration of local, physical and economic
condition and for production of fuel wood for local
consumption.

L.P.8 Restriction should be imposed on conver-
sion of forest lands for agricultural purposes.

12.9 Policy for land for Urban Development
The projected urban population of 234 lakhs by

2001 in the Region meansan addition of 143 lakhs to
the urban population of 91 lakhs as of 1981. To
accommodate this additional population, nearly 2.8
'lakh hectares of. land would be required on the basis
of prevailingoverallaveragedensity of population in
the towns of the Region. However, it is necessary to
conserve agricultural andrbther lands and minimise
the area of land coming under urban use. If properly
planned , most of the existing towns, especially the.
DMA towns and priority towns, can accommodate
the additional population by re-densification reduc-
ing thus the 'need for additional land.Ithasbeenesti-
mated that out of the 11Q lakh urbanites by 2001 A
D, as much as 82 lakhs could be accommodated by
modification of densities within DUA-81 urbanis-
able limits', and the remaining 28 lakh population

1 MasterPlanforDelhi2001 by DelhiDevelopment
Authority.

lakhs population could be accommodated in 17000
hectares of land in urban extension . This would
mean that the additional urban population of 53
lakhs between 1981 and 2001 would need anadditi-
onal land area of only 17000 hectares.

in DMA towns, the additional 2832 lakh persons
can be accommodated in 10,000 hectares of land.
In the 8 towns and complexes selected for priority
development, a land area of the order of 20,000 hec-
tares could be sufficient for 36 lakhs additional
population. Thus, it would be seen that for accom-
modating nearly 120 lakh persons, a total additional
area of 47,000 hectares maybe adequate. The State
Governments will prepare Master Plans for the
towns keeping in view the policies indicated.

Policy for Regional Recreational Arras

LP.10 Areas with general level amenities as regi-
onal parks in the proximity of the metropolis could
be developed.

LP.11 River front as recreational areas by deve-
loping them and making them more accessible for
such use.

LP.12 Historical monument, natural and areas of
scenic beauty , both existing and potential , and forest
land, should be preserved.

LP.13 Parksin rural areas noted for their lands-
cape and scenic beauty which could be used aspicn-
ic spots.

LP.14 National ParksNVil d Life/Bird sanctuary in
the vicinity of the Region could be developed for
tourist attraction.

Policy for Nature Conservation

LP.15 To achieve the overall development of
the NCR without destruction to its natural environ-
ment, all economic activities need to be well

:planned. Special attention should be given to check
the damage to the environment by man's interfer-
ence for development purposes.

LP.16 Development which is likely to affect
adversely sites of special scenic beauty or national or
local nature reserves will not be permitted.

LP.17 Full account will be taken of feature of
importance with regard to nature conservation
when considering major development proposals.

LP.18 Specialattention will also be given to pro-
tection of special landscape areas and areas sensi-
tive to development pressures.
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Policy for Green Buffer

L.P.19 The NCR Plan aims to improve the physi-
ui environment of the whole Region . This would be
achieved by ensuring both existing uses within the
Region and the developmentwhich are contemplat-
ed by the proposals . The green buffer will support
the promotion of the priority settlement/areas by
controlling the growth of their built up areas.
tesides, the green buffer will prevent neighbouring

ements from merging with each other and help
preserve their special character .. The detailed

arcation of the buffer zone is indicated in LP.25.
LP.20 The character of the buffer zone will be
tined, protected and enhanced wherever pos-
e by safe-guarding areas of mainly open rural
s to take account of the interest and needs of

ktilture and provide a source of recreation.
-LP.21 The green buffer zone policies are

designed to restrain the encroachment of urban acti-
vities into the open rural areas. The buffer zone
could be used for the purposes of agriculture, horti-
culture, forestry and other uses appropriate to the

racter and function of the buffer zone.
LP.22 The establishment of outdoor sport,

creation or leisure facilities to meet the needs of
unity could de directed to the suitab leparts of

er zone.
Mining activites and brick kilns could be
In the buffer zone, subject to their con-

to the restrictions to be imposed in the
minimum distances from roads, schools,

s and habitation etc, and further to strict
ric pollution restrictions:

'he ride which extends as a spur from
upto alwar and beyond and the forest
ant to it need to be preserved carefully.

on proposals are to be entertained in
In this ridge.

Duffer Zones

Following are the proposed locations
ones. However, detailed demarcation
o,rwilshown in the landuse plan.
Ite of suistable width surrounding

will prevent DMA towns from
jth DUA.
Niween the urban areas of Ghazia-

ir}nL
Ib: along the NH -2 between Farida-
hgarh Complex and Palwal.

iv. The area between Ghaziabad, Muradnagar,
Modinagar and Meerut

v. The area around Bulandshahr and Khurja
Urban Complex.

vi. The areas around Rewari -Dharuhera and Dha-
ruhera-0hiwadi of proposed Rewari-Bhiwadi
Urban Complex.

E Transport and Telecommunication Policies

The Regional Transport strategy for the National
Capital Region should promote and support the
economic development of the Region and relieve
the Capital of traffic congestion. As such, it req uires:

I. to inter-connect among each other the regi-
onal urban centres lying in the outer areas of
National Capital Region

ii. to connect them with the Capital by fast
mode to transport which would require bet-
ter road and rail connections.

iii. to integrate road and rail services in the intra-
urban area of Delhi and also in DMA.

iv. todevelop new loadingand un-loadingfacili-
ties outside Delhi Union Territory for goods
coming from outside the Region for distribu-
tion in Haryana and Uttar Pradesh so as to
avoid unwanted load of goods traff icon the
roads of Delhi Urban Area

Regional Transport Policy

Roads

TP.1 Development of the stretches of NH -1
(Delhi-Panipat , NH-2 (Delhi-Pahvab , NH 10 (Delhi-
RohtaW, NH-B (Delhi-Gurgaor , NH-24(Delhi-l-lapur)
and existing State Highway between Ghaziabad-
Meerut to four lane divided carriage way to be
known as M-I Motorway with acquisition of right of
way of 100 metres, within NCR including develop-
ment of service roads in the built up area.

TP.2 Development of an inner and outer grid
system of roads of the order of M-11 Motorway with
certain common stetches which would be of two
lane carriageway initially with acquisition of full right
of way of 60 metres within Seventh and Eighth Plan
period and to four lanecarnage way finally by 2001
AD. The inner grid is to follow the alignment of
Sonepat -Bagpat -Meerut-Hapur-Balandshahr
- Sikandrabad - Faridabad Rohtak -- Gurgaon -
Ihajjar - Gohana- Sonepat The outer grid would
connectPanipat- Hapur- M uzaffama gar- Meerut



-Bulandshahr- Khuija- Palwal- Rewari- J hajjar-
Gohana - Rohtak- Pan pat

TP3 Development of Mal Motorway between
Rewari and Alwarwhich would be of two lanecarri-
age way initially with acquisition of full right of way
of 60 metres for an ultimate four lane carriage way
when traffic requirements justify.

TP4 Inconsonance with the policy of develop-
ingafour tier system of settlements , road structure in
the Region would be evolved. Efforts would be to
inter-connect the same order centres directly and
the lower order centres to their nearest higher order
centres. A system of feeder roads of higherstandard
would be evolved to connect the work centres/
industrial estates with the nearest regional or sub-
regional settlements.

Rail

TP.5 Development of regional rail bypass
This would pass through Meerut - Hapur -

Bulandshahr- Khuija- Palwal -Sohna- Rewari-
Jhajjar - Rohtak.

TP.6 Conversion from existing low capacity
Metre-Gauge railway system into high capacity sys-
tem between Delhi - Alwar to be taken up.

T.P.7 Identification and location decision pn
another rail terminal to decongest and solve the
traffic problems faced by the existing terminals.

TP.8 Completion of electrification along the
radial corridors, viz., Delhi - Panipat, Delhi - Mee-
rut beyond Ghaziabad , Delhi- Rohtak beyond Sha-
kutbasti.

St etdt Detsik of wale
a) Delhi-Panipafee kin) I . Electrification and raising of

platfbrms, FOB etc
Automatic colour fighting,
signalling on Subzimandi,
Sonepat, Panipat

Ili Terminal facilities at
Panipat including informs-
tion system, etc

Iv Staff quarters
b) Delhi4leerurbeyond Doubling from Muradnagar to

Gh'azlabid Meerut and electrification and
raising of platforms, Fogs and
signalling Installation etc'

d Delhi-roiwk beyond Electrfiction , raising platforms,
FOBs, inducting signalling Insta-
lladon.

T.:9 Operation of EMU services on the corri-
dors of TPA at the desired frequency.

TP.10 Operation of EMU services on the ring
with required f requency, initially with a lead time of

25 minutes in peak period /direction alongwith
extension of EMU services on three selected corri-
dors (radially) viz,:(il Delhi Gfiaziabad , (ii) New
Delhi - Shakurbasti which are already electrified,
replacing all the shuttle services to Shakurbasti,
Chaziabad and Palwal.

TP11 Development of infrastructural inputs
required for the operation of EMU services inselect-
ed corridors . This would involve some additional
stations to be opened and certain other inputs
besides raising of platforms to suit EMU coach ope-
ration . The corridors and actions needed in respec-
tive corridors are:-

Conidor SYaon to be
opened

Inputs required

1. A. Deihi-Shadara- Gandhinagar Creation of new halt
Ghaziabad Shyamlal College station and removal

of the infringements
to suit EMU

l Stations Inside Galani border
Delhi UT

10 Stations outside Mohan Nagar
Delhi UT

B. New Delhi- Shakuipur BEL Creation of crossing
Ghaziab ad and halt stations
New Delhi- Junction cabin Creation of halt
Palwal -stations
New Delhi- tampura Cabin Creation of halt
Shakurbasti station
Accesibility facilities of Eight stations
Lengthening of platforms for 2SJlogies at Delhi and New
Delhi stations.
Provision of Independent double line between Delhi-
New Delhf1( ishangani0elhi and Subzi Mandl.
Doubling and electrification of Dayabasti -Azadpur
section.
A. Two more lines between :Ghaziabad and MaripetCar

Shed.
One more additional line (4th line) between
Sahibabad and Ghazaiabad

9. Extension of 4th fine from Junctioncabin to Palwal
10. A. Automatic signalling betveeri Tughlakabad and

Paiwal
B. Staff quarters and office building

TP.12 Evaluation of introduction of new -rapid'
high capacity mass transport system such as Ligh
Rail Transit (LRT)etc. Reorganisation of Delhi Tran
sport Corporation's fleet services to provide feeder
service to EMU service as well as any other hi
capacity masansport system conceived fo
smooth intril-urban travel and improve the effici
ency of ring and radial rail service.

TP.13 Feasibility evaluation/Techno-econom
studies for the development of existing /riew cord
dors and extens ion of existing corridors in the Ii



pd
fight
ran-
der
nigh
for

fici-

Chaajtad,Khurja for EMU services
Chaztabad+1apur For ekcfricadon and EMU

services

DayabastlAzadpur New electrified line and EMU
services

T,P.14 To enable the ring rail to playa meaning-
vole In serving inter-city and intra-urbancommu-

It is necessary to increase the frequency in the
stages to reach the ultimate desired frequency

for the envisaged population and, to extend
e to Ghaziabad on the east , Plawai on the

Indira Gandhi Airport and Rohtak on the
est and west respectively , and towardsPani-

the north.
15 Development of new integrated metro-

terminals specially to serve the outer areas of
of Delhi and Delhi Metropolitan Area in the
(a) Trans-Y amuna, (b) Okhla, (d Bharthal and

Delhi. Locations and other techno-eco-
studies for these terminals may be taken up
lately.

.16 While financing any development, the
!Ingmain criteria would betaken into conside-
besides the cost component:

needs of priority areas and new aevelop-
t and , extension areas.
extent to which such proposals would aid

objective of decongesting . Delhi and would
In takingaway - to or generating activities-
e outer areas of the Region.
its of such proposals would accrue for the

industrial and commercial activities for
ipanslon and employment generation.
n selecting locationsfornew loading and
facOity centres, priority and preference
or locations that have greater potential/

tin and diverge out maximum traffic
tth the identification of priority towns

population which is primarily aimed
I through development activities, it is
robe into the possibilities of extend-

'!w these towns through shortdis-3

iation of a single Unified Metropoli-
uthority which may, besides other

and gain actions regarding fare
gent Modes, their gradation and

unicatlon Facilities in the

ost need for the Region is an

adequate and effective telecommunication network
which would provide impetus to the dispersal and
development of economic activities away from
Delhi to out-lying areas. The NCR Interim Plan
advocates a three tier system for the development
of economic activities in the Region as a broad
policy, and has also recommended development of
eighttowns and complexes in the Region on priority
basis. Provision of reliable and adequate telecom-
munication facilities in the Delhi Metropolitan Area
and in these selected towns as input has beenconsi-
dered necessary for preparing a realistic plan.

The following objectives are necessary for provi-
sion of telecommunicationfacilifres in the selected
towns and the towns falling In Delhi Metropolitan
Area
- full automatisation of telephone services
- Replacement of all lie expired exchanges and

other equipments
- Provision of telephone and telex connection

practically on demand
- Provision of subscribers dialling facilities bet-

ween Delhi and the priority towns and Delhi
Metropolitan Area towns

- Connection of priority towns and DMA towns
with Delhi by reliable cable and radio media

- Provision of reliable trunk services either by
directdiallingfacilites or through demand service
among the priority towns and. DMA towns

- Provision of telegraph offices as justified
An integrated telecommunication system adopt-

ed on these lines, in away, Is also likely to supple-
ment the transportation network in the Region the-
reby reducing the pressure on the transportation
arteries proposed in the Plan.

F Policy for Physical Infrastructure
(Power, Water Supply, Sewerage and Sanitation)

IP.1 Integrated MasterPlansforprovidingwater
supply, power, sewerage and storm water drainage.
facilities in the DMA towns and selected towns
should be prepared both for the existing areas pro-
posed for development so as to offset the existing
deficiencies as also to meet the estimated demands
from these towns.

122 The power suypppply should be uninterrupt-
ed and available ip-adequate quantity throughout
the Region. Without a satisfactory power supply
throughout the Region , the basic objective of Nati-
onal Capital Region Plan cannot be achieved.

IP3 All the 'underconstruction' schemesfafling



the Region, especially the Narora atomic plant, need
to be given top priority and completed in time.

1P.4 At present, the electricity tariff is not uni-
form throughout the Region. It may not be possible
to have complete uniformity in tariff rates throug-
hout the Region. However, electricity rates for ind us-
trial and commercial uses in the Region need to be
revised in such away thatDelhi becomes a'lesspre-
ferred' area for industrial activities.

IP.5 The participant States of NCR (Haryana,
Rajasthan and Uttar Pradesh) have demanded a sum
of Its. 684 crores to improve the level of power
supply in their sub-regions. This includes alum of Rs.
420 crores for generation. With regard to laying of
transmission and distribution lines and construction
of substations, it is suggested that in the Seventh
Plan, only those lines and substations should be
taken up which are required to improve the level
of power supply in 'priority towns'. In order to
ensure that these towns get a satisfactory power
supply, power should be supplied to these towns on
preferential basis.

IP.6 As far as domestic supply is concerned, a 24
hour supply should be ensured in urban as well as
rural areas. All the villages falling in the Region
should be electrified on priority basis.

IP.7 The supply of drinking water of the
required norm and standard should be made avail-

able to the priority towns in the first stage and to all
the towns and rural settlements in the second phase.

IPA To meet the add itional req uirement of wat-
er supply of 10,025 lakh litres per day for the priority
towns, existing sources of water supply have to be
developed and efficiently distributed on a unified
basis.

IP.9 The development of most of the water
supply sources would require inter-state coopera-
tion and, problems of water supply should be dealt
in a unified manner for the NCR as a whole. A survey
to assess the ground water yield would be underta-
ken in the priority towns. It would be necessary to
plan, design and implement and maintain all water
supply schemes in an integrated manner for NCR.

I.P.10 Detailed Plan for sewerage scheme, solid
waste management and sanitation should be pre-
pared and adequate funds should be arranged for
implementation of schemes.

IP.11 Settlements where a sewerage system is
not available, low cost sanitation system for indivi-
dualfamli esshould be adopted as a shortterm mea-
sure.

IP.12 Strict enforcement of Water Pollution
Control Act of 1974 is an immediate must Complete
treatment of waste water before discharging it into
the rivers is essential for controlling pollution and
maintaining better environment



PART 11

DEMOGRAPHIC PROFILE

Urban Population Growth

One-fourth of the population of India lives in
areas. The urban population has increased

than two and a half times over the last three
es ending 1981 registering an increase of 6
nt-points from 173 percent in 1951 to 233

ent in 1981 . Since the beginning of the century,
highest growth rate of urban population has
n during the decade .1971-81 (fable 2.1).

le 2.1 Growth of Urban Population in India
190141

25.8 108
25.9 103 03
28.1 11.2 83
33.5 12.0 19.1
44.2 13.8 32.0
62.4 173 41.4
78.9 18.0 26.4
101.1 19.9 382
159.7' 233 46.4

,-Census of India 1971 : General
Population Tables-Part IIA(O, India
Census of India 1981: General
Population Tables, Part IIA(O, India
Includes projected population of Assam
for 1981

11, the growth rate of urban population
been higher than that of the total popula-

Ing the analysis to the period since the
Of the planning era in 1951 , it is observed
the growth rates of urban population and

n has been the widestduring thedec-
(Table 2.2).

Table 2.2 Growth of Population in India
1951 4g1

Year Total
Population
In millions

Decadal
growth

rate
<Yi

Urban
population
in millions

Deadai
growth

rah
(Mi

1951 361.09 - 62.44 -
1961 439.24 21.5 78.94 26.42
1971 548.16 24.8 109.11 38.22
1981 685.18• 25.0 159.73 4639

Includes projected population of Assam for 1981

The urban population of 1981 census isdistribut-
ed over 4029 urban settlements. However, the
twelve metropolitan cities namely, Calcutta, Bom-
bay, Delhi, Madras, Hyderabad, Pune, Ahmedabad,
Bangalore, Kanpur, Nagpur, Jaipur and Lucknow
alone account for more than one-fourth of the total
urban population, and over 6% of the total popula-
tion of India The four super metropolitan cities -
Calcutta, Delhi, Bombay and Madras taken together
contain about one-sixth (17291i of the urban popula-
tion and 4% of the total population of India (Table
23 on page 12).

Among the twelve metropolitan cities, Calcutta
and Bombay account each for more than 5% of the
total urban population of India Calcutta and
Bomaby account each for more than 1%of the total
population of India

There has been a greater concentration of urban
population in bigger urban centres. The seven
metropolitan cities, namely , Calcutta, Bombay,
Delhi, Madras, Hyderabad , Ahmedabad and
Bangalore account for more than 20% of the urban
population of the rpspective States. G,Cakutta
accounts for about 64% of the total urban popula-
tion of West Bengal and Delhi accommodates 99%
of the urban population of Union Territory of Delhi.
As regards proportion of city's population to total

.population of the respective States , Calcutta,



Bombay and Delhi accommodate morethan 10% .of Among the twelve:metropolitan cities, Delhi has
the population of the respective States with Delhi always been growing at a faster rate of more than
accommodating thehighestof 92%followed by Cal- 5096 since the beginning of the planning era. (Table
cutta with 17% Bombay with 1346 And Madras with 2.4 and Figure 3). Though Calcutta and Bombay rank
996 higher than Delhi in terms of population (1981 ), their

Table 2.3 Population of Metropolitan Cities-1981

MetropoBs

Calcutta UA
Gr. Bombay UA
Delhi UA
Madras UA
Hyderabad UA
Ahmedabad UA
Bangalore UA
Kanpur UA
Purse UA
Nagpur UA
Jaipur UA
Ludmow UA
Total

Population Percentage Percentage Percentage Percentage
(1981) to urban

population
to urban

population
to tots]

population
to population

of India
of the respective

State
of India of the respective

State

9194018 63.60 5.75 16.84 134
8243405 37.47 5.16 13.12 120
5729283 9931 3.59 92.12 0.84
4289347 26.90 2.69 8.86 0.63
2545836 2034 1.59 4.74 037
2548057 24.06 1.60 7.48 037
2921751 27.21 1.83 7,86 0.43
1639064 824 1.03 1.48 0.24
1686109 7.68 1.06 2.69 025
1302066 5.91 0.81 2.07 0.19
1015160 14.01 0.63 2.95 0.15
1007604 5.07 0.63 0.91 0.15

42121700 26.36 6.15

Table 2.4 Growth of Population in Metropoltan Cities 1951.81

Metropolis P o p u l a t I o n Growth rite nth

1951 1961 1971 1981 51.61 61-71 771

all UA 877329 1206001 . 1741522 2548057 37.5 44.4
derabad UA 1127581 1248969 1796339 2545836 10.8 43.8 41

Cr. Bombay UA 2966902 4150056 5970575 8243405 39.9 43.8 38
Deihl UA 1437134 2359408 3647023 5729283 64.2 54.6 57
adras UA 1542333 194450 3169930 4289347 26.1 63.0 35

Calcutta UA 4588910 5736697 7031382 9194081 25.0 22.6 3

gore:UA 778977 1199931 1653779 2921751 54.6 37.8 76
tJA 705383 971062 1275242 1639064 37.7 313 28
A ' " 605504 790798 1135034 1686109 30.6 43.5 48.
.UA 485264 690302 930459 1302066 42.2 34.8 39.
A 304380 410376 636768 1015160 34.8 552 59
UA 496861 655673 813982 1007604 32.0 24.1 23

7b41' 19916558 21365775 290d2C85 42121700 34.2 39.5 41

If Delhi continues WW-ow at the present rate, it Bombay,Dethi and Madras, notonly thegrowth i
than that of Deft, Among the four major metropolises of Calcu

UA - Uiban Agglomeration
Sources.. 1. Cans u of India,1971-Part IIA(t1, General Population Tables, India

2. Census of India, 1981-Part II(t, Primary Census Abstract, India

growth rates have always been notably much lesser will overtake even Bombay and Calcutta soo



Figure 3 : Growth of Metropolitan Cities 1951.81*
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elhi was the highest (5794) during 1971-81 but
it was much higher than that of its immediate

er-Greater Bombay (389U . If all the twelve
politan cities are taken into account , only Ban-
(779H and Jaipur (59911 grew at higher rates

Delhi during1971 -81. Among the metropolitan
, Bangalore registered . the highest growth rate

1971.81. All the metropolitan cities save
now have grown at rates higher than the nati-
average (23396 during 1971 -81. Metropolitan
atlon growth has been markedly impressive

ng higher attraction of migrants.

ulation Dist}bution

I Capital Region accommodated a total
n of 191.93 Iakh persons in 1981. Of this
ii, the UP Sub-region accounted for a
to of 36.31%followed by that of Delhi UT
Haryana (25.739(•1 and Rajasthan (5.55911

W I
L AKHS

Table 2.5 Area, Extent and Population of NCR

Sub-
Regan

UT of
Delhi
Haryana

Rajasthan

Uttar Pradesh

N.C.R.

Area Popula- Popula- Popula-
Eltent Lion in tion in tion in
1961 1961 1971 1981

in In in in
q km millions millions millions

1483 2.66 4.06 6.22
(4.901 (25.11) (28.91) (32.41)

13413 2.89 3.80 4.93
(4436) 42733) (27.01) (25.73)

4493 0.58 0.76 1.07
(14.86) (5.52) (539) (5.55)
10853 4.45 5.44 6.97
(35.88) (42.04) (38.169) (3631)

30242 10.58 14.06 19.19
(100.001 4100.001 (100.001 (100.001

Note: Figures in brakets indicate proportions(9H
4 respective column figures to NCR total

1 011 lost- Its



The National Capital Region registered agrowth
of 36.4896 in its population d uring 1971.81 ,while the
Sub-Regions gained varied growth rates ; Delhi UT
exhibited a growth of 52.99%followed by Rajasthan
(40.54%, Haryana (30.0294 and Uttar Pradesh
(28.09% S61i4egions.

Similarly , net addition to the decadal (4971481)
increase in population of the Region has been
mainly from Delhi UT accounting for 42 .00% fol-
lowed by that of UttarPradesh (29.8044 and Haryana
(2222% Sub-Regions. Owing to its smaller size and
lesser population , in spite of an impressive 40.5498
decadal growth, Rajasthan Sub-region contributed
only 5.98% of the increase in population of National
Capital Region during 1971.61.

Urban population . has been increasing steadily in
National Capital Region over years. Nearly 48% of
population in the Region reticles in urban areas in
1981 as against 29.4% in 1951 , 34:68% in 1961 and
39.28% in 1971. ,

Delhi Urban Area accommodates a population of
57.68 lakhs or 63 .45% followed by Uttar Pradesh
(21.44% , Haryana (13.19% and Rajasthan (1.9294
Sub-regions.

2.3 Migration Pattern and Trend

The population of Delhi has been growing at a
rapid pace since independence. The partition of the
country in 1947 resulted in a large influx of refugees
into Delhi In addition, the attainment of indepen-
dence and theresukant need to develop the Indian
Capital created a huge demand for man power and
therefore, there was tremendous influx of popula-

tion into the Capital especially from the neighbour-
ing States. Hence, when the census count was taken
in 1951, itwas observed thatDelhi's population had
increased by about 6098 over that of 1941. The rate
of growth of population ofDelhi ,howeverdeclined
to 52 .409b d uring the decade 1951-61 but has been
continuously increasing since then.

In the population Census, migrants are classified
on the basis of:

I. Place of birth, or
ii. Place of last residence

A person is considered as a migrant by place of
birth if the place of enumerationduringtheCensus is
other than the place of his/her birth.'Sjrnilarly, a per-
son is a migrantby place of last residence if theplace
inwhich aperson is enumerated during theCensus is
other than the place of his/her immediate last resid-
ence. Till 1961, statistics on migration was based on
'birth place', but since 1971, itis on thebasisof'place
of last residence'.

According to 1981 census , there are 22 ,99,252
migrants in Delhi constituting about 37%of the total
population . In-migration into Delhi has been grow-
ing extra-ordinarily specially during the last two
decades. Annual in-migration has increased more
than three times during this period. Among the
22,99,252 migrants in Delhi , 12,29 ,745 persons,
which form about 53.48% came during 1971$1. In
the net addition of population during 1961 -71, pro-
portion of in-migrants was only 3733% and it has
gone upto57.07%of the net additional population
during 1971.81 (Table 2.61.

Table 26 Migration into Union Territory of Delhi

C MM Population Net decadal TOW Proportion Proportion Growth of
Year Increase decadal of it algrarrtr of bmigants Inmigrants

b'mjgation b foal to eU OM (4Y (deadal

f In that r
^ (4r3)

(4(4
1941 917939

1951 1744072 826133

1961 2658612 914540 544198' 20.46
1971 4065698 1407086 525309 12.92 3733
1981 6220406 21554708 1229745 19.76 57.07 134.10



An analysis of this phenomenan indicates that in-
migration into Delhi has been mainly from the sur-
round ingStates (Table 2.7 and Figure4i . the National
Capital Region participating States taken together
accounted for about71% of the total migrants that
moved into Delhi during 1971-81. Of the total,
migrants from Uttar Pradesh account for 482% fol-
owed by Haryana t1 5.59d, Puryab t9.ove arm tca)s-
than (7.694. The trend in in-migration has been that

Nile inflow from Punjab and Haryana has declined
om 113% to 6.4% and 16 .4% to 12 .9%d uring the
ecades 1961 -71 and 1971 .81 respectively, that of
ttar Pradesh and Madhya Pradesh has been on the
crease.
In absolute terms , it is Uttar Pradesh from where

aximum number of people come to Delhi.
However, in relation to the State population,
Haryana ranks (Table 2 .8) first During 197181, for
every one lakh population in Haryana , 1584 persons
moved to Delhi whereas from Uttar Pradesh, itwas
only 697. While Purtjab 'ranked third and Rajasthan
ourth in proportion to total migrants, in absolute

Figure 4 Migration Pattern in Delhi 1981

rms, Rajasthan is above Punjab.

1%1-71 197141 Period not known Total

85945 159028
(16.4) (12.9)
8860 37709
(1.7) (3.1)

59503 78671
(113) (6.4)
39885 93836
(7.6) (7.6)-

260748 616021
(49.6) (50.1)
70368 244480
(13.4) (19.9)

525309 1229745
(22.8) (53.5)

Total population Migrants to Migrants during Total population
In 1%1 Delhi during 1%1 71 1971

(in lakho 196171 per lakh (In bit
population

of 1961

die 2.7 Flow of Migrants Into Union Territory of Delhi

Before 1961

aryana 98324
(22.1)

adhyaPradesh 5585
(12)

njab 749944
(16 8)

ryana 75.90
jdhya Pradesh 323.72
njab 11135
jasthan 201.55
Car Pradesh 737.54

.
sthan 33341

(7.5)
rPradesh 185550

7)(41.
ers(induding ouside India) 47311

(10.7)
445055

(19.41

le 2.8 Ratio of Migrants to Population

85945 1132 10036-'
8860 27 416.54

59503 534 135.51
39885 198 257.65
260748 353 .883.41

Figures in brackets indicate percentage to the respective totals.

14412 357709
(15.5)

2496 54650
(2.4)

11447 224565
(9.8)

7603 174665
(7.6)

45362 1107681
(48.2)

17823 379982
(16.5)

99143 2299252
(4.3) (100A)

159028 1584
37709 90
78671 580
93836 364
616021 697



All the States mentioned in Table 2.7 have been

sending increasing number of people to Delhi. This

is evident from the fact that the ratio of migrants to

the respective State population has been showing
an increasing trend in all States . In the case of Mad-

hyaPradesh, there has been a sharp increase. D uring

1961-71, Madhya Pradesh sent only 27 persons for

every lakh population to Delhi which rose more
than thrice to 90 d uring 1971 -81.

Though migration into Delhi is taking place
mainly from the neighbouring states, contr ibution

from other States'fl saprimefactorleadingtobig-

`hec_growth of population in the Capital. In fact,

migration from other States .(other than Haryana,

Uttar Pradesh, Madhya Pradesh, Punjab and Rajas-
than) has shown an increasing trend , both in abso-

lute as well as relative terms. Theproportion of flow

of in-migrants from the 'other areas' has gone up

from 10.16% in 1961 to about 20% in 1981.
While distance has been definitely a factor affect-

ing migration decision, better development of any
area too induces greater in-movement Migration
studies have shown that some of the developed dis-
tricts of major migrant-contributing States in fact
send major proportion of migrants to Delhi (Table

2.9).

Table 2.9 Districts in Decedding Order from
which In-migration takes place to
Delhi

State Name of the Distrid

Uttar Meerut Buland - Aligarh
Pradesh (838) shahr (5.69)

(6.68)
Garhsval MuzaffarAlmora
(230 nagar (1.70

(1.70

Kanpur Etah
(1.41) (129)

Agra Chazia-
(2.67) bad

(2.58)

Mathura Morada-
(1.49) bad

Saharan-Luck
put now

(1.25)

(1.43)

Azarn-
h

(1123)

{ Ghonda
(1.03)

Haryana Rohtak Sonepat Gurgaon Karnal Farida-
(3.7,4 (2.16) (2.16) (1.62) bad

(0.91)

Punjab Amritsar)aura- tudhi- Hoshiar-
(2.69) dhar ana pur

(1.70 (1.45) (1.13)

Rajasthan Jaipur Alwar
(2.08) (1.11)

Source: Sociofconomlc Unit IPPD of DDAI, 1980-81.

in-migration into Delhi from urban areas has been
equally pronounced as that from rural areas. Of the
total migrants from the five surrounding States of
Haryana, Madhya Pradesh, Uttar Pradesh, Punjab
and Rajasthan d uring 1971.81, 39.04%has been from
urban areas (Table 2.10. Urban migrantsformed 68%
of total from Punjab. In the total migrantpopulation,
proportion of urban migrants to Delhi has been
more than 30% from all the States.

The major reasons for in-migration into Delhi has
been for 'employment' and 'family movement. The

large inflow into Delhi in recent times can be attri-
buted to growth of industries, especially, small scale
ones and, expansion of trade and commerce and
construction activities. The twin reasons of 'employ-
ment'and family movement' accounted for73%of
all in-migrants in 1981 from thefiveStates d iscussed
earlier (Table 2.10.

Table 110 RuraWrban Distribution and Cause
for Migration

(Population in lakhs)

State No. of migrants during Cause of
197141 migration

Total Rural Urban Employ - Family
ment Move-

ment

Haryana 1.59 0.98 0.61 036 0.60
(61.64) (3836) (22.64) (37.73)

Madhya 0.38 022 0.16 0.14 0.17

Pradesh (57.90 (42.10) (36.84) (44.74)

Punjab 0.79 025 0.54 0.16 0.36
(31.65) (6835) (20.25) (4537)

Rajasthan 0.94 0.62 032 032 0.40
(65.96) (34.04) (34.05) (42.55)

Uttar 6.16 3.94 2.22 231 237

Pradesh (63.96) (36.04) (37.50 (38.50

Total 9.86 6.01 . 3.85 3.29 3.90

Note: Figures in brackets indicate percentage to the
respective totals.

When the head of a family moves to another
place for employment, his family joins him after a
while. Therefore,- number of people migrating on
account of.ffamily movement is generally higher
than the number on account oT 'employment
(Figure 5). '

An analysis of employment structure of migrant
workers indicates that tertiary sector engages maxi-

mum proportion (69.17% of all migrant workers



Figure S Major Factors of in-Migration 1981

followed bysecoridary (28.87% and primary sectors
(1.96%e . M or$y of the in migrants are absorbed in
petty trades, lbw grade production or processing
activities, and the population growth -induced ser-
vice sector. Incidentally , proportions of total work-
ers in Delhi in different sectord .too reflect roughly
the same proportions as for migrant workers-
66.0196, 29.04%and 5.95%in tertiary , secondary and
primary sectors of employment respectively).

2.4 Population Projections

Population of Delhi has been growing at a rapid
pace since independence. During the four decades
preceedmg 1941, it gained a modest total of.7 lakhs

-against its 2 lakhs in 1901. However , It gained
extraordinary growth rate by registering 90.29(4
52.5%-52.9% in successive decades , and reached
53.0% in 1981 (Table 2.11).

Table 2.11 Growth of Population of Union
Territory of Delhi.

Year pupubdon Decennial rate

1941

1951

1961

1971

1981

Inlakbs , of growth in
percent

A major contributing factorfor such an increase in
the population count has been the continuous in-
flow of migrants. Continued growth of population
and in-migration into Delhi on the scale experienced
between 1971 and 1981, and continued intensifica-
tion of activities and population in the existing urban
Delhi, if not controlled through associated growth of
and distribution over the Region , would inevitably
lead to pressure on and deterioration of the limited
urban services of Delhi.

Growth of population in Delhi at the present rate
will soon pose a serious problem. The rate of aug-
mentation an scarcity of some of the services already
present an alarming situation. Augmentation of
selected services achieved during 1961 -81 and aug-
mentation required between 1981-2001, if the pres-
ent rate of population growth continues, is given in
Table 2.12.

Table 2.12 Infrastructure requirement in Union
Territory of Delhi

1%1 1981 1961- 2001 81- Rate
81 2001

Water 78 335 257 1024 689
MGD)

Sewerage 36 118 82 902 784
(MGD)

Electricity 80 650 570 2568 2018
NAM)

Telephone 27 224 197 1200 976 27-6-4.95
Lines 197
('OOcO

Hospital 7 14 7 61
beds ('OOQ .

Student 400
seats in
schools
('000)

1450 1050 320

These conclusions compel for a substantial con-
trol in the growth of population of Delhi during the
period 1981-2001.

Projectioave been made for Delhi and. the
constituent u its of NCR based on varied assump-
tions such as urban and rural growth differential
method as has been advocated by the United
Nations for projecting population of urban areas. In
this method, the growth differentials of the areas
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falling in NCR and other areas of the States are exa-
mined, and these differentials are then projected.
Two assumptions have been.made regarding the

II likely growth differentials in future. In the first
method, it has been assumed that growth differen-
tials may remain constant as observed during 1971-
81. In the second assumption, it is taken that the
change in growth differentials observed during
1961 71 and 1971-81 may continue in future. This
has been termed as increasing URGD method. Same
method has been used toprojecttheruraland urban
pt ptlation of NCR. The ratio of the urban popula-
ti orR: in the NCR has been worked out separately for
eachState for 1961, 1971 and 1981 . These ratios
were then extrapolated using logistic model. Three
assumptions were made for extrapolation:

i.

ii.

The growth differential between the urban
areas and rural areas would remain the same
as observed during 1971 -81.
The above growth differential would acceler-
ate during the coming decades. The rate of
acceleration would be thatthatwas observed
during, the decades 1961-71 and 1971-81.
The growth differentials would, no doubt,
accelerate but the rate of acceleration maybe
in between i and ii. In other words, the quan-
tum of increase would be half of the observed
acceleration during the last two decades.

By both these methods, the population of Delhi and
the NCR part of Haryana, Rajasthan and Uttar Pra-
desh was projected separately and aggregated for
NCR.(Table 2.13).

Table 2.13 Projected Population of National Capital Region
(Population in lakhs)

S.h4egiorvilegion ` Population - Constant URGD increasing URGD

1981 1991 2001 1991 2001

Delhi 62 .20 92.55 132.64 92:55 132.64

Rural 4.52 4.42 3.61 4.42 3.61

Urban 57.68 88.13 128.03 88.13 129.03

Haryana 4439 62:51 71.50 62.70 72.16

Rural 37.32 42.10 41.40 42.23 41.78

Urban 12.07 20.41 30.10 20.47 30.38

Rajasthan 10.65 11.95 14.34 1126 11_96

Rural 8 .91 9.31 10.51 8.77 '8177

Urban 1.74 2.64 3.83 2.49 3.19

Uttar Pradesh 69.69 87.55 108.44 87.57 108.49

Rural 5020 54.62 56.02 54.64 56.04

Urban 19.49 32.93 52.42 32.93 52.45

NCR 191 .93 254.57 326.93 254.08 325.26

Rural 100.95 110.46 111.54 110.06 110.21

Urban 80.98 144.11 21539 144.02 215.05

Projections indicate that if the present trend of
population growth of Delhi is allowed to continue, it
will reach afigure of 132 lalchs by the year 2001 AD.

In the attempt to estimate population for Delhi,
which would be well under manageable limits, the
assumptions made are:

I. that the net natural growth rate of population
is declining, and given various population
control programmes, literacy level and adap-
tability of the metropolitans, the net annual
natural growth would reach 12% by the year

ii.

2001. However, only a marginal reduction in
the same is envisaged till the year 1991. It is
assumed to come down from the 1971-81
decadal rate of 22% to 20% during 1981.91
and 12%.d6ring 1991-2001.
while accepting continued in-migration dur-
ing 1981 -91 at the same rate observed during
1971-81, a substantial reduction in in-migra-
tion is expected during 1991-2001. In thisdec-
ade, approximately 50% reduction in in-
migration is envisaged.



Under such assumptions , the population of the
V nlon Territory of Delhi would be 112lakhs by 2001
't f which 2 lakhs would be rural (Table 2.14 and

re 6).

Figure 6 Delhi: Population Projection
1981-2001

CT20 POPULATION: 122 LAXN9
POPULATION! 02 LANN$

ai..l R.wIM Nft to fell

2% (1551) to 2% by 1901
1.2114112601)

N-Np.NM till 1591 end .

MMN between 1551-2001

14 Population Projection for Union
Territory of Delhi

$6
20 2154

,56 3036

.00 19 .44

(Population in lakhsl

1229 9.24 (53.00)
(19.77)' (2247)"
17 .95 12 .43 (48.87)
(1939)' (20.00"
833 11.10 (21.00
(7.43)' (12.00) '

To restrict the population of Delhi to 112 lakhs,
measures are to be taken so that the annual in-migra-
tion into the city is controlled to about 80,000 per-
sons during 1991 -2001 from the observed rate of
123 lakh persons per annum during 1971-81 and
expected rate of 1 .80 lakh persons per annum during
1981-91 . It would bring down the proportion of
migrants to the total population to 7 .43% in the year
2001 from the observed 19.76%during1971.81 and
expected 1939% during 1981 -91. Further, the ove-
rall decadal growth of Delhi would be 21% during
1991 -2001 against the 1971 -81 rate of 53% and the
expected 1981-91 rate of 484.

2.5 Population Projection for Delhi
Metropolitan Area

The DMA which forms a contiguous urban area
around Delhi has shown greatpotential for housing
and industrial activities primarily owing to its loca-
tion being adjacent to Delhi. This growth immedia-
tely adjoining to the city limits is striking and has
beensharply increasing, indicating the spatial expan-
sion of urban influence. This rapid growth in DMA
hasbeem directly related to industrial development
around Delhi, creation of NOIDA township by Uttar
Pradesh, proposed development of Kundli industrial
township by Haryana, merging ofNarelatownwithin
Delhi Urban Area, spurt in the concentration of
industrial and institutional activities along the Delhi-
Gurgaon National Highway and Fari dabad-Ballab-
garh highway. While this increase to some extent
would reduce the problems of Delhi, this would lead
to problems of greater magnitude in terms of stress
on Delhi's services unless these areas are planned in
a regulated and co-ordinated manner. Further,
unless they are planned in an integrated mannerwith
Deihl and the surrounding National Capital Region,
the DMA towns would identify themselves with the
urban form of Delhi and become a single urban con-
tinuum..

Recognising the potential of DMA in solving the
problem of over-congestion in Delhi, a modest
growth has been proposed for the DMA towns
(Table 2.15):

Presently, the DMA- including Delhi accommo-
dates about 701akhs of population of which Delhi
alone has 62 lakhs and remaining 8 lakh persons
reside in the other DMA towns. While Delhi has
been projected to accommodate 110 lakhs of urban
population by 2001 , the other DMA towns would



Table 2.15 Population d DMA 19012001

UT of Delhi

Faridabad-
8allabhgarh

Gurgaon

Bahadurgarh

Kundli

Chaziabad4.oni

NOIDA

Total of DMA

Table 2.16

Si. Area
No.

1.50

11.00 1332

5.50

149.00 5.66

accommodate a total of 37 lakhs of population
(Table 2.15). Delhi will have 2 lakhs of rural popula-
tion, and the rural areas of DMA failing in Haryana
and Uttar Pradesh are envisaged to accommodate
50,000 persons in each state.

2.6 Population Assignments for rest of National
Capital Region

A significanttact about the migration into D eihi is
thatmajority of migrants arefromthe immediate sur-
rounding States of Delhi. The excess population of
19 lakhs of persons who would otherwise be mov-
ing into Delhi by 2001 will have to be contained in
the urban areas outside DMA but within National
Capital Region. It is proposed to accommodate 5
lakhs,1 lakh and 13 lakhs of persons in theSub-regi-
onal areas of Haryana, Rajasthan and Uttar Pradesh
beyond DMA respectively.

The projected and assigned population for the
Sub-regions and DMA towns are given in Table 2.16.

Population Assignment by 2001 AD for Delhi, DMA & NCR.

1. Region
2. Delhi Sub-region
3. Haryana Sub-region

4. Rajasthan Sub-tegion
5. Uttar PradeshSub-region
6. Delhi Metropolitan area

4, Total
b) Delhi
d Hageana

7. DMAtgwns

6220 112.00 4.00

330 10.00 10:15

1.01 7.00 29.65

037 2.00 22.02

325

132

72

12

109

P o p u l a t i o n 2 001

Projected Assigned

(in lakhs)

. Urban Rural Total. Urban Rural

234 91 325
129 3 112
38 34 77

3.5 8.5 14
63.5 45 .5 122

4 150
112
17
17

37

x\1.5

(urban 87 and rural 88 Iakhsi
17 -/.
4

47

234 91

110 2

42.5 34.5
5 9

76.5 45.5

147 3
110 2
16.5 0.5
16.5 0.5

37

11. 11

53 5.5
10 10

7 7

2 2
1.5

22 22
5 5

60'` 60



ENT SYSTEM I'

than Concentration

ng to the 1981 census, National Capital
ommodates a total population of 191.93

hich about9l lakhs accounting for 48% is
t increasing trend of urban population is

om the declining proportion of rural popu-
6532%in 1961 to 60.72% in 1971 and to

1981 . Increase in urban population in NCR
Delhi has been comparatively slower

lg a proportion of 16.55%in 1961 to 18.78%
and 25 .6%in 1981.
ng the Sub-regions, urbanisation process
e years has been relatively slower in Rajas-

in UttarPradesh and Haryana Sub-fegions.
e present (1981) rural-urban population

2.6: 47.4 in NCR, it is envisaged that it will
by the year 2001. Assigned urban popula-
onent is envisaged to accourrtfor982196,
.71%and 62 .70%inDelhi , Haryana,Rajas-
)Jttar Pradesh Sub-regions respectively,

fr respective projected proportions of
77961, 29.17% and 58.25%by 2001 (Table

Settlement System

i 6677 villages{1981) in NCR. V illages are
ntly medium sized with 55%of them hav-
on 500-1999 persons and 207S%2000-

While large villages with population
formed 3.45914 smaller ones with popu-

500formed 20.71%of the total num-
s.(Table 3.1). In Rajasthan •Sub-region,

of the villages are smaller. Delhi and
ub-regions hake highest number of

settlements.
e number of rural settlements, it is
ntfy, for the location of relatively

cilities, some basic villages which
serve large number of the scattered

Bring more area

3.3 Urban Settlement Pattern

There are 94 towns in NCR with 6 in the Union
Territory of Delhi, 58 in UttarPradesh , 27 in Haryana
and 3 in Rajasthan Sub-regions . There has been a
spectacular increase from 48 to 94 in the number of
towns during the period 1971-81.D uring the decade
1961-71, there was an addition of only 4 towns
(Table 32).

Tabel 3.2 Distribution of Urban Settlements

Number of Towns in
1%1 1971 1981

Size NCR NCR NCR Delhi U.P. Har- Rajas-
Class UT Sub- yana than

K6' sub- sub-
ion reg,

kIon ion

1. 2 4 11 1 4 5 1

II. 3 6 3 - 2 1 -

III. 10 9 16 12 4

IV. 12 13 28 1 17 8

V. 13 14 . 33 4 20 9

VI. 4 2 3 - 3

2

All
classes 44 48 94 6 58 27 3

There are 11 Classl urban centres includ ing Delhi
accommodating about 709b of urban population of
NCR. Delhi urban area alone contains 57 lakh per-
sons and the other Sub-regions accommodate lesser
proportions of urban popylatton. As such, as much
as 63 .45% of the entire: urban population of NCR is
concentrated in. Delhi alone. Of the remaining,
21.44% is in Uttar Pradesh, followed by 13.19% in
Haryana and 1.92% in Rajasthan Sub-regions . Class-
wise proportions of urban population in Class I to VI



urban centres are 7032% 138% 4.55% 3.14%
2.30% and 0.10% respectively (Table 33). figure 7
shows the existing urban settlement system.

3.4 Growth Pattern of Urban Areas

Towns have been classified as very fast grow

Tibet 3.3 Density Patterns of Towns In NCR-Classwise:1981

I

Delhi UT Uttar Pradesh Portion

Class No. Pop. Area Class Na
Size Lakhs IS Aver-

age
en-
sky

Per-
sons/
IS

Pop. Area
la h lun°

Class No.
Aver-
rage
Den- .

sity
Per-

sons/
km'

I 1 5729 540.74 10595 4 10.30 161.81

II - - - 2 1.55 24.72

111 - - - - 12 3.66 56.18

IV 1 0.13 17.00 743 17 2.24 93.68

V 4, 026 34.17 770 20 1.63 74.62

VI - - - - 3 0.11 8.73

All classes
NCR 6 57.68"591A8 58 19.49 419.74

6366 5

6261 1

6518 4

2395 8

2176 9

1300 -

fast-growing and stagnating towns . Those that have
registered annual growth rate less than the national
average of 233% have been grouped as stagnating
while those that registered almostdouble that of the
national annual average urban growth rate . of 4.5%
and above as very fast growing , while those having
above one and a half times (6.75% of urban growth
rate) but less than double the national average urban
growth rate (9% are considered as fast growing.

The very fast growing towns identified are Gha-
ziabad (124.8846 and Modinagar (101.67% in Uttar
Pradesh Sub -region and, Faddabad Complex
(169.40% , Halley Maihdi (35027% and Ganaur
(963296 in Haryana Sub -region during 1971.61.
The fast growing towns identified are Bulandshahr
(73.839 and Muradnagar (86.25% in UttarPradesh
and, Curgaon (76.51% and Sonepat (7529% in
Haryana Sub-regions . The stagnating towns are
Anupshahr (23.99%, Faridnagar (20.8990, Bug4(asi
(16.12%, Shahjehanpur (20.80% , Danker (14.78%,
J ahangirpur (2129% from Uttar Pradesh and, Sawal
(18.88%, Rewari (17.49%, Maham (1120%, Berl
(935% , Farukhnagar (16.044111 and Ferozepur Jhirka
(18 .069 from Haryanasub-regions .ffforts to revita-
lise the economy of these towns by strengthening
the facilities in them are necessary.

22

27

Haryana Portion Rajasthan Portion

Pop. Area Class No. Pop. Area CL
Lakhs km' Aver- Lakhs IS Av

rage
Den- D

sky
Per-

sons/
knn

8.48 252 .79 3346 1 1.46 . 80.00 1

0.52 6.06 8508 -

135 27.09 4993 -

1.09 35 .47 3078 2 1.73 41.64

0.65 29 .58 2195 - -

- - - - - -

12 .07 350.99 3 3 .19 121.64

3.5 Major Urban Structure

Present migration being primarily from the
rounding States, it is imperative that any attemp
the control of population inDelhi has to be assn
ed with developmental efforts in the adjo
States. It is only logical to reason that Delhi b
migrant population should be contained in
beyond DMA by providing suitable employe
opportunities since 'employment and subseq
'family movement' form the major reasons for
migration. Spatial organisation of 'central pt
that serve themselves and also the surrounding,
tered rural population requires utmost con-0
don. The urban settlement structure with its [t
order services and centralised functions fomt
back-bone of any region.Such astructure, to be.
ducive,should be based on the objectives andj
and ultimately on the form of development t
attained.

Various conceptual physical forms such as d
loping large number of settlements (Figure 8), C
loping small towns (Figure 9), developing
combines (Figure 10 and developing intensiv
few select centres (Figure 11) thatcould be add
for NCR have been analysed. ?
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Figure 8: Alternative- l Developing Large Number of Settlements

Figure 9: Alternative-11 Developing Small Towns
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if

Some of the factors that have been considered to
evaluate them are that

i. any intens ified development should be rea-
sonably away from Delhi so that people do
notwish to stay in Delhi and comps uteto their
work places in the Region.

iL the identified prime centres of any form are
roughly equidistant from Delhi so thatselec-
tion of settlements by the entrepreneurs or
others becomes aquestion ofdirectionfather
than distance.

iii. centres of such a form offer viability in terms
of resource availability in the vicinity to
accommodate projects on a larger scale that
can attract population in asubstantial magni-
tude.

iv. such a physical form recognises the present
development attained especially in terms of
linkages and activity concentration - in short
- the logical directions of growth and as such
require minimal funds.

An analysis of various possible forms lead to the
conclusion that a form which would involve 'deve-
loping a few select centres on an intensified scale
(Figure 11) so that they can act as migrants -capturing
magnets and, can form the apex of the hierarchical
order of the settlements in the Region is the most
viable one. Such an approach and urban form is
expected to counteract the pull factors exerted by
Delhi, and this would create spatial points in which,
by providirig for physical and social capital, revitali-
sation of the regional economy could be gained.

Availability of substantial extent of Iand for
human habitation in the surrounding areas of NCR
beyond Delhi is evidentfrom Table 3.4. WhileDelhi
has only 024km' of land for 1000 persons, the Sub-
regions of Rajasthan , Haryana and Uttar Pradesh
have 4.18,2.71 and 1.56 km2 respectively . Low densi-
ties and availability of vast open spaces in the sur-
rounding urban areas beyond Delhi too are evident
from the higher urban land availability per 1000 per-
sons (Table 3.4.

Table 3.4 Man - Land Ratio

Sub-regfomtealon Population 1981
Land per 1000 persons in km2

Rural Urban Area in Ian' Rural Urban Total
Delhi 4,52205 57,65,200 1483.00 1.97 0.10 024Uttar Pradesh 50,19,579 19,49,067 10853.00 2.07 022 1.56Haryana 37,31,837 12,06,704 13412.48 035 029 2.71Rajasthan 8,99,513 1,73,956 4492.90 Q49 0.70 4.18
NCR 100,94,175 90,97,927 30241 .38 2.85 Q16 1.57

The first order priority settlements in the partici-
pating States are:

i. Uttar Pradesh : Meerut, Hapur and
Sub-region . Bulardshahr-Khurja

iL Haryana : Panipat, Rohtak, Rewari-
5ub-region Dharuhera and Palwal

iii. Rajasthan : Akvarand Bhiwadi
Sub-region

While adopting such a strategy and physical fore,
this Plan envisages utilisation of transport corridors
as a: tool to disperse the activities from the central
city at sufficiently distant places rather thanconcen-
trating/encouraging development along any corri-
dor. This backbone urban skeleton system would
be linked amongst themselves by road and rail
systems to facilitate their inter -nodal movement and
should be well Connected with Delhf . by higher
st dan ard roads and by rapid public transit systems.

Further, based on the selected priority urban
centres, a four tier system of settlements would be
evoked to include regional centres, sub-regional
centres, service centres and basic villages. The func-
tional character of such centres is to be identif ied in
terms of• the availability and location of infrastructu-
ral and social•servizes.

This plan aims for a compact and orderly growth
of urban Delhi with moderate and suppressed
growth in DMA and afew priority settlements of first
order which would b Cully self contained in matters
of activities, emmentopportunities and asso-
ciated ' Infrastnccture, nevertheless having intense
interaction with Delhi to gain rather than to lose to
it It is envisaged to develop these priority towns
immediately so that they are able to absorb and
retain not only their own natural increase but to
arrest and contain potential migrants to Delhi from
their surrounding region.
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The selected priority towns are expected to
rater-act the pull exerted by Delhi. It is proposed
chieve this by generating employmentopportu-
$ of a greater magnitude and other associated
tructure facilities. Existing, projected and
ed population for the priority towns isgiven in
3.5 (Figure 12).

Table 3.5 Assigned Population for Priority
towns- 2001

Population in lakhs

Priority, Actual Projected Assigned
towns population population population

1981 2000 2001

Meerut 5.36 1018 .13
Hapur 1.02 2.03 6
Bulandshahr 1.03 2.35 10
Khurja 0.67

]
1.21

Palwal 0.47 0.63 3
Panipat 1.38 286 5
Rohtak 1.68 2.97 5
Rewari
Dharuhera 0.52 0.77
Bhiwadi
Alwar 1.47 2.85 5
Total 13.60 25.95 s0

fig 12 Population Assignment for Priority Towns



DEVELOPMENT OF ECONOMIC ACTIVITIES

3.1 Objectives

The Plan advocates development of economic
activities and creation of jobs in the various occupa-
tions in such abalanced manner so as to lend stabil-
ity to the economy of the Region as well as take
advantage of the dynamic quality of the urban con-
centration in and Around the National Capital.

The National Capital Region Plan is conceived as
an inter state regional plan with a view to achieving
the objectives of keepingwithin manageable limits
the population of UrbanDelhi through adoption of a
well conceived urbangrowth combined with deve-
lopment of towns within the National Capital
Region. As is well known, Delhi's growth has
occurred by leaps and bounds in recent decades
due to increased immigration of people from differ-
ent parts of country and more particularly from the
neighbouring areas. ltisfelt that urban concentration
in and around Delhi holds potential for tremendous
growth which has to be channelised suitably.
Employment opportunities is the principal pull fac-
tor for large scale migration to Delhi from rural and
urban areas. This can only be curbed A there are ade-
quate employment opportunities in other growth
centres existing or to be developed. Major employ-
ment generators for dispersal within the National
Capital Region fall under three categories : Central
Government and Public Sector Undertakings, who-
lesale and distributive trade and commerce, and
industries.

4.2 Policies

In order to achieve the objectives , the Plan pro-
poses the following policies:

A Broad Regional Level Policies

I. Forthe development of economic activities in
the National Capital Region, a three tier
approach should be followed . A policy of

strict control for creation of employment
opportunities within the Union Territory of
Delhi, moderate control outside Delhi within
the Delhi Metropolitan Area and, encourage-
ment with incentives in the area outside the
Delhi Metropolitan Area within the NCR is
proposed for the balanced development of
the Region.

ii. The policy of development of economic acti-
vities in the Region should take into account
the impact of various proposals made in the
Interim Development plan regarding settle-
ment pattern, transport structure, etc
Moreover, it should be an integrated policy
for the Region as awhole and should be pur-
sued at the sub -regional levels so as to effec-
tuate the broader objectives of the Plan. It
should have the twin objectives of fostering
rapid , economic growth and achieving
balanced development of the Region.

iii. There should be definite attempt to change
the basic character of the regional economy
of the Region from the agricultural and pre-
indsutrial to more diversified one, in order to
raise the earning capacity of the people. By
2001 , nearly 70% of the population would be
living in urban areas . This would entail the
creation of more jobs in non -agricultural
occupations than at present For this purpose,
there should not only be an injection of addi-
tional activities in existing and new centres
outside urban Delhi but also development of
agro-baser!-industries in rural areas in order to
supporturbanisation on the one hand and to
stabilise the rural economy on the other.

ivin the Region, the land is generally good for
agriculture, and hence selection of sites for
the development of these activities should be
done judiciously.
There is a need for streamlining not only the
fiscal and other incentives given by the con-



cerned State governments but also tax struc- administrative function is becoming an indus-
ture in the Region . It should 'also be possible trial city. The growth of industries in Delhi fol-
to rationalise the octroi and other taxes in lowed atypical trend, with slow progress upto
Delhi and in the various towns for mutual 1970-71 and rapid one from 1976 onwards,
benefits and in the overall interest of the
Region. This will also enable a free flow of
goods and encourage economic develop- Fig 13 Occupational Structure Functional Shift
ment
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Specific Area Policies

Policy Regarding Location of Industries

Delhi has experienced a great spurt in the
industrial activities 'during the past two
decades. The distribution of working force in
Urban Delhi from 1951 to 1981 (Table 4.1 and
Figure 13), reveals a shift in the occupational
structure of having 43.7% in other services
thus depicting a predominant administrative
character in 1951 declining to 31.5% in 1981.
The percentage'of workers in trade and com-
merce remained almost the same in the last
four decades whereas the percentage of
workers in industrial sector has increased
from 17 in 1951 to 29 in 1981. Thus, Delhi
which in 1951 and 1961 had predominantly

w
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40 Diatrbutiooof Working Force in Urban Delhi 1951 to 1981

ators 3483 0.7 5178 0.7 5176 0.5 7227 039
labourers 584 0.1 1242 0.2 3603 03 4772 0.25

stork, forestry - - - - - - - -

& Quarrying
1521 0.3 5446 0.7 9091 0 .8 4745 0.25

adoring.
sing
rehold industry 6632 13 12684 1.7 25107 2.2 31349 1.69
r than

sehoid 80639 15.7 155099 20.7 242733 21.7 510748 27.49

ction 44948 8.7 32540 4.4 61517 5.5 118699 6.39
t

and Commerce 117338 22.8 143809 193 239719 _ .21.6 413430 22.25
rt and

unications 34455 6.7 47387 63 107324 9.6 168457 9.07
services 224426 43.7 343430 46.0 422667 37 8 584663 31 47. .

Workers 514026 100.0 746815 100.0 1116937 100.0 1857545 100.00
1437134 - 2359408 3647023 - 5768200 -

atioe ratio 27.96 31.65 - 30.62 - 32.20 -



There was a sharp increase in the number of units
from 26,000 in 1970-71 to 50,000 in 1981 -82 i.e. an
increase of 8.4% per annum . The industrial employ-
ment increased from 2 .15 lakhs in 1970-71 to 4.80
lakhs in 1981-82 registering a growth rate of 11.2%
per annum (Figure 1,0.

fig 14 Growth of industries and Employment
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more than five times to Rs 965 crores in 1981.82. The
spurt of activity in this sector has also been reflected
in the production figures. The value of the produc-
tion which was around Rs 388 crores in 1970-71 has
multiplied six times to reach Rs 2350 crores in 1981-
82 (Table 42)
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The investments in this sector which were of the
tune of Rs 190 cores in 1970 -71 have multiplied

Table 42 Industrial Progress in Delhi
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fig 15 Factory and Employment 1979-82
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Item ,, 1970.71. 1976-77 1977-78

No. of industrial units
(in'000) 26 37

Investment
(Rs. in crores) 190 550

Production
(Rs. in crores) 388 1025

Employment,. .
(in'OOO/ 215 300

650

1200 1430 1700

325 350 375.

197879 197900 198081 1951

2196 23
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eta available regarding registered factories,
constitute the organised sector of industrial
shows that there were in all 3917 factories in
gistered under factories Act against 2984

3 Registered factories in Delhi (Group-Wise)

products
tiles & textile

1979 1980

Workers (daily average In '000)

1981 1982 1979 1960 1961 1982

142 7 9 9 10

279 11 12 12 12

107 4 3 3 3

970 23 26 26 26

451 12 14 14 15

495 12 14 14 16

ucts 457 520 545
products 46 47 '52

r products and
ling
-metallic mineral
ucts 95 57 51
I and engineering
ucts 763 807 856

iufacturing of electrical
hinery 308 355 374

er, rubber and
icals

ufacture of other
c of transport

ment
eration of transmission
lectrical energy,
and water supply 21 21
laneous 201 215

2984 3193

not be out of place to mention here that
ber of people who have migrated to Delhi
aged themselves in unorganised produc-
service activities known as the 'informal

It has also been observed that growth of
ent in the irdormal industrial sector has
ce at a much faster rate than the growth in
ised sector i.e. formal sector in Delhi. In

is contribution to employment generation
e limited scope for expansion of employ-
the organised sector, the informal sector

neglected and allowed to remain outside
of planning.

ility of water and'power atcheaper rates in
son with the rates in other parts of the

added with availability of other infrastructu-
es at satisfactory levels and , prevalence of

555 15 16 16 17

18 21 6 5

200 219 7 7

3402 3917 141 153 153 161

ation rates are the main factors which have
a large number of entrepreneurs toDelhi in

it two decades . Locational aspects of

factories till 1979. Thus, about 1000 factories have
been added in a span of only four years. The num-
ber of daily workers added in this period is 22000.
(Table 43 and figure 15).

industry play a significantiole as industrial locations
directly influence the locational pattern of job
opportunities in commerce, transportation, cons-
truction and other services. The decisions regarding
industrial locations are based on availability of eco-
nomic infrastructure. Thus, in order to decide loca-
tions of each and every individual industry in the
Region, extensive growth potential surveyswill need
to be carried out

There is a need to follow a well defined policy
with regard to distribution and dispersal of industries
in the Region so as to harmonise the developmentof
the Region. To ensure achievementof this objective,
a three tier system of policy of incentives and disin-
centives. is proposed.

L Strict Control within the Union Territory of Delhi

In the industrial growth of the Region as awhole,
the industrial policy of Delhi would remain central.
Industrial policy of the Government of India recog-



nises the need to prevent further concentration of
industries around metropolitan cities, and the
Government have been following the policy of not
issuing new licences for further industrial activity
within theStandard Urban Areas of the metropolitan
cities . The first Master Plan for Delhi has prohibited
certain types of industries, mainly large scale and
obnoxious industries from being setup in Delhi, and
this has been mainly responsible for the growth of
only small scale industries generally manufacturing
consumer goods of differentkinds in Delhi . Keeping
in view thespurtof industrial employment in the last
two decades, there is a need not only to check large
and heavy irdustriesbutalso calls for a strict control
in regard to even small scale industries . While conti-
nuing the present policy of not promoting location
of medium and large scale industries within Delhi,
location of even small scale industries to be res-
tricted to those which employ 20 or less workers.
and are required either forproviding or servicingthe
consumer needy of Delhi's population . All applica-
tions should be referred to a Special Group consti-
tuted by the Board for checking location of such
industries.

All nonconforming industries which have been
identified in the revised DelhiMasterPlan should be
shifted outside Delhi. ACommittee should be set up
for selecting alternate sites for shifting these indus-
tries within the Region.

ii. Control outside Qelhi within DMA

The towns falling on the periphery of Delhi UT,
also referred as Delhi Metropolitan Area towns viz.
Faridabad , Gurgaon, Bahadurgarh , Ghaziabad and

NOIDA have experienced a high rate of population
growth and spurtin industrial activities .Thismiightbe

due to the impact of Delhi's policy of discouraging
some industries and disallowing others. It has also
been felt that with the pace of industrial develop-
ment in these towns during the last two decades,
adequate level of residential, commercial and other
related facilities have not been developed; which,

on the one hand , hasgiven rise to large scale prolife-
ration of slums and on the other has enhanced com-
mercial activities in Delhi Due to lack of facilities,
high and middle level executives employed in vari-
ous Industries preferto live in Delhi,whereas , labour

class has found shelter in the vicinity of these towns,
giving rise to large scale slums around Delhi Further
growth of these urban centres to such a pace , along-
with establishment of obnoxious and pollutant
industries may prove to be a deterrent factor from

theenvironmental pointof view in Delhi. It is, there-
fore, felt that alongwith Delhi, even in these towns,
the location of industriescreating problems of waste
disposal, smoke, fumes, water pollution etc, should
be discouraged. They are practically to be prohibit-,
ed. As apolicy, no employment intensive large scale
industry should be permitted to be set up in Delhi

'and the Delhi Metropolitan Area Only such sma
scale units which are essential foreither feeding, ser
vicing or maintaining Delhi and Delhi Metropolita
Area's population should be allowed in these tow

iii. Incentive outside DMA within NCR

A policy aimed at providing alternative locatio
of industries from urban Delhi and DMA towns
wider areas within National Capital. Region in
medium sized regional towns and central place 'vi
lager' and small towns where suitable infrastructu
need to be provided, should bevigorously pursu
There should be consolidation of growth in
existing ind ustrial towns, by improving the other
tors of the town economy, creating conditi
underwhich industrialdevelopmentcan occur. Ni
growth points should be created farther away fr
Urban Delhi so that a proper balance between
developed and undeveloped areas of the Region
achieved.

The industrial policy of the States of Hary
Rajasthan and UttarP radesh and Delhi UT be harm,
nised rendering the National Capital Region as
integrated Region. The participating State Gave
ments within their awn States should draw an ind
trial programme fordevelopmentof the Sub-regi
keeping in view the optimum industrial devel
ment of the Region as a whole . Since the areas!
these states are adjoining to the Union Territory.,
Delhi, the entrepreneurs which go for an alterna
to Delhi are likely to be attracted to these are
this way , State governments can take advanta
theirbeing near to the Capital By such program
the State governments are likely to be benefit
the long run.

b Policy Regarding the Location of O fice$ of
Central Government and Public SectorU
takings

Delhi is a multifunctional city serving as a m
to all sections of society from not only the imm
ate region but the entire country . Delhi has sh
spectacular growth in terms of employment
major attraction here of course has been
employment in the Government offices and p
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a change in status of this major metropolis

an alrnostdornentcolonial 'law and order city
of the capital of a welfare State. Government

ons have expanded rapidly to cope with add-
eential functions : foreign embassies, research

Itural organisations and foreign missions have
it distinct impact on the growth of the city.

e employment in the various types of the
ent and quasi-Government offices has

constantly increasing ever since 1921 (Table
he employment in public sector can be divid-

er four major categories viz employment in

Central offices , Delhi Administration , Local Bodies
and quasiGovemment.undertakings. The employ-
ment in Central Government offices which was only
8000 persons in 1921 grew to 231 lakh persons in
1982 . There has been a nominal increase in terms of
.numbers in the first two decades : it was only 1941
onwards that employment in Central Government
offices took place . While comparing the employ-
ment of 1941 with the present employment, it may
be seen that more than two lakhs new jobs have
been created in this sector during the period just
preceding the independence and the post indepen-
dence period.

4.4 Employment in Public Sedor in Delhi 192182 (Figures In laddit)

Central Gwemrtent 0.08 0.11 026 0.88 0.94 2.11 2.25, 231
Delhi Administration 0.01 0.03 0.03 0.07 0.24 0.53 0.58 0.62
Local Bodies 0.02 0.01 0.12 0.11 033 0.90 1 .09 1.13
QuasiGovernment N.A. NA. NA. N.A. 0.06 0.6 1.41 1.51
Total all 0.15 0.41 1.06 1.57 4.10 5.33 5.57

S spectacular growth in Central Government
attributed to the fact thatOelhi , once a tehsil
district, suddenly came into focus when It
e the capital of the second most populous

in the world. For Delhi, in fact, it is Central
mentemploymentwhich made the base for

activities to come up , and thus helped in acce-
the growth to some extent The alarming

on of 1.17 lakh jobs in Central Govenment
ment during the decade 1961 -71 caused

n. to the plannersand the administrators, and
In the sector of employment by way of def-
new job opportunities to other NCR towns

punter-magnets was envisaged in the NCR
Besides this, itwas also considered to shift

of the Central Government offices outside
to the priority towns of NCR and the selected
r-magnets where some infrastructural faci-

ready exist The Government of India, through
abin et Secretariat, is aware of the need to

the prol iferation of Central Government
oyment in the Capital as apart from land for

'space, land for housing and other facilities is
costlier and the same can be provided more.

ly in the smallercities over the country where
an benefits and other services are available.

The employment in Delhi Administration and
local bodies largely grewwith the size and enhanced
responsibilities of the administration and the local
bodies with increasing overheads of servicing of
metropolitan city. In 1921, it had a meagre 3000 per-
sons employment which grew to 1.62 lakh persons
in 1982.

The employment in Government undertakings in
Delhi poses an alarming situation . The employment
was only 6000 persons in 1961 which grew to 1.51
lakh persons in 1981 adding nearly 1 .45 lakh persons
in just two decades . In the decade 1971 -81, above
one lakh persons sought jobs in these undertakings,
which means an addition of roughly 5 lakh persons
during the decade 1971 .81 by employment in Public
Sector Undertakings. During the year 1981-82,
10,000 persons were employed in this sector in
Delhi Employment trend in public sector offices
from 1921 to 1982 is_ illustrated in Figure 16.

Most of these tjuasiGovernment offices and
undertakings have their projects and field offices
operating in far flung areas of the country . Although
they face problems with regard to exercising super-
vision and control over these units while sitting in
Delhi but in the name of performing liaison function
and to avail superior infrastructure facilities,



figure 16 Employment in Public Sector
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these undertakings , instead of operating a small liar
soning unit in Delhi, overlooking the costlier living
and scarcity of space for office establishments and
housing needs in Delhi, have established their huge
offices in Delhi. These undertakings operate on
.commercial basis and are in a position to seek built-
up space for office and housing from open market
The result is that Public Sector Undertakings are
growing at a very rapid rate and making heavy
demands on city services and facilities. The employ-
ment in these undertakings which was negligibly
small in 1961 in comparison to Central Government
employment is now expected to supersede if this
pace continues. From the growth trends of employ-
ment in Public Sector in Delhi, it can be said that
employment in Central Government DelhiAdminis-'
tration and Local Bodies is showing somewhat stab-
lised or constant trends whereas employment in
quasi-Government activities forsees a still high rate
of growth.

The overall employment in Delhi in theyear1981
was 5.33 lakh persons. Taking the average . size of a
family as five with one earning member, the,total
population generated by this sector works out to
about 26.65 lakh persons which comes roughly to
45% of the total population of Delhi UT.

The accelerated growth of population in De
during the last three decades has to be kept withi
manageable limits. The urbanisation process m
however, needs to be rationalised by dispersingva
ous economic activities especially that of Gave
ment Sector away from the metropolis. Amo
other measures to be taken, it is imperative th
there should be a curb on the expansion of the exis
ing Central Government and quasi Governme
offices and specially on thecreation of new off ices
the Capital. This isessential not only for the eff icie
functioning of the metropolis but also in the larg
interest of the development of the other towns
the Region. Decentralisation of the Governme
offices is an urgent and continuing task and shou
be pushed through consciously.

To ensure that Central Government offices a
Public sector Undertakings do not add to fu
employment a three tier system of policy is pr
posed:

is Strict control within the Union Territory
Delhi.

With regard to Government office, the pr
policy and mechanism for screening the location
new government offices and expansion of exi
government offices should be continued. The m
criterion for location of offices in the Capital sh
be that they perform Ministerial functions, pro
functions or liaison functions which, by their na
cannot be performed anywhere else except in
National Capital. The existing offices which do
perform any of the above functions should bets
ed from Delhi . The jurisdiction of the Comm
which already exists in the Govenment of India:
scrutinising and screening the opening of
Government offices and expansion of Govern
offices in Delhi . should be enlarged to include
public sector offices. The Committee should fu
identify those public sector offices or parts of
offices whose location in Delhi is not justified
view of the aforesaid criteria.

ii. Control outside Delhi but within the DM.

A similarcontrol on the opening of new cen
government and public sector offices in the D

I towns should be exercised . Relocation or expans
ofgovemmentofficeswhich have ministerial, pr(

t col or liaison functions which make it incumb
upon them to be located in Delhi should be enc
raged to be located in the DMA towns.
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in so far as public sector undertakings are con-
ed, the restrictions on their opening new offices
tpanding the existing ones should apply equally

the DMA also . However,. relocation of those
s whose existence or continuance in Delhi is

led may be encouraged to be in Delhi towns.

Incentives outside DMA but within NCR

Central Government offices which are con-
for shifting from Delhi and DMA towns
be located in other towns of NCR and incen-

In the form of CCA, HRA, etc. as given to
ees working in Delhi,should also be given to

employees. A higher order of linkage of road,
telecommunication facilities should also be

oped between other towns and Delhi.
Public sector undertaking offices which deal

northern region and are functioning in Delhi,
unction in abetter way at a place in the centre of

India These offices need not be located in
Such offices of the northern region should be

in the other towns of NCR.

regarding the location of
utive Trades

utive trades inDelhi is one of the basic acd-
the city . This has been facilitated due to

ining factors which have been favour-
lelhi and given it dominance over the
The spatial location of Delhi in relation to
and communication network in the
The resources available in Delhi and its

and 3) The functional specialisation of
i being the centre of political and admi-
ower, the concentration of banking acti-

ns, transportand communication facili-
ogmarshalling yards have all combined to

th of wholesale trade in Delhi, which
as the third biggest distributive centre in

next to Bombay and Calcutta.
Delhi had 22 .8% of its working force in

Commerce which was second to the ser-
r.In 1961 , however, trade and commerce

In the order next to other services and
The percentage of workers in this sector

193% However, the total number of
aced from 1 ,17,338 to 1,43,809 during

,Again in 1971 , the proportion of workers
commerce increased to 21.6% The net

Yrlng the decade was 95,910 persons

which is more than three times the increase during
the decade 1951 -61. As per 1981 census figures, in
trade and commerce sector , 4,13,430 peopel were
working which is about 22% of the total working
force. The number of workers in trade and com-
merce sector has aimostdoubled during the decade
1971-81 (Table 4.1).

Most of the d istrib utive trades in Delhi have been
established in 19th and 20thcenturies and are locat-
ed in Old Delhi area, where the majority of the mar-
kets are located in close proximity to one another.
This may be mainly due to the fact that they had to
be located close to the Delhi railway station. This has
the advantage that an outsider who comes to Delhi
to buy three or four kinds of commodities needs to
move only within a small area and make purchases.

According to the information gathered through
the Wholesale Merchant Association in 1981, there
were about 24,600 wholesale establishments in
Delhi. During an exercise undertakne by the Per-
spective Planning Wing of the Delhi Development
Authority in 1981 , while preparing second Master
Plan of Delhi, it has been revealed that out of the
total 12 ,000 commodity handling shops surveyed,
the largest number of 2142 shops ie 17.8%are in tex-
tile and textile products. The other major commodi-
ties are auto -motor parts machinery (1965 shops ie
1639.1 , fruits and vegetables (858 shops ie 7.194),
hardware and building material (659 shops ie 5.591
and paper, stationery and books (590shops ie 4.9%.
Table 4.5 provide the details and Figure 17 depicts
the picture in respect of major wholesale shops in
Delhi as of 1981.

The goods for many of the wholesale trades
come to Delhi from all over the country . The very
fact thatDelhi emerged as the biggest consumption
centre in whole of North India has made itabigdis-
tributive centre also. Due to its strategic location{in-
North India with regard to transportation facilities,
almostevery wholesale trade generated from North
India finds its base in Delhi . The area of distribution
also covers a wide field . It is not confined to Delhi
and the National Capital Region but extends over
the whole of North India and even for some com-
modities over whole of India (Table 4.6).

The major part of the commodities which are
brought to Delhi is distributed outside Delhi. A sur-
vey conducted in1981 with regard to distribution of
wholesale commodities outside Delhi has revealed
thatpercentage of exports outside Delhi , in some of
the commodities like textiles and textile products,
radio, TV parts, fruits and vegetables, electrical and



figure17 Delhi : Major Wholesale Shops by Commodities
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Table 4.3 Wholesale Shops by Commodities
in Urban Delhi 191

1. Textiles & textile products 2142 17.8

2. Automotor parts and machinery 1%5 163

3. Fruits and vegetables 858 7.1

4. Hardware and building material 659 5.5

5. Paper stationery and books 590 4.9
6. General merchants and Kiryana 541 4.5

'7. Iron and steel 423 3.5

8. Bicycles, tyres and tubes 411 3.4

9. Electrical and electronics 405 3.4

10. Chemicals 365 3.1

11. Rubber and plastic goods 383 2.8

12. Scrap material (Kabari 319 2.7

13. Hosiery 299 2.5

M:m

5-5%
HARDWARE S BUILDING MATERIAL

14. Leather, fur, skin and woollen
products

15. Other metal products

16. Timber and plywood

17. Food grains

18. Other food material

19. Radio, TV parts and accessories

20. Cosmetics and toiletories

21. Furniture and fixture

22. Dry fruits and spices

23. Crockery and utensils

24. Oil, ghee, etc

25. Footwear

26. Pan, Beedi, Cigarette

27. Watch, Clock, Opticals

28. Fodder and straw

289 2.4

268 22

263 2.2

252 2.1

230 1.9'

209 1.7

201 1,7

185 1.5

148 12

126. 1.1

110 0.9

71 0.6

69 0.6



6 Distributive Trades in Delhi-Origin and Destination of Commodities 1969
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0.6
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btrbutive trades

suits and Vegetables

oodgrains(Coarse)

heat and rice
der

oth

(cycles, Tyres and Tubes

ry fruits , Spices, Herbs,
tc.

ardware
rs, Skins and Wool

Procurement area . Distributive area

Afghanistan , Jammu & Kashmir, Haryana, Delhi Metropolitan Area, Kanpur,
Punjab, Uttar Pradesh , Bombay, Rural Delhi , Lucknow, Bareilly, Northern and
Jaipur, Himachal Pradesh , Andhra Pradesh Southern India.
Haryana, UP, MP , Rajasthan, Punjab Delhi, MP , UP, Bihar, Maharashtra,

Gujarat, WestBengal , AP, Kerala,
Madras, Mysore.

Haryana, UP , MP, Rajasthan , Punjab Delhi.
Haryana, Punjab, MP, Rajasthan. Delhi, UP, Rajasthan, Bihar.
Bombay , Ahmedabad , Indore, Kanpur, Delhi, Punjab , Haryana, Rajasthan, HP,
Modinagar, Punjab . UP, MP , Bihar, Orissa, Assam

West Bengal, Delhi.
Bombay, Calcutta, Kerala, Madras, Bengal , UP, MP , Assam , Haryana, Punjab,
Sonepat Bombay, Delhi.
Iran, Afganistan, J&K, UP, MP , S.India, Delhi and area of 200 miles radius,
Maharashtra , Gujarat J&K, Western UP, Rajasthan,

Haryana.
Delhi, Calcutta, Kanpur, Ludhiana , Bombay.

MP, HP,J&K, Maharashtra.
Hissar and other districts of Haryana
CODCantt, Delhi, Rly . Depot Shakurbasti
and such other depots throughout India
Delhi, Bombay , Allahabad , Kanpur

Hindustan Steel TISCO, ISCO; Calcutta,
Chandigarh, Faridabad
Delhi, Calcutta, Bombay
Delhi, Rajasthan, Punjab , Jaipur, UP.

s sheets Faridabad , Calcutta, Ahmedabad.

cal goods Delhi,Bombay, Calcutta, Patna, Kanpur

lo Darts Delhi;faridabad , Hyderabad

s Bombay;Madras
icines Bombay, Calcutta, Madras, Delhi:

iggical instruments J ullundar, Delhi, Meerut Ambala

goods, chemicals , cosmetics and toileto-
tufts and spices; surgical and scientific ins-
are as high as 809b (Table 4.7 and figure

o Importantaspectswhich are=lobe consi-
'bIle highlighting the distributivetrades of
16 The concentration of wholesale activity
city has grown in an unplanned manner

resulted in congestion, encroachment on
traffic bottlenecks and parking prob-

Delhi, Punjab, HP, MP , UP, Bihar,
Rajasthan , Kashmir.
Delhi, Punjab, UP, Haryana , Rajasthan
Delhi, Uttar Pradesh
Delhi, Punjab , Haryana, Rajasthan,
UP, MP.
Delhi, Punjab , Haryana, Rajasthan,
UP.
Delhi, Rajasthan, UP, Punjab,
Haryana
Delhi, Punjab , Haryana, UP.
Europe, America, Russia, Madras,
Panipat, Delhi
Delhi, Punjab , Haryana, Rajasthan, UP.

Haryana, UP, HP, Punjab &
neighbouring areas.
Delhi, W estern UP, HP, J&K, MP,
Haryana, Punjab , Rajasthan.
Delhi, Uttar Pradesh
Delhi, Rajasthan, UP, HP,J&K,
Punjab
AlHndia.

lems, besides causing excessive noise in the area,
reducing the quality of life of the resident popula-
tion; (100t)ue{o strategiclocation and importance of
Delhi andsince the concentration of trade and com-
merce activities have taken place in Delhi, a regional
imbalance has been created . The towns of the
Region are lacking in economic activities forwant of
sound economic base. Their growth has not been
upto the level thatwoukl divert the growth of popu-
lation from Delhi.



Table 4.7 Distribution of Wholesale Commoditie by %Exposts outside Delhi 1981

S.No. Commodity %Export outside S.No.
Dead

1. Textiles and textile products 95
2. Radio, TV parts and accessories 90
3. Fruits and vegetables 80
4. Efectricafs and Electronics 80
5. Chemicals 80
Ik food grains 80
7. Cosmetics and toiletories 80
8. Dry fruits and spices 80
9. Surgical and scientific Instnanents do
10. leather, fur, skin and woolen

products 78
11. Bicycles, tyres and tubes 77
12. Hosiery 75

13. Watch, Clock, Opticals
14. Petroleum products
15. General merchants and Kiryana
16. Rubber and plastic goods
17. Other metal products
18. Medicines
19. Auto motor parts and machinery
20. Paper stationary and books
21. Furniture and fixtures
22. Hardware and building material
23. Timber and plywood
24. Iron and steel
25. Crockery and utensils

figure 18 DMrbutive Trades



holesale trade in Delhi is more regional in
n local. It is, therefore, in the larger context
I development and the necessity of limit-

on of Delhi to manageable limits and the
ttwy investments to improve the condition
tides and services, consideration has to be

the sh ifting of some of these distributive
the National Region alongwith such mea-
decentralisation of Central Government

industrial dispersal in the Region.
cting the trades suitable for decentralisa-

teria of permitting/developing facilities
ose commodities which ared irectly used

or consumed in Delhi should be adopted . All other
commodities, majority of which are not directly
used in the city be marketed from outside Delhi
Urban Area and Delhi Metropolitan Area towns. A
study of a few individual trades has been done.
(Table 4.8). The study reveals that in cases of certain
commodities , most of the bulk which is procured in
Delhi is just exported outside Delhi and a very
meagre portion is consumed inDelhi . The existence
of these wholesale trades is not justified in Delhi.
These trades can even function from other places
eff iciently provided reasonable infrastructure facili-
ties are made available at these places.

Commodity-wise Good Movement by National Highway/Major Road in Delhi 1981

Ity NH 1 NH-2 NH-6 NH 10 NH-24 Loni Total
In- Out- In- Out- In- Out- In- Out- to O t IOu n ut In- Out-ward ward ward d wwar ward ward ward ward ward ward ard ward ward ward

material 46 39 260 41 170 46 37 15 77 37 181 32 771 210

es 445 84 31 188 80 115

58 76 115 50 100 140
I 10 82 175 41 45 9

10 23 38 6 35 23
68 146 68 51 194 - 162
2 30 54 4 10 9

material 33 65 139 65 111 50
Itles Misc 22 157 121 125 157 106

694 692 1001 571 902 660

achieve the objective of harmonised
of the Region as such and to curb

sure-on Delhi, restructuring the eco-
egion by way of relocating the distri-
of Delhi in the various towns of Nati-
Region and the counter -magnets is
free tier approach in this direction is
e adopted.

tiles within Delhi.

h of disincentives to the whole-sale
re not directly consumed in Delhi

ted. Only those wholesale trades
used and consumed in Delhi and

ous in nature and do not require
Should be allowed to continue and

development outside Delhi within
'itan areas.

7 43 26 223 39 16 628 669
76 21 110 37 32 6 491 330
12 12 62 31 - 7 304 182
99 - 11 149 - 7 193 206
42 58 190 179 16 20 578 616

12 78 - - - 144 55
13 30 84 94 8 26 388 320

117 36 125 242 16 21 558 687

403 227 765 992 292 135 4055 3277

The policy of checks and disincentives also to be
followed in case of Delhi Metropolitan Area towns
but with some restrictions.

The wholesale trades which are d irectly used and
consumed in Delhi and Delhi Metropolitan Area
towns should only be allowed. There are certain
wholesale trades in Delhi which are hazardous
because of their location in congested areas and due
to bulk handling activities such as plastic and PVC
goods, chemical , food -grains, iron and steel and tim-
ber and building materials. These wholesale trades
should be encouraged to develop in Delhi Metro-
politan Area towns.

W. Outside Delhi Metropolitan Area within NCR

It is porposed that as a matter of policy, incen-
tives, concessions and infrastructure should be
made available in the regional towns to encourage
and accelerate the growth of trade. New trade func-
trions with high growth potential functions should



necessarily be located outside Delhi and Delhi
Metropolitan Area to create new growth foci.

A study with regard to inward and outward move-
ments of certain commodities in Delhi along the
National Highways and major roads has been done
by Delhi Development Authority in 1981. The study
also helps in identifying the areas from where these
commodities are procured and distributed. Suggest-
ing locations of the distributive trades in different
towns of National Capital Region requires survey on
potentialities of the towns and their economic lin-
kages with Delhi.

This also envisages re-routing of the commodities
in the new wholesale markets and the pattern of
their distribution. Extensive studies in this regard
with respect toeach and every trade will have to be
undertaken in depth before taking final decisions.
However, based on the studies carried out as af ore
said and the suggestions given in earlier NCR Plan,
some of the tentative locations for following distri-
butive trades outside Delhi and DMA are as follows:

Cloth trade

Bicycle trade
Fruits &
Vegetables
Motor parts &
Machinery
Dry fruits,Spices
.and Herbs
Hosiery
Iron and Steel
Fuel oil
Foodgrains

Timber
furs and Skins
fodder
Pulses

Modinagar, Meerut, R
Alwar
Sonepat, Rewari

Meerut, Alwar, Sonepa

Meerut, Alwar

Khurja, Rohtak, Alwar

Panipat, Meerut

. Alwar

Meerut, Alwar
Hapur, Meerut, Rewari
Alwar, Khairthal
Alwar, Baraut
Alwar, Panipat
Rohtak, Khurja
Khuija, Rewari , Hapur,
Khairthal



TONAL LANDUSE

oral Land UNlhalion

National Capital Region, agriculture is the
inant user of land and covers 8096 of the
orting area. The area under the category of

t to non-agricultural uses which include built
i, roads and water bodies, constitutes about
the Region's area (Tables 5.1,u and fig.19).

land Utiliraffon In NCR 1981.82

Sub-region

097

24.51

12.68

2 .94, 2.08 235 2.65

9,67 11 .09 4.73 9.85

1.61 3.90 13.47 435

0-54 0.94 0.43 2.70 1.44

s.
077" - 0.51 0.02 0.10
0558 1.45 1.69 1.56

!10 X2 3' -3.75 2.41 3.75
"" - 2.29 4.72- , 1.00

ES - 80.56 " 75.Q4 67.92 75.55
k014 100.000 900:000 100.00 100.00
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t'abie S.2 Land utilisation in NCR by Constituents : 1981-82
(Area in hecta

Didt./ Reporting Forted Not avail$le for Other u*S kl- Cultur Fallow land N
,:.. -.a land able

1. Dda 149786 (143 . 4 364 . 09
(2451) (12.68) 40.54)

it. Haryana 1800000 53 174900' 29000 17000
941 (1.07) (0.94)sub- 2

3000
2. Faf"ad 233000 8000 (1.401

0000 4000
3. M014 31 ^r ;r 31cs (1,25)

WO 6"4. 39461J0 `

2000 2000
(0:91) (0.91)
11)3`15 1302
(3:906 (0.43)
432 34

() (023)

$Z 73
(002)

3154 4
(0.02)

Gulgaon 279000 1200 .: QQ9 2000

^#1! 10.72)

waste

1137 856 32589
(0.77) (0.58) (22.10) (37

- 26000 - 51000 1450
- (1.44) - (2 .83) (fl

18000 1
- - - % 45) 1
- - `1006'. 1

- (0.79`

- 2000 - i4 1 60
- (054 (355)
- 14000 -
- (3.75)

10000 7000
(3201 L141M

1551 7731 6497 6971
(0.51) (2 .54 (215) (2.:

6 223 272' - 3
(0.04) (1.54 (1.887 (2.

139 .1
(0;71) tot

32 107 1171 1
(0.18) (0.61) (0 8)
5 . 62 2

(0.03) Al (1
a1 70,

10.70 ( V '°°(0.23)
77



res)

own
uea

5822
7.85)
D000
80.5)

2000
2.40
8000
'8.80
3000
31.95)

32.50
17000
34.76)
75000
79.91)
28386
75.04
10743
;7421
167
(84.9
1494
(85.8
192
(812
1849
(813
2004
(69.8
2767
(742
209
(73.7
1623
(57
232
(68.
282
(84.
1691
(742
285
(67.9

538
(582

(Area in hectares)
Reporting Forest Not available for Other un wlti _ Cukar- Fallow land Net sown

area cultivation vated land able area
waste

land put Barren Penna- Land Fallow Current
to non- and un- nent pas- under other fallow
agricul- cultva- turn & mist than

tural use ted land other trees, current
grazing op fallow

lard groves

59351 6 2953 8154 2663 8 1229
(57948) (1 (4.98) (13.75) (4.50) (-) {2.00)

72971 228 2681 6743 3123 2 180
(030 . (3 .k7) (924) (428) (-) (0,241.

74775 1127 3563 9925 848 9 585 1271
(1.50 (4.75) (1325) (130) (-) (0.78) (1.70)

63555 472 2770 10173 364 29 1817 1087
(0.75) (436) (16.00) (0.57) (0.50: (2.86) (1.71)

'57324 380 1854 6870 2430 - 271 637
(I.70 (323) (11.88) (424) - (0.47) 11.11)

ets indicate percentages to total reporting area
Kamal District
tatistical Abstract of Haryana 1982-83
tatistical Abstract- Bulandshahr , Meerut and Chaziabad District of Uttar Pradesh
tatistical Abstract - 1981 - Rajasthan

out 76%was reported as net sown
n area is highly concentrated in the

pion where 80.56% of the total
:under this category and,Delhi con-

concentration (37.85%.Delhi has
Lion of fallow lands constituting
area the least (2.89H being in the

fallow lands can be brought
providing irrigation facilities:

able waste and Other

ands constituted 1.56% of the
Uttar Pradesh has the highest
ofliblhcutvae waste. Te area

dted land constitutes 1.54%
t has the highest concentra-,
[and.

Cultivation

land put to non-agricultu-

d. Land under Forests

3666 2184 38488
(6.20) (3 .70) (64.85)

1428 5129 53457
(1.96) (7.08) (7326)

3584 53863
(4.80) (72.00)

4222 42621
(6.64) (67.06)

1630 43252
(2.84) (75.45)

rat uses such as built up areas, areas under transport
net-work and water bodies . Delhi has the highest
concentration of land (37.19% under this category
and the Haryana Sub-region the least of 11.28% of
the reporting area. The proportion of barren and un-
cultivated lands is the highest in the Rajasthan Sub-
region. Delhi has more than 12% of the total report-
ing area and the other constituent areas have relati-
vely much less area under this category. The land not
available for cultivation is increasing at an alarming
rate mainly due to urbanisation . The rational use of
land for non-agricultural purposes thus becomes a
matter of primary importance.

Forest forms a meagre proportion of the total
reporting area in the Region constituting only 2.659h
The forest is concentrated in Alwar tehsil of Rajas-
than Sub -region and some stretches along the Ganga
river in the Uttar Pradesh Sub -region.



S.2 Land use: A Regional Perspective

Land use characteristics

Two main factors are responsible for the change
of the land use characteristics in the NCR. The first has
been the continuous rapid increase in economic
activity in Delhi Urban Area and the consequential
rise in population within it mainly due to in-migra-
tion. In 1981 ,63% of the total urban population of
NCR lived in Delhi. This concentration of economic
activity has led to population concentration in Delhi
as compared to the rest of the Region.

The second factor has been the increase in the
development of industries on the traffic arteries.
radiating from Delhi and the premature and specula-
tive sub-division of land for residential and industrial
purposes outside Delhi . Development of such
industries along the traffic arteries and the great
imbalance of-social infrastrucutre in the DMA towns
and low growth of other towns in the Region have
characterised the present landuse demands in the
Region.

The above development have had their effect on
the pattern of urbanisation and employment trend s.
In 1981 , the trends of urbanisation in and around
Delhi indicated that out of the total population of
191.93 lakhs, nearly 48% lived in urban areas of
which Delhi Urban Area accounted for about 3096
Thus, the Region is predominantly rural, both in
population component as well as in its occupational
structure with more than 50% of the working force
employed in primary sector.

The dominant role of economic development of
Delhi Urban Area has influenced to a large extent the
present urban structure within the Region. The pre-
ponderance of Delhi's growth is reflected in its inter-
linkages with other centres , both within and outside
the Region, and in the country as a whole. Thus, the
road and rail routes converge on Delhi and diverge
in the opposite direction for movement outside
Delhi. This has resulted in flourishingwholesale mar-
ket in Delhi for the entire North-Western India This
is reflected in the present disposition of landuse,
with main urban centres along the arteries and to
certain extent coming up of industrial agglomera-
tions.

The perennial sources of water- theYanuma and
Ganga and their distributaries have shaped the agri-
cultural economy of the Region with its concomitant
development of rural settlements. The availability of
fertile land and vast underground water resources

and also irrigation schemes are bound to play asi
ficant role in the development of the rest of
Region.

5.3 Future landuse Trends in NCR

During the Plan period , the primary sector
agricultural economy will continue to form the in
stay in the Region, although the urban structure
thefuture perspective would continue to play rn
dominant role. The major employment oppo
ties will continue to be in the primary sec
although by dispersal of economic activity
from Delhi, a different hierarchical order of u
centres will emerge which will increasingly prov
employment opportunities in non -agricultural
tor.

The proposed Transport and Communica
system which signifies a new development str
based on the Radial Corridor Pattern provides
key for rationalisation and re -organisation of I
use in the Region. The urban centres along the c
dors would create more employment in seco
and tertiary sectors thereby bringing about con
tration of urban population in these centres. Co
quently , there will be a shift in the land req uirem
from non-urban to urban uses.

Apart from the above developments, there.
be development and investment in industrie
provide the necessary economic opportunitie
the anticipated urban population of 234 lakhs i
Region. As a major aspect of the regional p
these industrial areas are to be developed in
selected prioriry urban centres. On this basis
requirementof land for industrieswill become a
of the requirement of urban landuse.

5.4 Future Regional Landuse

a Land for Agriculture

In view of the anticipated changes in la
therewould be a major impact on land requir
of the agricultural sector. To the extent that
employment-opportunities are proposed in
agricultural sector and consequent concentratil
new population, the existing urban expa
would have to be 'met mostly from the existin
cultural land . This obviously necessitates a ra
policy of utilisation of less valuable agriculture
and, as far as possible, unproductive or barre
for urban expansion/new urban centres. The se
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cause of change in the agricultural land would be on
account of creation of lakes, reservoirs, flood pro-
tection works, urban water supply schemes and irri-
gation network within the Region. This calls for
Intensive utilisation of available agricultural land for
production purposes; such land as well as that that
would be reclaimed by flood protection have to be
reserved for agriculture.

b. Land for Urban Centres

It has been proposed that out of the assigned
opulation of 325 lakhs by 2001 A D, about 234

akhs would be accommodated in the urban areas
hich accounts for 72% of the total population in

Region. In order to ensure balanced regional

development, three targets have been proposed: I.
Delhi Urban Area's (QUA) growth would be restrict-
ed to 110 lakh population; ii. dispersal of 37 Iakh
population in the towns in the Delhi Metropolitan
area and iii . developmentof urban centresby way of
location of industrial, commercial, Government
offices and other employment opportunites to
accommodate 87 lakh urban population outside the
DMA. The major share of population would be
borne by the selected priority towns. To accom-
modate the total 50 lakhs (Table 53) population in
the selected 8 priority urban centres/urban com-
plexes outside the DMA, a total land of nearly,
40,000hectareswould be required for urban expan-
sion. Thus, the additional land of 20,000 hectares
would accommodate the additional population of

able 5.3 Land Requirement for Urban Development by 2001 in NCR

Priority town
Urban Conrplec
1. Meerut 8062 537 66
2. Hapur 583 1.03 176
3. Bulandshahr Complex 1975

(a) eulandshahr
(b) Khurja

4. Palwal 552
S. Panipat 2082
6. Rohtak 2203
7. Rewari Complex

(a) Rewari
(b) Dharuhera
(d Biwadi (in Rajsthan)

606

8. Alwar 8000

1.70 86

0.47 85
138 66
1.67 76
0.52 85

1.46 18 . .
Sub-total 1 24083 1350 56 50.00 36.40

DMA Towns
1. Chaziabad,

including Loni 6840 3.00 44
2. NOIDA 600 0.75 125
3. Faridabad 17824 331 18
4. Curgaon 2413 1.00 41
5. Bahadurgarh 900 0.37 41
(i. Kundli 200 0.25 125

Sub tow 11 28777 8.68 30

5 00 2 54 Nil
19917

11.00 8 .00 8800 1960
5.50 4.75 4400 _ 3800

10410 6.69 8000 Nil
7.00 6.00 5600 3200
2.00 1 .63 1600 700
1.50 1.25 1200 1000

37.00 2832 29600 10660
total (I + 10 52860 22.28 . 42 87.00 6472 69600 30577

Density assumed : 125 persons per hectare.

3.00 2 .53 2400 1848
5.00 3 .62 4000 1918
5.00 333 4000 1797
3.00 2 .48 2400 1797



36.40lakhs. It has been estimated that in.DUA, the

proposed addition of 53 lakh population could be

accommodated in 17,000 hectares. Similarly, in the

six DMA towns, the additional 2832 iakhs can be

accommodated in 10,000 hectares. Thus, it would

be seen that, for accommodating about 120 lakh

population , atotal additional area of 47,000hectares

would be required by 2O01 . The land required for

various development in the extended time frame of

2001, may be acquired from time to time .The additi-

onal land for urban extension of Delhi has been cal-

culated based on the assumption that out of the

assigned 110 lakh urban population , the present

urbanisable limit of DUA would accommodate 82

lakh population by 2001 tas estimated by QUAI by

judicious infill and selected modification of densi-

ties. The remaining 28 lakh population could be

accommodated in about 17,000 hectares in the

urban extension of DUA.

c Land for Regional Recreational Purposes

Recreation as an amenity has to meet four com-

peting types of demand * from the urban population

of the Region using country side as an amenity, from

a wide urban population coming to the Region for

recreational purposes , from the agricultural com
munity and from the physical development of the
region itself.

The landuse policy on recreational areas will

meet the demand in the following way:

Areas of genral level amenity as regional park
in the proximity of the metropolis
River front 'as recreational areas' by develop-

ing them and making them more accessible
for such use.
Historical monument as Tourist attraction
Parks in rural areas noted for their landscape
and scenic beauty which could be used as

picnic spots, and

National Park in the vicinity of the Region

S.S Nature Conservation

development may not be achieved by ignoring the

environmental causes.
To achiev( the overall development of NCR

without destruction of its natural environment, all
economic activities . need to be planned . Special

attention should be given to check the damage to

natural 'features and environmentby man's interfer-
ence for development purposes.

In NCR , the major natural features are the Ridge,
an extended part of the Arpvali range , the forest

areas, the rivers Yamuna and Ganga. Apart from
these, NCR has two wild life sanctuaries namely,
Sariska Wild life Sanctuary in the Rajasthan Sub-
region and Sultanpur Bird Santuary in the Haryana
Sub-region harbouring a large number of wild ani-
mals and birds.

The ridge areas should be conserved with utmost
care and should be afforested with indigenous spe-
cies.

The existingforest areas should be conserved and

more area, specially unproductive land, should be
brought under tree plantation . Conservation of natu-

ral habitat and features in the Region is of great

importance to sustain the natural eco-system.

The riversYamuna and Ganga have a high level of

water pollution mainly from the untreated sewage
and waste from industrial areas. Measures will be

adopted to check such pollution to keep the rivers

clean.

5.6 Buffer Zone

The development of land in NCR mustbe balance
by positive consideration of the role of open land in

lh ith cayse pthe Region. The Plan aims to improve
enviironment of the Region . This will be achieved by

ensuring that both existing uses within the Region

and development . proposals contemplated by pro

posals.The location of green buffer zone in between
tion ofrthe regene athe growing towns will support

thellingthe priority settler ients/areas by contro
growth of the built-up areas. Besides, the Green Buf-
ferzonewill prevent neighbouring settlementsfrom

'haractelii rcarspecemerging and help to preserve th-1
In NCR, theyIUA amd the DMA towns are growl

rate and gradually engulf the rurayorigat an atam
'h DUAd thi DMA towns Iareas betweente ane sx.

The unplanned urbanisation and industrialisation..;
es with littld intensive exploitation of resourcean t andregard to environment affect the environmen
-i timnecology adversely . ithasbeerr realised thatan

theate and in-separable relationship exists between
denvironment and development and that sustaine

resent trend continues , the DMA towns wthe p
merge with the DUA and form a continuous urba

-agglomeration which will lead to the level of meg
lopolis. To check this rapid expansion , it is essentli

1 --Lito keep thebufferzoneofSto10kmwide .Sim



koposed urban complexes should be separated buffer zones . However, the detailed demarcation of
a-regan seach other by a buffer zone . buffer zone will be shown in e j

icultural interests are protected . Mining acti- Modinagar and Meerut
t

meet the needs of nearby communities and iv . The areas between Ghaziabad-Muradnagar,

ar a-ntofnew outdoorrecreationalfacifitiesorthe iii. The stretch alongtheNH-2between
lon of such facilites can be permitted provid - bad.-Ballabhgarh Complex and Palwal.

He agriculture. Besides agriculture, the deve- bad and Loni
F id

most of the buffer zones can be used for ii. The area between the urban areas of Ghazra-
there is a wide scope foragriculture toflourish from merging with DUA

tlv agriculture horticulture and forestry . In mg DUA whwch will prevent e DA towns
The permitted uses within the buffer zone are i. GreenBufferzone ofsuitablewidthsurround-

h A

buffer zone policies are designed to restrain use f Ian.
troachment of urban activities into the rural

proposed :loation of the Buffer zone vi. Areas around Rewari-Dharuhera and also
Dharuhera$hiwadi of proposed Rewari-dha-

hurja ofbrickkilnscould bepermitted mthebu ffer v . The areas around Bulandshahr and K
proposed Bulandshahrachurja Urban Com-
plex.
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TRANSPORT AND TELECOMMUNICATIONS

6.1 Conceptual Frame

National Capital Region Plan has been conceived
to gain optimum growth of the Region through
planned development and also to mould and re-
fashion the Region both physically and economi-
cally, for aluller realisation of wider and deep social
values. Traffic system has been identified as one of
the basic factors determining the type of develop-
ment in terms of its spatial organisation and concen-
tration . While existing transport network structure
attracts further activities and envisages concentrated
development, new lines would aid dispersal of acti-
vities and subsequently balanced development This
calls for a strategy togain an organised transport net-
work in conformity to the objectives to be attained
in the National Capital Region . This Plan envisages
the transportation sector to 'lead ' development

rather than to 'follow ' and as such programmes envi-
saged are to be 'futuristic rather than 'problem sol-
ving'.

The determinants that should form the base for
such an organised transport structure are:

I. location of settlements in space with their
volume of population - present and

destined.
ii. probable activity centres wherein induced

development is expected on intensified
scale. ' ?

The approach adopted to evolve a viable settle-
ment system . in National Capital Region involves
identification of a four tier system of settlements in
which while the mearby same order centres would
be linked directly , efforts would be to link the lower
ordercentreswith the nearby higher order centres. It
envisages developing a few selected centres on an
intensif led scale which would formfirstorder settle-
ments irrespective of other settlements which may
be identified later and selection /identification of

such centres would be based on their ability to
attract and accommodate greater volume of activi-
ties and population . Such centres identified are:

i. Meerut; Hapur and Bulandshahr - Khurja
from Uttar Pradesh Subregion.

ii. Panipat, Rohtak, ItewariOharuhera and Pal-
wal from Haiyanasub -region, and

iii. Alwar andBhiwadifrom Rajasthan Sub -region

6.2 Existing Transport Network Structure

Transport development in National Capital

Region has been essentially of corridor oriented.
There are nine corridors (Table-6.1 figs 20 and 21) in
the National Capital Region which have formed the
backbone of the Region . There has been a substan-
tial increase in the volume of activities , work force

and population along these corridors over the

period and as such it is only logical that these activity

and population attracting corridors are utilised to
gain the prime objective of National Capital Region
of controlling the growth of Delhi and encouraging
or promoting regional towns by taking away such
developmental activities to the distant regional
towns.

•

Some of the salient features that could indicate
growth trends of concentration along these corri-
dors are presented in Table 6.1.

i. Though there has been a marginal reduction
in the proportion of urban population in the
corridor towns to total urban population of
the Region , with 80.94% in 1981 concentrated
along these corridorsagainst82 .7% in 1961, in
absolut sense, net increase in urban popula-
tion along these corridors, is 190.5 lakhs
which represents a growth of 174.85%during
the period 1961-81.

ii. The corridors Faridabad $allabhgarh Palwal-
Hodal.iathin4iasanpur, Gurgaon-lharsha-
pataudi Bawal and Toni-Khekra-Aggarwal
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Baghpat-Baraut-Tikri--Gohat have
I substantial increase in terms of pro-

of Region's urban population they
pd ate while In others there has been
al reduction in that proportion.

lough there has been a marginal red uc-
the proportion of Region's urbanwork-
ce along these corridors , they have
In absolyte sense a total of 44.73 lakhs

force registering a growth of
during the period 19614)1 indicating
ss volume of traffic that should be

by the existing lines. Every increase in
force volume results In associated
Inc ease of dependent population.

the concentration treed of total
along selected corridors, concen-

fig 20 Existing Transport Network
1981

tration of working force also has been along
faridabad.Ballabhgarh-Palwal -Hodai Hathin-
Hosanpur and Loni -kekhra-Aggarwal Mandi-
Baghpat.8arautTikri-Doghat Corridors.

v. Concentration of workforce in non -agricultu-
ral activities is higher among the corridors,
Ghaziabad , Faridabad and Sonepat corridors.
Volume .generated by non-agricultural work
force for transportation , in terms of service
population nd Continuousgoods trafficflow,
need notbe overemphasised.

6.3 Traffic flow characteristic In National
Capital Region

Detailed traffic flow volume characteristics of the
National Capital Region roads are yet to be studied.
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Atthe interim Plan level, ithasbeenfeltand decided

that studies undertaken for 1973 NCR Plan could be
taken as the base for determining the minimum

requirements. Some of the details which have been

collected while preparin61973 plan orfrom various
agencies recently, are given In theforthcomingpara-

graphs (fable 6.2). Regional transport for National

Capital Region has been analysed in three parts i.e., I.

infra-urban transportforDenhi , ii.Transportff it ti
facili-for Delhi Metropolitan Area and iii. transport

ties for the rest of the Region.

I Intra urban Transport

The Delhi Ulban . Area extends from Mehrauli in
south to Model Town in the north and Nangloy in
thewestto UP border in the eastcoveringan area of

447.77 sp km with aradial distance of approximately

12 to 15 km in alldirections . Atpresentmajor traffic

load is taken by roads ie , by buses and private veh-

NOTE:
1. TOT ENURES NA URBAN

NCR'S URBAN POPULATWN
MI THAT CORRIDOR TO

2. BOTTOM FIGURES INUCATE % OF WORK FORCE S

THAT CORRIDOR TO NCN'l TOTAL WORK FORCE

Q ¢ 4 ID Sp BONN

ides. Nearly , 7.5 million passenger trips are carried

by major roads of Delhi through private and public

transportdaily. Projection studies (by DDA) indicate

that if no other mode of transport is developed, 12

minion vehicular trips would be required to be car,

vied by roads in 2001 :The capacity of roads is limit

and as such they would be incapable of taking traffi

load beyond their capacity. Moreover , the time it

journey to work place is increasing day by day due

to more and more congestion on Delhi roads. Al,

such, there is an urgent need to think over soml

rapid mass transport which may help in: is decon

gesting the Delhi Urban roads , ii. lessening tr

journey time , in. lessening the risk of, accidents of

roads, and to . controlling the environmental an

noise pollution.

Ii. Delhi Metropoiltan Area Transport

Delhi Metropolitan Area1DMA1 has been desi



compriseDeihi UnionTerritory,faridabad-
rh Complex, NOIDA controlled area, Gur-

urgarh, Kundli and extension of Delhi
Haryana encompassing an area of 3182 sq
se surrounding towns are developing so fast
tend to become acompact urban agglome-

ith Delhi and as such need transportfacilities
provide fast and efficient interaction bet-

and the Union Territory of Delhi. Delhi is

Corridor towns in NCR with population and working force 1981
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antal

ad $allabhgarh.Palwal-
233.4

athin+losanpur. 408.6

on4harshafataudi4awai 125.4

*4uhferozepur.idw-Alwar. 173.8

urgarh-Rohtakavtegham.Kalanaur. 2283

atGanaur-'5amalkha.Panipat 2773
hekra-Aggarwal Mandi (fasiv0-
at8arautTikri.Doghat 1293

Total 2995.'1

g very fast. But as these towns neither fiajr
ng and unloading facilities at their railway sty

the converging point of seven railway lines and five
National Highways. Unless strong measures are
taken to reorganise the developmentpattern of the
surrounding towns in National Capital Region.and
the regional railways and road -linkages , the converg-
ing existing transport routes will create chaotic con-
ditions in Delhi. The peripheral towns of Delhi
Union Territory such asNOlDA controlled area,Fari-
dabad , Curgaon, Bahadurgarh; Kundli, etc are deve-

(m 0008 of NCR

28.78 2775 2934 262.8 32.00

4.83 41 .9 4.46 36.9 4.49

7.00 59.2 630 532 6.48

12.28 132.7 14.12 124.4 15.16
3.76 31.9 3.40 30.8 3.75
5.22 46.5 4.96 43.2 5.27

6.86 60.8 6.48 563 6.87
832 81 .1 8.63 75.5 9.20

3.89 34.0 3.62 23.9 2.92

8094 766.0 81 .51 707.5 86.14

concept plan (Fig. 22 ) illustrates the direction of traff-
ic flow from the surrounding areas into the NCR.
About 7 to 8 lakh commuters and long distance tra-
vellers arrive and leave Delhi daily by three modes

t

f r i n l eo reg o a movem nt of freight .nor railway
^s for re i l m ve fg ona o ment o freight nor intet±+
ection through proper roads and railways
ng each other, such developments would

ate the problem . In addition, there is lack of
uate booking facilities for passengers travelling
n the National Capital Region or outside the

I Region. As such, one has to reach Delhi main
ns for the movement of freight as well as for
ngers even if one does not have any business
Delhi Urban Area . In other words, the traffic
h can easily bypass Delhi has to pass through.

roads and railway temrinals crowding them
aen ^Wecessany before . it reaches its destination. The

f ulatIon % to urban working %to urban work force Y to urbaq
in corridor r population force in working in Non-Agri-

towns . of NCR corridor force of acavid s culture
(in OOtt) towns NCR king force

ransport ie, rail, road,

ill Movement on roads

a Passengers : Passenger movement by inter-
state buses in 91eyear2001 - both incoming
and outgoing has been projected to be
7,25,000 and the number of buses to be
14,000.

b freight movement by roads, Table 62 and
figs 23 and 24 show the movement of com-
modities in and out of Delhi in 1981 . It offers



fig. 22 Concept Plan for Road & Rail Net Work

the following inferences:
I. Maximum movement of incoming trucks car-

ry ingbuilding materials, le.,thorugh NH2(26C$
trucks) and throughtoni road (181 trucks). Out
of total incoming trucks of 771, only 210 are
outgoing ie, there is maximum consumption
of building materials in Delhi.

ii. There are 628 trucks loaded with fruit anO

MM.a4.

vegetables coming into Delhi (maximun
through NH 1) and 588 are outgoing (max'.
mum through NH 24). It shows thatthese fruit
and-vegetables are brought for distributio,
which come from north side in to Delhi a
most of the loaded trucks passing throw
Delhi are destined to Uttar Pradesh side.

iii. Out of 491 trucks of cereals coming fr



outer areas to Delhi, 330 trucks are going out
This shows that only 33% of the total cereals
coming from outside is consumed in Delhi
and 66% is meant for other areas of the Region

A V
llMll MIN_

Roads 1981

Fig-24 Freight movement on

that can easily bypass Delhi if facilities are
available.

iv. Of the industrial raw material, 320 trucks out
of 338 incoming trucks go out ie , 82% of the
industrial raw material of the total incoming to
Delhi is destined for outside DMA.

6.2 Conanodfy-whie goods Movement by National Highwaymiajor Road In Delhi 1981

Building
material

fruits &
Vegetables

Cereals

Iron and

(in truck loads)
NH-24 Loni

In- Out In- Out In- Out 1 -n O

x im
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sefru
-il utio

AN
throng'
;ide.
ng if

steel

Textiles

Retail

Coal

Ind. raw
material

Commodities
misc
Total

ut In- Out In- Out In- Out
ward ward wand ward ward ward ward ward ward ward ward ward ward ward

445

58

10

10

68

2 ,

33

22

694

NWI NH-2 Wig

39 260 41 170 46 37 15 77 37 181 32 771 210

81 31 188 80 115 7 43 26 223 39 16 628 669
76 115 50 100 140 76 21 110 37 32 6 491 330

82 175 - 41 45 9 it " oz 31 - 7 304 182
23 38 6 35 23 99 - 11 149 - 7 193 208
146 68 51 194 162 42 58 190 179 16 20 578 616
30 54 4 10 9 - - 12 78 - 144 55

55 139 65 111 50 13 30 84 ' 94 8 26 388 320
160 121 125 157 106 117 36 125 242 16 21 558 687
692 1001 571 902 660 403 227 763 992 292 135 4055 3277

rce: Survey conducted by perspective planning Wing, Delhi Development Authority.



v. of the total annual gross freight to and from
Delhi, nearly 80% is bandied by road trans-
port

vi. About 14,500 trucks enter and leave Delhi
daily. Of the nearly 50% is bandied by NH 2
and NH 24.

vii. Of the 14,279 tracks movement to and from
Delhi on all regional roads, 4572 are empty.

viii. Of the total truck traffic moving into Delhi,
25% is bye-passable.

iv. By Rail

a. Passengers: Studies (by Perspective Planning
Wing of Delhi DevelopmentAuthority) incidate that
three rail terminals of Delhi cater to about 78,000
passengeisdaily going into and outof Delhiby rail as
given below:

Delhi Main railway station. :50,000
New Delhi railway station :25,000
Nizamuddin railway station : 3,000

Total incoming and outgoing passengers handled at
a1133 stations of Delhisuburbs; including commuters
are about 3,62,000 (1,92,000 commuters and
1,70,000 long and short distance passengers)
through 261 trains (137 long distance and 124 short
distance within the National Capital Region). The
inter-city passenger movement in Delhi has been
growing at 4% per annum and as such the projec-
tions for 2001 are as below:

Daily total passengers :6,72,000
Commuters :3,54,000
Long and short distance
passengers : 3,18,000
Total trains 4,000

As stated earlier, out of these 6,72,000 passengers, a
large number do not have any business in Delhi but
have to pass through Delhi due to existing pattern of
regional railway movement

b. Freight On an average, about 1000 loaded
wagons enterDelhi . The tqtalfreight handled by the
rail in the Region is estimated to be 25,000 tons per
day. Of the total gross annual freight to and from.
Delhi, only about20%is handled by railways and the
rest by roads.

iv. By Air

a. Passengers: The international AirportAuthority of
India(IAAI) have projected the international air

54

passengers and domestic air passengers at the fol-
lowing rates as recommended by the Committee on
Air Transport Policy, Ministry of Tourism and Cavil
Aviation.

International passengers 12.0% 163 lakhs
Domestic passengers 12.096 191 laths

b. Cargo traffic The cargo movement projected by
IAAI for 2001 'is as below:

Rate of Volute
increase in 2001

International cargo 15% 6.4 tonnes
Domestic cargo 12.5% 7.9 tonnes,

6.4 Strategy for Development

The regional transport strategy for the National
Capital Region should promote and support the
economic development of the Region and relieve
the capital of traffic congestion . As such it requires:

i. to interconnect among each other the regi-
onal urban centres lying in the outer areas of
the National Capital Region.

ii. to connect them with the Capital by fast
mode of transport which would require bet-
ter road and rail connections.

iii. to integrate road and rail services in the intra-
urban area of Delhi and also in DMA.

iv. to develop new loading and unloading facili-
ties outside Delhi Union Territory for goods
coming from outside the Region for distribu-
tion in Uttar Pradesh and Haryana so as to
avoid unwanted load of good traffic on the
roads of Delhi urban area

6.5 Proposals for the Road Network (Fig 25)
Development of the stretches of NH-1 (Delhi-

Panipat), NH -2 (Delhi-PahvaD, NH 10 (Delhi-Rohtak),
NH-B(Delhi-Gurgaor>) NH 24 (Delhi-Hapur) and exis-
ting State Highway between Chaziabad-Meerut to
four lane divided carriage was to be known as M-l'
motorway with acquisiton of right of way of 100,

'rhe M-l motorway is to be of dual carriage-way with six lanes
of sufficient lane width , all intersections grade separated and.
at intervals 3 to 5 km (2 to 3 miles) apart Access controlled
with no frontage access, with full restrictions on standing
vehicles and designed for a speed of 100 Ian per hour. The
bridges should be designed for the presaged in highest IRC
loading.



common streches which would be of two lane carri-
age way initially with acquisition of full right of way
of 60 metres and to four lane carriage way finally by
2001 AD . The inner grid is to follow the alignment
of Sonepat-Baghpat-.Meerut-Hapur- Bulandshahr-
Sikandrabad-Faridabad-Gurgaon jhajjar-Rohtak-
Gohana-Sonepat The outer grid would connect

Fig-25. Regional Road Nehvork Proposals 2001

NATIONAL HIGHWAY

ESTATE HIGHWAY

AS0 120 SOMA

The Inner and outer grid roads of Mdl motorway category would be of two lane carriage way initially with acquisition of full right
of w f- d f

Ph i at h uzaffamagar-Meerut Hapur-Buland - ment of goods in the Delhi Urban Area. This would
K t

oay metres an a our lane carnage way finally (by 2001 AD).

u a swo o serve to bypass the inter-regional move- pat and to Meerut
interconnect all the inner-ring towns in the Region . It i. Strengthening from Yamune Bridge to Bagh-

ld l

s a r- uqa-Pa wal-RewariJhapar-Rohtak- require on:
Gohana-Panipat

Uttar Pradesh Side:a The inner . grid has been envisaged mainly to

tres within the National Capital Region including
elopment of service roads in the built up area
ngthening of the above National Highways and
ation of the State Highway to MA standard

uld cost approximately Rs 140 crores.
Developmentof an innerand outergrid system of

of the order of M-II'" motorways with certain



ii. WideningandstrengtheningbetweenSikand-
rabad and Dankaur (the stretch between
Bulandshahr-Meerut is covered in the outer
grid).

iii. Construction of a bridge and missing links in
the stretch of Dankaur-Yamuna Bridge-
S ikandrabad (aril ab ad.

Haryana Side:

i. Strengthening complete (20 km) and widen-
ing part (12 km) of the road from UP border to
Sonepat

ii. Strengthening and widening of the complete
stretch (35 knJ between SonepatGohana.

iii. Strengthening complete (45 km) and widen-
ing part of (38 km) the jhajjarGurgaon stretch.

iv. Strengthening complete (38 km) and widen-
ing part of (31 km) the Gurgaonfaridabad
stretch.

v. Strengthening and widening of the complete
stretch (18 km between Faridabadto UP bor-
der ( .t Yamuna river).

DeveCbnt of inner grid would involve appro-
ximately Its 6862 Iakhs.

Stretch Length Cost (ft in l kM
AnN including k ud-

ges and bypasses
wherever required

i Yamuna Bridge-
BaghpaMvteerut 53 611.71

ii Bulandshahr-
Sikandrabad 13 117.00

iii Sikandrabad-
Dankaur 17 21631

iv DankaurYamuna
Bridgefaridabad - 1360.00

v Faridabad-Yamuna
river 18 704.45

vi FaridabadGurgaon 38 954.00
vii Gurgaonlhaliar 45 667.00
viii Jhajjar-Sonepat 35 515.00
ix Sonepat4JP

border 20 1715.95

Total cost of
inner grid 6861.42

b. The outer grid has been envisaged to inter-
connectthe important towns lying in the outer areas
of NCR and toopen -up the vast undeveloped areas
for development Development of this grid would
require from :UP side:

i. Widening and strengthening of the stretch
between Yam una bridge-M uzzaffar nagar (54
km) and strengthening of the stretch between
Muzaffarnagar and Meerut (53 km).

ii. Widening of the stretch between Meerut-
Hapur.

iii. Widening and strengthening of Hapur-
Bulandshahr stretch.

iv. Widening and strengthening of the stretch
between Khurja and Yamuna bridge Buland-
shahr-Khwja and Yamuna bridge Buland-
shahr4(hu4a.

and on HaryanaSide it would require:

i. Widening and strengthening of the stretch
from Yamuna bridge+anipat , Panipat-
Gohaha, Gohana-Rohtak, Rohtak l hajjar, J haj-
jar-Rewari, Rewari -Sohna, Sohna4'alwal and
Palwal-Yamuna Nagar (a total of .270 km).

ii. Construction of new bridges and widening of
some existing bridges.

Stretch Length Cost (Rs. in lakhs)
(in km) Including widening

strengthening, brid-
ges and by-passes
wherever required

i Yamuna Nagar-
Muzaffamagar-
Meerut 107 1045.16'

ii Meerut4fapur-
Bulandhshahr 69 715.74

iii Bulandshahr-
Khurja 19 171.00

1v KhurjaYamuna
Bridge 45 540.79

v Yamuna bridge-
Palwal is 754.85

vi Palwal-Sohn
Rewari 76 1695.50

vii RewariHhaijar
Rohtak 86 2198.40

viii RohtakGohana-
Panipat-Sonauli 93 1925.00

Total cost for outer grid
(excluding ken i - 8001.28

to be financed by the concerned State Government

Alwar has greater growth potential with its tourist
importance and flourishing commercial activities.
Further, to take out4evelopmental activities far
away from Delhi, it is ne44 pry to develop a motor-
way of M-11 standard be1"rveen Rewari and Alwar.



uld be of two lane carriage way initially with
on of full right of way of 60 metres for an
four lane carriage way when traffic require-
stify. Such a line would open up vast areas of
and Rajasthan for development Develop-

this 70km stretchwould costapproximately
Jakhs (at Rs. 5 lakhs per km).
er towns of the National Capital Region have

nating mainly because of their location in
ow of bigger urban centres. However, their
y could be revitalised by providing suitable
cture facilities so that they act as link bet-
e rural areas and the bigger urban centres
acting as service centresfor the rural popula-

sport sector would be able to provide the
omentum for their regeneration. In conson-
th the policy of developing a four tier system
ements, road structure in the Region would
(ved accordingly . Efforts would be to inter-

connect the same order centres directly and the
lower order centres of their nearest higher order
centres. A system of feeder roads of higher standard
would be evolved to connect the work centres/
industrial estates with the nearest regional or sub-
regional settlements.

6.6 Proposals for development of railway (Fig 26)

As discussed earlier, there is a huge bypassable
traffic that enters Delhi unnecessarily . It is proposed
to develop a regional rail bypass . This is expected to
drain and diverge out bypassable traffic that other-
wise would move through Delhi. This fine would
pass through Meerut-Hapur0ulandshahr -K hurja-
Palwaf3ohna -Rewarij hajjar4tohtak.eanipat With
lines already existing between several stretches, new
lines would have to be developed between K hurja-
PalwalSohna-Rewari.hajjarRohtak This 205 km
would cost approximatly Rs. 13,600 lakhs.

Fig- Regional Rail Network Proposals-2001
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With the idnetification of Rewari Complex and
Alwar as priority centres with envisaged population
and activities, it is proposed that efforts should be
taken for conversion of the existing low capacity
metre gauge railway system into high capacity sys-
tem between Delhi Aiwar.

There is an urgent need to identify and decide on
a location for another rail terminal to decongest and

Cost
(Rs In lakhs)

A. Delhi-Panipat i. Electrification and raising of platforms, FOB, etc 1200(88 Inn) ii. Automatic colour lighting , signalling at Subzi Mandi,

Stretdr Details of work

300

system etc 200
iv. Staff quarters 300

B. DelhiMeerut be and
Chaziabad Y Doubling from Muradnagar to Meerut and electrification

f

Sonepat, Pampas
iii. Terminal facilities at Panipat including information

rang o platforms, FuBs, and signalling,
installation, etc

1500
a s oShakurbasti ntg p a cans, FOBS, including

signalling installation. 1200
Told Cost

C. Delhi-Rohtak ^'and Eleurgication r i ' f I ff

4700

Subsequent to electrification of the above corri - lakhs (excluding ring railway requirements in Delhi
dors, operation of EMU services on these corridors Urban Area).

.on the desired frequency would be needed. This
would cost RS2200lakhs . Thestretches and require-
ments are:

Stretdi Regokements• Cost (Rs
in lakhs)

i. Delhifanipat 5 Rakes-15 MC

ii Ghaziabad-
-30TC

4 Rakes-12 MC

800

Meerut

iii. Shakurbasti-

- 24 TC

S Rakesl5 MC

600

Rohtak 30 TC 800

Total cost 2200
Requirements asin 19x3 . Refined assessmentwouldbe
made after derailed studies.

Operation of Electrical Multiple Units .(EMU)
Services on the ringwith required frequency , initially
with a lead time of 25 minutes in peak period/.
direction alongwith extension of EMU services on
three selected corridors (radially) viz I. Delhi-
Ghaziabad , Ii. New Delhi-Palwal, iii. Delhi-
Shakurbasti which are already electrified, replacing
all the shuttle services toShakurbasti , Chaziabad and
PalwaL This would require an amount of Rs 1300

58

solve problems faced by the existing terminal in
Delhi.

To facilitate easy commuting from distant places
and priority towns, it is necessary to take upelectrifi-
cation of selected corridors . They are Delhi4 'anipat,
Delhi-Meerut beyond Ghaziabad , and Delhi-Rohtak
beyond Shaku,-basti. This would costatotal amount
of Rs 4700 lakhs.

Stretch Requirements* Cost (Rs
in lakhs)

i. Ring railway in Rolling stock of
Delhi Urban of 24 coaches
!e$" ie, 8 MC, 16 TC 500

ii.:pa`1hi Ghaziabad 27'coahces-9
MC, 18 TC 500

iii. New Delhi- S Rakes -
Palwaf , 15 MC, 30 TC 800

ToS c 6d 1300

Requirements as in 1983. . Refined assessment would be
made afpr detailed studies.
Finance'to be managed by Delhi Administration/Delhi
Development Authority.

For the operation of EMU services and to have
such services on the desired frequency, develop-
ment of certain a0d onal infrastructural inputs in
selected corridors is -required . This would involve
some additional stations to be opened and certain
other inputs besides raising of platforms to suitEMU
coach operation . This would incur a total cost of Rs
2445 lakhs. The corridors and actions needed in
respective corridors are:



Corridor Stations to be
opened Input required Cost (Rs in iakhr)

A) Delhi-Shahdara- Gandhi-Nagar Creation of new halt station andChaziabad Shyamlal removal of the infringrnents to
i. Stations

inside Delhi UT,
Giani border

suit EMU

ii. Stations Mohan Nagar
outside Dehii UT

8) New-Delhi Shakarpur BEL Creation of crossing and halt
stations

New Delhi4 'ahval ) unction Cabin Creation of halt station 60
New Delhi-Shakur- RCabin 12bast! Rampura Creation of haftstation 12

Accessibility facilities at EW Stations (F inance to be arranged by DDAi
Delhi Administration partly) 20

Lengthening of platforms for 25 bogies at Delhi and New Delhi stations' S00
Pro i i f i dv s on o n ependent double li ne between Delhi-New Delhi-kishangarry'aDelhiand Subzi Mandi•
Doubling and electrification of Daythasti-Azadpur Section'
a) Two more lines between Chaziabad and Mari et a h dp c r s e
b) An additional line (4th fine) between Shahibabad and Ghaziabad 800
Extension of 4th line from junction cabin to Pal wal 1000
A) .Automatic signallinngg between Ttnglwlakabad and Palwal 300
8) Staff quarters and officebuilding 300

Total Cost (acduding programme to be financed by DDANeIhi Adminbtraton 2445
Financing to be arranged by DOA/Delhi Administration

The ring railway. which has been conceived to
the the traffic problems of Delhi runs under-uti-

and as such actions are required to enable it to
'ovide-a. meaningful role in the transportation of

-'a city passengers and inter-city commuters. This
uires evaluation of introduction of new rapid

capaicty mass transport system such as Light
Transit (LRT) etc, and, to reorganise Delhi Tran-
rt Corporation's fleet services to provide feeder

rvice to EMU service as well as other high capacity
ass transport system conceived for smooth infra-

an travel and improve the efficiency of ring and
ial service.

With the identification of Khurja and Hapur as
riority towns and subsequent envisaging of activi-

and population on a greater scale , it is obvious
at interaction between Delhi and these centres
ours increase and intensify and as such projection
traffic volume is necessary in advance . Feasibility,
aluation/technoeconomic studies for the deve-

opment of existing/new corridors and extension of
-sting corridors In the lines i.Ghaziabad-ghuriafor
v services, U. t,nazrabad +iapurfor electrificatic n

EMU services, and iii Dayabasti-Azadpur for,

new electrified line and t U services should be
undertaken.

To enable the ring railway to play a meaningful
role in serving inter-city and intra-urban commuters,
it is necessary toincrease the frequency in the ring in
stages to reach the ultimate desired frequency level
for the envisaged population and to extend the
same to Chaziabad on the east, Palwal to the south,
Indira Gandhi Airport and Rohtak on the south-west
and west and towards Panipat in the north.

To cater to the needs of the outer areas of Delhi _
d D lhian e Metropolitan Area and further to encour-

age in the outskirts of the, city, such activities which
would help interaction between outer towns and
Delhi Metropolitan Area there is need to edevelop
new integrated metropolitan terminals in the areas
of (a) TransYamuna (b) Okhla,' (d tiharthal and
(d) in north India Locational and other techno-
economic studies for these terminals may be taken
up immediately. ' .

6.7 Proposal for Airways

With identification of priority towns with



enhanced population which is primarily aimed to be
.gained through developmental activities and indus-
tries, it is necessary to probe into the possibilities of
extending air services to these towns through short
distance carriers.

68 financing Strategy

it should be ensured that investments directly
involve in achieving the objectives envisaged for
National Capital Regiondevelopment, W ith this aim,

while financing any development , the following

main criteria would be taken into consideration

besides the cost component I. The needs of priority
areas and new development and extension areas,
ii. the extent to which such proposals would aid
the objective of decongestingDelhi and would help
in taking away to or generating activities in the outer
areas of the Region and iii. benefits such proposals
would accrue to the existing industries and com-
merce for their ecpansioq and employmentgenera-
tion.

In selecting locationsf or new loading and unload-
ingfactlity centres, priority and preferencewouldbe
for locations that have greater potentialcapacity to
drain and diverge out maxknum traffic.

It is suggested that a sipgle unified Metropolitan
TransportAuthority may be constituted to look into

the inter-relation and Interaction of various modes.

Such an Authority specially in NCR may help in ratio-

nalising the inter-city and intra-city fare structures

between railway , EMU and the road transport and
also may help in facilitating the inter-change from rail
to road and road torail as well as from regional trains
to intra urban railway in Delhi.

69 Telecommunication Facilities

The foremost need of the Region is an adequate
and effective telecommunication network which

would provide impetus to the dispersal and deve-
lopment of economic activities away from Delhi to

outlying areas. The National Capital Region Plan
advocates a three tier system for the development
of economic activities in the Region as a broad
policy and has also recommended development of
eighttowns and complexes in theRegion on priority

basis . Provision of reliable and adequate telecom-
munication facilities in the Delhi Metropolitan Area
and in the selected towns as input has been consi-
dered necessary for preparing a realistic plan.

The following ojbectives are considered desir-
ableforprovision of telecommunication f acilities in
the selected towns and the towns falling in Delhi
Metropolitan Area:

- Full automatisation of telephone services.
- Replacement of all lie expired exchanges and

other equipments.
- Provision of telephone and telex connection

practically on demand.
Provision of subscribers dialling facilities bet-
ween Delhi and the priority towns and r)M; .
towns.

- Connection of priority towns and 13MA towns
with Delhi by reliable cable and radio media.

- Provision of reliable trunk services either by
direct dialling facilities or through demand
service among the priority towns and DMA
towns. -
Provision of telegraph offices as justified.

An integrated telecommunication system adopt-
ed on the above lines in away , is also likely to sup-
plement the transportation network in the Region
thereby reducing the pressure on the transportation
arteries proposed in the Plan.

Interim Plan envisages provision of required tele-
communication facilities at the first instance, in the
selected priority towns and towns of DMA . Details
of facilities and cost involved are as follows:



21,150 X 5890
1,08$50 X 12%2

540 X 17235
540 X,26500

Trunk Exchanges
0 Trunk Centres atfaridabad

& Chaziabad with 40 Boards 2 X 27.5 lakhs
10 Trunk Boards 3 X 00.181akh

is VFT
a) 12 chL
b) 5+4D

ii0 Comdal i
b) Otical fhre
v) UP
vi) Microwave
vii) PCM

Telegraphs
Land & Buildings

24 X 12 lakhs
1,2 X 2 lakhs

7X1.8
18X12

use nss p"ugramme coseng wout Ks . /U notes nave atreWy been thOL4*d In ft
Ministry d Telecommunications In Seventh Plan Budget

1245.74
14070.25

15315.99

93.07
143.10

236.17

55.00
0.54

55.54

28.8
24.00

12.6
21.6

1720.18
517.06
590.10
93626
175.00
127.27

1000.00

20761•



POWER DEVELOPMENT

-Electricity, one of the most important forms of
energy, is the lie-blood of modern society. It is
indispensable for the development of industry and
agriculture and for Improving the living standards of
the people.

7.1 Generation

The Region falls within the Northern PowerZone.

The power requirement of Delhi is met mainly by
the Rajghat and Indreprastha Estate PowerStations
owned by the Delhi Electricity Supply Undertaking
and the Badarpur Thermal Station owned by the
National Thermal Power Corporation . All these sta-
tions are located within Delhi In addition, Delhi
receives assistance from the BairaSiul Hydro Electric

Power Station , the Singrauli Thermal Power Station
and from the Northern Region grid including the
Bhakra Beas Management Board system to meet its
demand for power.

The Uttar Pradesh Sub -region receives power
from the integrated grid of theUttarptadeshPower
System and the Northern region grid. Itmay be not-
ed that all the hydel and thermal power systems run
as an integrated grid. Further , the UttarPradeshPow-
er System is being operated in synchronisation with
Northern region grid comprising Jammu and Kash-
mir,Purjab , Himachal Pradesh,Haryana,Delhi,Rajas-
than and part of Madhya Pradesh.

Haryana, in addition to receiving power from its
own generating stations, receives power from Bhak-
ra-Beas Management Board WBMB); Pong, Dehar
and Baira-Siul Hydel Stations and indraprastha sta-
tion to meet its demand . The.Haryana Sub-region
thus receives power from various sources.

Rajasthar's powerdemard is met by the generat-
ingstations owned by the Rajasthan Electricity Board
and power made available from the BBMB system;
Singrauli Super Thermal System and power import-
ed from the neighbouring States . The Rajasthan Sub-
region, which forms part of the State , has, therefore,
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to depend on many sources to meet its power
demand.

The Region does not have any power resources.
There are five thermal power-generating schemes
within the Region with a total installed capacity of

1431.5 MW (Table 7.1)
Five more power plants with a total installed

capacity of 12153 MW are under construction in the
Region. Among these, one is atomic, two are ther-
mal, one is hydel and one is gas-based . All the plants
are expected to be completed by the end of 1988.
Thus by the end 0, the Seventh Plan, the total ins-
talled capacity , would increase to 2646.8 MW.
Among the schemes that are under construction,
Kokroi is the only hydel scheme with an installed
capacity of only 03 MW. The Narora Atomic Project
is the biggest among the projects under construc-
tion.

Among the Seventh Plan proposals relating to
power generation schemes, only one namely, the
M uradnagarThennalSchemefalls in the Region.This
scheme falls in the Central sector and would be exe-

cuted by the National Thermal Power Corporation.

According to the Central Electricity Authority, the
Muradnagar scheme would have four units of 210

MW each. Thus; the total installed capacity of the
scheme would be 84OMW. The firstand the second
units are expected to be commissioned by the end
of 1994 and the remaining units by the end of 1995.
Thus, all the units are proposed tobecommissioned
by the end of the EghthPlan. The Muradnagar
scheme is expected tq_meet the growing demand
for power of Delhi . Hpwever, if any. surplus is left
after meeting the derrlandof Delhi, it would be fed
into the northern grid.,-
- Assuming that theMuradnagar scheme would
materialise and would be completed by the end of
the Eighth,Plan, the total installed capacity (including
the existing and under construction) in the Region
would increase to about 3500 MW.



le 7.1 Power Generation in the National Capital Region (as on 31.3.1985)

Existing
Rajghat Delhi
I.P. Estate Delhi

Thermal 1 X14
Thermal 1 X35 +

3X62.5 +
1 X.60 + 282.5

Thermal 3 X 100 + 720.0
2X210 +

Stage-1 Panipat Thermal 2 X 110 220.0

Badarpur Delhi

Panipat-

Fandabad Ballabhagarh Thermal 1X15 +
3X60

Under Cons6udion
Raighat Delhi Thermal 2 X 67.5

Gas Turbine
Scheme near
IF. Station
(IP. Estate) Delhi

Panipat Panipat Thermal 2 X 110 +
Units 3,4,5 1 X210
(Stages Ii &
an
Kokroi Sonepat Hydel 3 X 0.1
Narora Anupshahr Atomic 2 X 235.

Proposed In , Ss Seventh Plan
Muradnagar Ghaziahad Thermal 4 X 210

Grand Total 3486.8

a)as an -region. In the Ra)asthan Sub-region,
only about 80.5%of the villages had been provided
with electricity dll the end of March 1985. As far as
the UttarPradeshSub-re ion is concerned all th il-g ev,

Electrification of villages is indispensable for lages in Meerut district are electrified . 10% of thevil-
proving the living standards of rural people.Ener- lages in Ghaziabad district and 796 in Bulandshahr

c ry agpowerto o centresIrom diegenerat- of rural electrification is quite unsatisfactory in thestations. 1 C.A.R

g c r e aa e .?J.7
The Region has a network of 400 KV, 220 KV, All the villages in the Union Territory of Delhi and in
2 KV, 66 KV , 33 KV , 11 KV and low tension lines the Haryana Sub-region are electrified. The position

ar ni I d

Transmission and Distrbution agricultural production. In the Region as a whole,
about 94% of the villa es are ele t ifi d Ci bl

195.0

1431.5

180.0 1st Unit to be
commissioned in April86
and one unit per month
thereafter

430.0 Unit 3 - Oct 85
Unit 4- Aug. 85
Unit 5 - Dec 87

03 1986-97
470.0 Unit I - Dec 87

12153 Unit II - Dec 88

840.0 Unit I - 1992-93
Unit II - 1993-94
Units III &IV -199495

dudes share of Haryana of 62 .5 MW. Sources: 1. Data obtained from the State /UT Govemments. 2. Central Electricity Authority.

on of pumpsets goes along way in incre asing district are yet to be electrified . The overall percen-



tage of rural electrification for the UttarPradeshSub-
region works out to about 94916

D uring ;theSeventh Plan period , all the un-electri-
fied villages in Bulandshahr district are expected to
be electrified. In Ghaziabad district, all urielectrified
villages except two, are proposed to be electrified
during the Seventh Plan period . As far as the Rajas-
than Subregion is concerned , the information reiat-
ing to number of villages proposed to be electrified

during the Seventh Plan period is not available.
About 1.6 lakh pumpsets have been energised in

the Region till the 31st March 1985. The figure is
expected to reach 1.8. lakhs by the end of the
Seventh Plan . It may, however, be noted that Pani-
pat, Rewari , Bawal tehsils of the Haryana Subregion
and the whole of the Rajasthan Sub-region have not
been taken into account as figures pertaining to
these areas are not available (Table 7.2).

Table 7.2 Rural Ek Fallon and Energisaton of Puffipsets as on 31st Mardi 1965

S. Ma Told No, of V es Villages Vi lases Pumpsets
No. inhabited

villages

i

as on
proposed tote

to be ekdfed
energlsed

as on
31..3.1985 elects fled by die and

durhigVll of VII
Plan Plan

31.3.1985

1. Delhi U .T. 214 214 -Nil 214 15732

2. UP Sub-region,
(100.0 (100.0.

1. MeerutDistt
2. Ghaziabad

1045• 1045 Nil - 1045 37715

Distt
3. Bulandshahr

791• 711 78 789 7109

Distt 1467' 1364 103 1467 36298

Subtotal (ID 3303 3120 181 3301 81122

3. Haryana Subregion

(94.. (99.9)

1. Sonepatflstt 331 331 Nil 331 11584

2. Gurgaon Dist
3. Faridabad

673 673 Nil 673 25185

Distt 425 425 N i l 425 15510

4. RobtakDistt 438 438 Nil 438 - 11054

5. PanlpatDistL
6. Rewari & Bawal

167 167 Nil 167 NA

Tehsils 352 352 Nil 352 NA

Sub Total (IID 2386 2386 Nil 2386 63333
(100.0 (100.0

4. Raja thin Sub-rgion
Atwar, Behror,
Mardawar, Tura,
Klsharigadi and
Ramgarh Tehslls 1,10163 856 NA. - 856 NA

(80:5)

Grand Total 6966 6576 181 6757 160187
(94.,0 . (96.9)

2500 18232

4882 42597

3388 10497

7195 43493

15465 96587

2000 13584

2000 27185

1000 16510

3000 14054

NA. NA

NA NA

8000 71333

NA. NA.

25965 186152

Includes uninhabited villages .
Note: Figures in bradretskidl ate percentages to the total number of villages in the respective sub-region/region..
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netgy Consumption (Aggregate)

ng 1984-65, the total energy consumption in
gion was about 5045 million units. A look at

m of energy consumption (Table 73) shows
industrial sector accounted for the highest
on (about 339y and followed by the

tic sector (about 25%.
lasing the position of individual sub-regions, it
that in the Rajasthan Sub-region, the propor-
Industrial consumption is very high (799H. In
ryana Sub-region, industrial sector ranks first
s of energy consumption, but the proportion
very high. Agriculture sector occupies first

in the Uttar Pradesh Sub-region. In the case of
Territory of Delhi, domestic sector accounts
highest proportion of energy consumption.

commercial activities dominate as much as
trial activities in Delhi 's economy, the propor-

energy consumption in the commercial sec-
much higher in Delhi than in otherSub -regions.
ne of theSub -regiohs of UttarPradesh, Haryana

jasthan, the proportion of energy consump-
the commercial sector exceeds 59'q whereas

Ni, the proportion is about 219h (Figure 27).
e pattern of consumption clearly indicates high
ntration of industries in the Union Territory of

1, faridabad district and Rajasthan Sub -region
districU

Per Capita Energy Consumption

capita energy consumption is a good indica-
economic development In the Region as a
the per capita energy (aggregate) consump-

as 263 units in 1984-85. The per capita indus-
consumption was only 87 units (Table 7.4).

7.4 Per Capita Consumption of Electricity
in the NCR 1984-65 (Unit: Kwl)

a Subregion

Delhi
Haryana
Rajasthan

~Pradesh

Total

1

Per capita Per capita.
consumption consumption

(Total pnduslria$

571 151

213 91

271 214

22 8

263 87

Per capita has been worked out on the basis of
census population.

Fig-27. Pattern of Energy Consumption

1984-85
100 PERCENT

8o

60

40

20

t)
z

U DOMESTIC O COMMERCIAL R INDUSTRIAL
•'AORICULTURE S OTHERS

A look at Table 7.4 shows that per capita aggreg-
ate consumption is alarmingly low (only 22 units) in
the Uttar Pradesh Sub-region, which indicates that
this Subregion is. highly backward in the Region. The
position of the Haryana and Rajasthan Sub-regions is,
however, better than that of the Uttar Pradesh Sub-
region. However, the,eSub-regions are also much
behind Delhi. In case of Delhi, the high per capita
energy consumption can be attributed to two rea-
sons: first, ithas a satisfactory power supp ly position,
and, secondly, it is economically more developed
than other areas of the Region.
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Table 7.3 Energy Consumption in the NCR 1984-85 (Figures in million units)

S.No. Area Domestic Commercial Industrial Agricultural Others Total

1. Delhi U.T. 1090.00 752.00 941.00 22.00 745.00 3550.00

Sub-totakl) 1090.00 752.00 941.00 22.00 745.00 3550. Oq
(30.7) (21.2) (26.5) (0.6) (21.0) (100.1

11. U.P.
11.23 3.75 1235 25.77 0.86 53.9

2. Ghaziabad Distt 7.95 2.95 38.99 14.84 139 66.1

3. BulandshahrDistt 2.97 0.23. 4.66 27.44 0.16 35.4

Sub-total (II) 22.15 6.93 56.00 68 .05 2.41 155.5

(14.2) (4.4) (36.0) (43.8) (1.6) (100.(

Ill. Haryana Sub-region
1. SonepatDistt 21.19 3.55 72.54 39.68 1.40 138.31

2. Gurgaon Distt 19.34 4.76 41.83 47.71 4.85 118.4

3. Faridabad Distt 46.82 12.88 24534 54.83 8.69 368.5

4. Rohtak D istt 38 .90 936 57.90 51.71 3.81 161.6

I
5. PanipatTehsil 26.09 6.19 25.94 158.04 2.30 218.5

6. Rewari and Bawal tehsils 8.49 1.87 825 2228 3.57 44.4

sub-total(111) 160.83 38.61 451.80 374.25 24.62 1050.1

(153) (3.7) (43.0) (35.6) (2.4) (100.1

rv. Rajasthan Subregion
1. Alwar, Behror,

Mandawar, Tijara,
Kishangarh and
Ramgarh tehsits 2.43 .78 27.79 2.85 8.71 881

SubtotaKM 12.43 6.78 227.79 22.85 18.71 2881

(43) (23) (79.0) (7.9) (6.5) (100

Grand Total
(I+II+III+M 1285.41 80432 1676.59 48715 790.74 5044.,

(25.5) (15.9) (33.2) (9.7) (15.7) (100

In case of Rajasthan Sub-region , since tehsilwise figures were not available , consumption has been estimated
from the district figures. It has been assumed that in case of agriculture , the Sub -region's consumption is about

60% of the district's consumption . In case of others , it has been taken as 909& This is because , percentage of

rural population of the Sub -region is about 60% of the district's rural population and the Sub -region's urban
population constitutes about 90% of the urban population of the district

Note. Figures in brackets indicate percentages to the respective total.

Looking at the per capita industrial consumption,

it is observed that the Rajasthan Sub-region ranks
first followed by Delhi. As far as the Uttar Pradesh
Sub-region is concerned , it not only occupies the last

position, but its per capita energy consumption is

also very low being only 8 units . In case of Haryana

also, the per capita is much lower than that of Delhi.

This is perhaps because of inadequacy of power

supply in Haryana

7.6 Power Supply Position.

Delhi is definitely better placed as far as pow
supply is concerned. This has been one of the facte
that attracted entrepreneurs to set up business
Delhi. As far as the other Sub-regions are concern(
the power supply position is highly unsatisfactory
Haryana followed by Uttar Pradesh. This is evil(
from Table 7.5 whichgives power supply position
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us States/UT, parts of whose - areas fall in the
n.

ryana
sthan
r
esh

hi

5507 4223 1284 233
7100 6573 527 7.4

17633 15477 2156 12.2
4880 4869 11 0.2

Central Electricity Authority

may be seen from the above figures that the
on of Rajasthan also was not satisfactory.

wring 1984-85, the power supply position in
ana, Rajasthan and -Uttar Pradesh was worse
what itwasd uring the year 1985 ,86. The energy

e (percentage : monthwise) during 1984-85
be seen in Table 7.6. Haryana experienced an
'age daily shortage of about28%duringl984-85
was followed by Uttar Pradesh which faced an

e daily shortage of about 26% Rajasthan's
on was better, as itfaced an average daily shor-
of only about 1496 Delhi had practically no

e during 1 .984-85.
oking at the monthwise position , it is observed
Haryana, Rajasthan and Uttar Pradesh faced

throughout the year. At no time of the year,
ortage was less than 20% in UttarPradesh. The
ge in Uttar Pradesh ranged from about22%in
mber 1984 to 34%in March 1985 . The position

aryana is more or less similar to that of Uttar Pra-
Only in two months ie, J une and ) my 1984, the

Page was less than 20% in Haryana. In fact, the
on of Haryana is worse than that of Uttar Pra-
as it faced a shortage of atleast 35% in four

the (December 1984-March 1985) during 1984-

he position of Rajasthan is defiriitely much better
that of Haryana and Uttar Pradesh Though

than faced shortage throughout the year, the
t of shortage hasbeen quite less (less than 1090

ring)une to October 1984. Further , the shortage

ich was experienced , in Aprif 1964.

er reached 3095 in any of the months during
4-85. The maximum shortage was about 29%

Delhi faced only a negligible shortage throughout
the year. In fact, the shortage was recorded as 'Nil'
during December 1984 and March 1985. The overall
percentage for the year was also recorded as 'Nil'.

Table 7.6 Percentage of Energy Shortage
(Average Daily Shortage) during
1984-85

Montlr/Year Haryana Rajasthan U.P. Delhi

April1984 28.0 29.0 23.0 0.1
May 1984 25.7 17.7 28.0 03
1 une 1984 14.0 6.9 23.1 0.7
July 1984 153 2.9 24.0 0.5
August 1984 27.1 6.4 23.9 0.1
September 1984 23.9 1.8 22.3 0.1
October 1984 29.4 63 24.1 0.2
November 1984 23.9 14.7 25.7 0.1
December 1984 34.9 21.8 23.2 Nil
January 1985 39.5 19.0 26.6 0.8
February 1985 38.4 222 28.5 0.1
March 1985 35.8 133 34.0 Nil
198485 28.2 143 25.8 Nil

Source: Annual Administration Report(1984-85) of
Northern Regional flectricity Board.

7.7 Proposals by the Participant State
Governments

From the proposals submitted by the State
Governments of Haryana, Rajasthan and Uttar Pra-
desh, it is observed that a total of Rs . 684 crores will
be required .in the Seventh Plan to improve the qual-
ity of power supply in the Region . The Statewise
break-up is as follows:-

Rupees in crores

State Amout required for

Transmission
and distribu-

tion rmes
and sub-
stations.



Haryana Government has indicated that the pres-
entpeakdemand in the National Capital kegion por-
tion of Halyanaas200MW and this would increase
to650 MW by 1989-90. To meet this demand , an ins-
talledcapacity of 1000MW would be needed. it has,
therefore, been suggested by Haryana Government
that 2 units of 210MW each should be added at the
PanipatThennal Complex or should be installed ata
new site near Gurgaon. The State Government has
indicated that this would cost about Its. 420 crores.
As far as the UttarPradesh and Rajasthan Sub-regions
are concerned, the State Governments have not
given any proposal relating to generation schemes.

It may be noted that as far as laying of transmis-
sion and distribution lines and construction of sub-
stations are concerned , the amountrequired for the
Uttar Pradesh Sub-region is in addition to what
would be available from the State's normal plan. As
far as the other Sub-regions are concerned , it seems
from the proposals submitted by the concerned
State Governments that the amount indicated is the
total requirement Broad details of the transmission
and distribution lines And sub-stations proposed by
the State Governments are as follows:-

I. Haryana

SL Na Item

1) 220 KV works including
sub-stations and lines

2) 132 KV works Including
sub-stations and lines

3) 66 KV works including
substations and lines

4) 33 KV works including
substations and lines
Sub-total

IL Uttar Pradesh
1) 220 KV works

it Sub-stations
ii) Lines

2) 132 KV works
B Sub-Stations
iD Lines

Amount (Its. in sores)

30.00

18.00

28.00

9.00
85.00

116.50
3.80

14.25

6.85

68

3) 33 KV works

a

ii)

iii)
iv)

Sub-Stations

Increasing capacity
Lines

Miscellaneous
4) 11 KV works

0
is
ii0

Sub-stations
Lines
L.T. Lines

5) Tools and Plants
6) Spares .
7) Communication
8) Establishment cost of building

contingency and other charges.
Subtotal

%70
3.82
7:60
5.26

8.02

14.09
23.99
2.69
5.00

1.35

25.90
156.02

III. Rajasthan

Thefollowingworks have been proposed. The sche-
mewise cost has not been indicated by the State
Government

1) 132 KV line from Alwar to Shahjahanpur via
Khairthal and Mandawar with the following 132 KV
sub-stations.

132/33 KV Sub-station at Khairthal.
132/33 KV Sub-station atMandawar.
132/33 KV Sub-station atShahjahanpur.

2) 132/33 Sub-station at Malakhera by looping in
and looping out 132 KV line from Alwar to Rajgarh.

3) 33 KV line from Shahjahanpur to Mandhan.

4) 33 KV line from Mandawar to Sodawas.

5) 33 KV inter-connections to 33/11 KV Substa-
tions-Shaljahanpur, Mandawar, Khairthal and
Malakhera.

6) 220 KV line from Alwar to the proposed gas
based thermal power station at Sawai Madhopu
(already taken up in central sector) via Dausa and:
strengthening its linkswith the northern regional grid
220 KV line from Panipat to Alwar.



TER SUPPLY, SEWERAGE AND SANITATION

quality of life in a settlement very much
on the level of availability, accessibility and

ty of infrastructure itprovides. In a broad sense,
cal infrastructure consists of municipal services
tilities, namely, water supply, sewerage, sanita-
nd solid waste management The rapid growth

ulation necessitates . planning and . augmenta-
of water supply, 'sewerage and sanitation
es in an integrated manner.

resent level of services : water supply

r is necessary for a healthy community and
urban activities. It is essential to provide good

of drinking water accessible to all. In NCR,
ers Yamuna and Ganga are flowing through
ntral part and along the eastern boundary of
don respectively, and are the major sources of

water supply. Besides, the rivers Hindon, Kali and
Sahibi and W estYam una Canal and Ganga Canal are
also being used as the sources of water supply.
Other sources of water supply In the NCR are tube
wells tanks and wells which serve small towns and
rural settlements. The proposed Tehri Dam in Uttar
Pradesh and Kishau, Lakhwarand GiriDams in Hima-
chal Pradesh when completed could provide a
major share of NCR's water requirement upto 2001.

There are 94 urban settlements in NCR. Of these,
58 are in UttarPradesh, 27 in Haryana, 3 in Rajasthan
and 6 in the Union Territory of Delhi. The present
level of water supply in the Region is inadequate. As
indicated in Table 8.1, out of the 88 settlements
located in Haryana, Uttar Pradesh and Rajasthan, 3
have River Infiltration Gallery, 12 'settlements are
served by Service Reservoirs and 40 Over Head
Tanks while 37 settlements do not have any water
supply system at all.

8.1 Existing Sewerage, Sanitation and Water Supply in NCR Towns- 1981

of Town Popuia- System Number of Latrines Method of Protected Water
tan of Sewe

age Water Service OBrers . Total (Night supply
Borne Soil) Source of System of

supply storage with
capacity In
lakh litres

2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9

Bahadurgarh 37448 5, OSD 84 2350 2434 5, WB T, TK
Beri 13490 O5D 5 30 35 WB T, TW

Bawal t 7760 O5D 30 100 10 140 B, WB TW, T

Faridabad Complex 330860 5 5676 8000 13670 ST, S 1W, TK

Farukan Nagar 6367 OSD 10 600 610 WB T, TW
FerozpurJhirka 9400 O5D 50 500 5 555 WB T, W

Ganaur 16489 OSD - 995 997 WB,B T,TW

10

I.G. (455.00)
IG (230)

OHT (1.50)
OHT (0.60)
BWP - NA

OHT (63.70)
SR (137)

OHT (230)
SR (4.10)

OHT (1.80)
OHT(230
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8. Gohana
9. Gurgaon

U.A.

10. HalleyMandi

11. 4lassanpur
12. Hathin

13. Nodal

1-4. Jhajjar

15. jharsa

16. Maham

17. Nub

18. Palwal

19. Pataudi
20. Tewari

21. Rohtak

22. Samalkha
23. Sohna

24. Sonipat

25. Taoru

26. Panpat.

27. Kalanaur

28. AminagarSarai
29. Agarwalmandi
30. Aurangabad
31. Abdullapur
32. Anupsanar
33 Bavan Bahadurnagar

34. Bugrari

35. Bulandshahr
36. Bilaspur
37. Babugarh
38. Bahsuma
39. Baghpat
40. Baraut
41. Chhapraul
42. Doghat
43. Daurala
44. Dadri

70

2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9

26188 OSD - - 4500 4500 WB T,TW
100677 5, O5D 3310 10422 13732 WB,S WB,S 1, TW

M.L.

10140 S, OSD
5109 O5D
6553 OSD

18740 05D
PT

24247 5, OSD

28 320 - 348 WB,S T,TW
- 1200 - 1200 W B T, TW
- 100 - 100 WB W,TW
31 360 - 391 WB W, TW

- 4050 - 4050 WB, 8 T, TW

8412 - - 45 - 45 H L T, TW

11722 050 - 1500 500 2000 WB T

5992 050 25 350 2 377- B 1W,TK

47328 050, PT - 4000 500 4500 WB , B 1W,1K

8422 OSD,PT - 620 2 622 HL, WB T, TW

51562 S 250 6000 - 6250 WB, S TW, T

166767 5, 050 1270 28004 - 29274 HL, WB T, TW

13352 OSD - - - - B, WB TW
12667 S, 050 290 525 - 815 WB, S 1, TW

109369 S , OSD - 863 16848 17711 WB T, TW

6912 OSD, PT 8 10 19 37 WB TW

130927 050, 5 1700 2500 - 4200 WB, B W, TW

12980 050 10 950 2 962 8 , WB T, TW

6837 OSD

9353 OSD

11622 O5D

6383 O5D

15193 . O5D

6779 OSD

8307 O5D

103436 OSD

4661 O5D

2389 O5D

7906 O5D

17157 O5D

46292 OSD

13805 O5D

10019 O5D

9146 O5D

19723 OSD

- naW TAW
HL T/lW
BTW/W

8 8 WB TWAN
8 TWNV
B TWNV

- - WBB TWAN
WB T/TW

B TWAN
- BNVB TWAN

WB TWNV
,4- WB TW/T
5 WB T/lW

WB T(1W
BANB TWAN

HL TWAN

3 BBW TW/T

10

OHT (1.40)

SR (15.90
OHT (12.15)

BWP (NAJ

BWP (NA)

SR (7.96)
BWP (NA)
OHT (1.36)
OW (NA)

BPW (NAJ
PT (102.269)

SR (1.82)
SR (4.10

OHT (1.37)
SR (22.75)

OHT (2.45)

0(2730)
OHT (4.55)

O (10900.00)
SR (34:58)

SR (2.28)
SR (437)

OHT (2.73)

OHT (0.68)
BWP (NA)

OHT (12.06)
BWP (NAJ

IG (3.60:,
BWP (NA)
OHT (1.00
OHT (0.15)

OHT (15.9



S. Dankaur
Chhatari
Debai
Gulaothi

. Garhmukteshwar
faridnagar
Hapur
Ghaziabad

Hastinapur
Khedka

Karnawal
Kakod
Khurja
Jewar

. Jahangirpur
jahangirabad
Khanpur

Narora

Niwadi
Loni
Kitnaur
Muradnagar
Modinagar

Meerut

Mawana
Lawar
Sardhana

Pamikshitgam
3. Phalauda
4. Shahjahanpur .
5. Sewalkhar .
. Ordinance Factory

Muradnagar
patala

8. Pilkhua
9. Sikandrabad
0. Siana

1. Shikapur
. panasu
. Rabupura

4. Tikri
5. Kharkhoda
6. Akvar
7. Khairtal

Tijara

7935 O5D - - -

5862 OSD - -

22430 OSD - - -

24416 OSD - - -
17914 O5D -

9116 OSD - - -

102837 05D - 4 -

287170 5/O5D 33 85

11637 05D - - -

2691 05D. - -

9895 05D - - -

4299 O5D -

67119 O5D 1 3

15275 O5D - - -

6447 O5D - -

29301 OSD - 4 -

8311 O5D - - -

9573 05D - - -

7078 PT/OSD

10259 05D - - -

13791 O5D - - -

26042 O5D -

87665 OSD/PT

536615 OSD 40

37620 05D

11535 OSD

30138 O5D
11328 OSD

10357 OSD

8867 O5D

10278 O5D

13147

7847 O5D - - -

37884 O5D

43135 O5D

22410 OSD

21499 05D

9016 05D

8999 05D

11315 05D

8708 05D

145795 OSD

15962 O5D

12199 O5D

Data not

NA NA NA

100 77 8,

55 4 4

available

- WB/ST TRW -
11 BANG W/TW OHT (2,28)

WBj TW/W OHT (1230
WS TWO
WB TWiW
WB TAW
HL T/Tw OHT (3.41)
B TWAN

WB; T/TK OH) (2A0
WB/ST TWAN SR (22.45)

185 WBB W OHT (2.25)
63 W8 TW/W SR (4.50

4 WB
- wSAN

B
WB

- B
- HL
- WB/ST
- HLANN

- WB
BANB

20 B/WB
ST

64.HLANB

WINS .TWAY
WIN Twiw

8 WB/ST TRW
- B TRW

4 WB/ST T/TW
118 WB/S T/TW

B/HL

W/8

HL

- AL
- B

T/TW OF
T/TW OF
T/7 W
TRW

T/TW OHT (14J
T/TW -

TflW -

TRW

T/1W -

T/1W OHT (1,80
T/TW OHT (1.82)
TRW

T/TW OHT (3.41)
T/TW OHT (12.74)

TAW OHT (1443.80
T

WB TRW OHT (NA)
HL TWiW

WB TWAN OHT (2.5(71
HL TWAV -
HL TWIN -
HL TW/W -

HL TWAV
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NA Not Available WB Wheel Barrows OHT Overhead Tank

S Sewer ST Septic Tank Latrines SR Service Reservoir

OSD Open Surface Drains S Sewerage IG River Infiltration Gallery

PT Pit System TW Tube Well Water/Hand Pump BWP Bore-well Pumping System

HL Head Load W Well Water PT Pressure Tank

B Basket TK Tank Water 0 Others

Source: Town Directory, 1981 Census

8.2 Priority Towns

The analysis of Table 82 reveals that population
coverage underwater supply schemes in thepriority
towns varies from 30% in Bulandshahr to 100% in
Panipat out of the 8 priority towns, 6 are served
100% by tube wells. The per capita daily water
supply varies from 30.2 litres in Rewari to 131.6litres
inPanipatwhich indicates inadequate level of water

supply in the priority towns. The present supply is
much less than the desirable norm of 220lpcd. The
total deficiency of water supply has been estimated
at 1663.4 lakh litres per day . An attempt has been
made to work out the additional requirement of
water supply for the assigned population of the
respective towns for the year 2001 . Total additional
requirement in the 8 priority towns for 2001 has
been estimated at 10025 iakh litres per day.

Table 8.2 Existing Water Supply and Additional Requirement of Water in Priority Towns by 2001

Towns
tion Lion

covered Canal Tube Others
(in 14 (in 14 well ( in 44

(in 1f)

Popula- Popula- Source of Water Supply Total per Ddid-Popula- Total additi-
al irequ re-supply capita ency Lion or

daily supply (lakh assig- ment (lakh
(laid. (litres litres Cud for litres daily)
litres dally) daily) 2001(in

lakhs)

1. Meerut 536615 70 0.40 99 .60 - 636.60 118.5 581 .05 13 .00 2314.40

2. Hapur 102837 50 - 100.00 - 116.90 113.7 116.50 6.00 1245.10

3. Bulandshahr 103936 30 - 100.00 - 74.50 711.5 160.00 10.00 2196.00

4. Palwal 47328 75 - 100.00 - 25.00 57 .0 82.40 3.00 656.00

5. Rewari 51562 75 - 100.00 - 15.60 302 102.00 3.00 665.40

6. Rohtak 166767 60 100 - - 100.00 59 .9 278 .60 5.00 1035.00

7. Panipat 137927 100 - 70.00 30 181 .50 131 .6 131.50 5.00 953.50

8. Alwar 145798 NA - 100.00 - 175.00 120.0 210.90 5.00 560.00

Total 1292267 1324 .60 1021663 .40 50.00 10025.40

Note: The deficiency and future requirement of water have been worked out on the basis of 50 gallons (227 litres)
per capita per day

8.3 Broad Recommendations for Development
of Water Supply In NCR

The supply of.drinking water should be made
available to the priority towns in the first phase and
to all the towns and rural settlements in the second
phase.

To meet the additional requirement of water

supply of 10025 lakhs litres per day in the priority
towns, existing sources of water supply have to be
tapped to the optirnti n level and water should be
efficiently distributed on a unified basis.

The development of most of the water supply
sources would require inter -state cooperation.
Problems of water supply should be dealt in a uni-
fied manned for the NCR as a whole. A survey to
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ess the ground water yield would be undertaken
priority basis. It would be necessary to plan,
ign and implement and maintain all water supply
emes in an integrated manner for NCR.

ewerage and Sanitation

erage treatment is essential to checkenviron-
taldecay as well as to maintain the healthy living
itions. it is evidentfrom Table 8.1 that the exist-

level of sewerage system is grossly inadequate in
towns. Out of the 88 towns outside Delhi UT in

Region, only 2 have underground sewerage sys-
, 9 have sewerage and drainage system and 9
e pit system and open surface drains . As many as
towns do not have any sewerage system at all

t for open surface drains in some of them.
he method of disposal of nightsoil in most of the

ents is very un-hygienic and primitive, being
rvancy system basket,wheel barrows, etc The

le 8.1 shows that the septic tank and sewer as a
of disposal of night soil . is available in 13

ns, while the majority of the towns use wheel
rows ford isposal of night soil.

Priority Towns

The existing sewerage system in the selected
rity towns is highly inadequate. As indicated in
Table 83 that all the priority towns except
ndshahr are partly covered by under-ground
erage system . Bulandshahr in the Uttar Pradesh
-region does not have under-ground sewerage

. In all the priority towns, sewerage is
osed off after primary treatment in the open
s except in Rewari, where it is utilised for irriga-

n purposes after treatment

Table 8.3 Existing Sewerage Facilities in Priority
Towns

Towns Type of Type of Treatment
sewerage disposal given

1. Meerut Underground open field Primaryer

2. Hapur Underground Open fields Primary
(259)+OSD (75%

3. Buland Open surface Open fields Primary
shahr Drainage

4. Palwal Underground Open fields Untreated
(109) + O5D and Nala

5. Rewari Underground Open field Ful
+ O5D Broad Irrl8at- treated

Ion Septle tanks
6. Rohtak Underground + NA NA

covered drainage
7. Panipat Underground Open fields Primary

(259) + OSD
8. Alwar N.A. N.A. N.A.

NA-Not Available

8.6 Some Broad Measures for Improvement of
Sewerage and Sanitation

Detailed Plan for sewerage schemes, solid waste
management and sanitation should be prepared for
the priority towns and adequate funds arranged for
implementation of schemes.

The settlements where regular sewerage schemes
are not available, low costsanitation system for indi-
vidual family should be adopted as a short term
measure.

Strict enforcement of Water Pollution Control Act
of 1974 is required immediateiy.The complete treat-
ment of waste water before discharging it into the
rivers, would help controlling pollution and main-
taining better environment
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FISCAL POLICY AND ECONOMIC ACTIVITIES

Among the various policies which would be
necessary for-an integrated development of the
National Capital Region , fiscal policy needs immedi-
ate attention . With the formation of the statutory
National Capital Region Planning Board , a stage has
been set for the implementation of the plan propo-
sals setoutby the Board in the Interim Development
Plan. In the nature of things , development of the
Region as conceived in the Plan involves inter-State
jurisdictions and their cooperation . Tax differentials,
beyond what are usually met at intrA-State level, are
another important aspect of the peculiar jurisdicti-
onal set up of the National Capital Region.

According to the Constitution of India, the power
to levy taxes on the sales or purchases of goods,
other than Newspapers is. vested with the States
provided such sales and purchases d o not take place
in the course of inter-State trade. In the latter case,
the power to levy tax vests with the Orion Gover-
nment7while the tax proceeds are assigned to the
States where such sales originate . To note another
exception, in respect of textiles, tobacco and sugar,
the States have, since 1957 , abdicated their powers
to levy tax in favour of the Government of India
which levies an additional excise (Goods of Special
Importance Act, 1957) in lieu of sales tax formerly
levied by theStates and , the netproceed s arewholly
assigned to the States in accordance with the recom-
mendations of the Finance Commissions setup from
time to time. Asa result of this division of power,
sales of goods in the National Capital Region are
governed by different sets of tax laws. On the one
hand, there is local sales tax law in each State/Union
Territory which is applicable to the local dealings
and, on the other, there is Central Sales Tax
governed by the provisions of Central Act 1956.

One of the ,problems confronting the existing
structure of sales tax relates to the lack of uniformity
of rates This causesdtversionof trade aswell as shift-
ing of manufacturing activity from one State to ano-
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ther. In the context of balanced development of the
national 'Capital Region, it has been pointed out at
various forums that the lower sales tax rates in
Delhi as compared to the adjoining States , particu-
larly Haryana, Rajasthan and Uttar Pradesh have
been contributing to the concentration of distribu-
tive trades in Delhi . It is being argued thatthese diffe-
rentials in tax rates added with advantage of better
social and physical infrastructure in Delhi have
greatly influenced in past the decision making
regarding location of industry and trade. In this
respect, it is pertinent to point out that in Delhi,
foodgrains and pulses are exempted from levy of tax
whereas in the neighbouring States of the National
Capital Region, these attract taxation at the rate of
496. Kerosene, matches and handmade paper a
several other commodities of general nature are tax
able atthe ratesvaryingfrom 3%to 5%inDelhiwhe
reas, these commodities, in the neighbouring State
of the National Capital Region, attracts taxation a'
higher rates of 7%to 89h A list of comparative tax
in respect of Delhi and Urrat Pradesh on vario
commodities is given in Table 9.1.

Itwould be observed from the list that there is
wide variation in the rates of tax . In some commod
ties, the difference is as much as 12% In articl
where the margin of profits is low and transpo
costs are not, so high , such a variation results
attracting buyers even from far off places. Thus,
the case of consumer articles, there is need f
reducing the variation in taxes. In the case of indu
trial raw material and industrial machines etc, the
is need for even ahigher rate of taxation in the Uni
Territory of Delhi. This will be in harmony with
earlier policies pr'4osed. on industrial locations.

To achieve the above objectives , the followi
policies are proposed:

1. In order toachieve uniformity to some ex
in tax structure in the National Capital Regi



Delhi Union Territory Should have minimum
floor level of taxation.

The tax structure of the Union Territory of
Delhi should be so adjusted that the tax on
industry raw materials and industrial machin-
ery is slightly more than that in the rest of the
Region.

The other important aspect with regard to drTfe-
iafs in tax structure in Delhi and the neighbouring
s of the National Capital Region is thefactthat in

elhi, on the re-export of goods which are received
Delhi, a lower rate of 2% tax is levied whereas, in

neighbouring States of Haryana , Rajasthan and
ttar Pradesh , such re-export of goods are taxed at

normal rate of 49s This concessional rate of 2%
as again resulted in large scale diversion of trade to

UT of Delhi. In order to save diversion of trade
om the neighbouring States to Delhi, the present
to of taxation of 2%levied on re-exportof goods iu
elhi should be raised to 4%as is being levied in the
ree neighbouring States of Haryana, Rajasthan and
ttar pradesh.
It may also be pointed out that the concentration
wholesale distributive trade in Delhi is also the

irect result of the approvedpractice of stocktransf-
and consignment despatches to Delhi from

laces outside Delhi. Most of the manufacturersand
ig traders have opened their sales offices and

owns in Delhi where they store goods brought
om outstations and effect sales thereof . This prac-

not only deprives the States from where the
s originate from the tax revenue which would

we otherwise accrued to them, but has also treat-
alarming locational problems of trade and com-

erce in Delhi. The Law Commission of India, after
ying this problem of consignment despatches
stock transfers, besides other connected prob-

s referred to it by Government of India , made its
mendations through the 61st report Pursuant

the recommendations made by the Law Commis-
on of India to help the States curb the practice of
oidance of payment of sales tax on this account,
Government of India amended the Constitution

of India through the 46th Constitutional Amen-
dmentAct 1982 which inter-alia provides for levy of
tax on inter-State consignment or stock transfers
through an enactment to be passed by the parlia-
ment The 46th Constitutional Amendment Act
1982, received the assentof thePresidentof India on
2nd February 1983. The matter about follow up

legislation has been discussed by the Government
of India atvarious levels including in the Chief Minis-
ters Conference held number of times in the past In
the Conference held on 28th May, 1984, after
detailed discussions , the following resolution was
adopted:

'he Conference of Chief Ministers held on
28th May 1984 approved by consensus the
following course of action regarding levy of
taxes on the consignment of goods taking
place in the course of inter -State trade or
commerce:

Endorse the recommendations made by the
Group of Chief Ministers at the meeting held
on 24th march 1984 at New Delhi in respect
of:

a) Rate of tax:
b) Machinery for collection of proceeds of

consignment tax and
d Valuation.

ii. As regards assignment of proceeds of consig-
nment tax, 50% is to be retained by the col-
lecting State and the remaining 50% to be
placed in the divisible pool, the proceeds of
which will be distributed amongst the States
as per formula applicable for distribution of
basicExcise Duties or such formula as may be
devised in future for the purpose by a F inane
Commission. Since the Union Territories have
thei r b udget fund ed wholly by the Centre, this
arrangement will not apply to the Union terri-
tories.

in. In respect of exemptions , the power to grant
exemptions can vest in the States , on the pat-
tern applicable to Central Sales Tax . But the
Union Govemmentwfl formulate the appro-
priate guidelines about the same after consul-
tation with State Governments.

Further, that legislation to implement the above
be introduced at the earliest opportunity".

The recommendations of the Group of Chief
Ministers about the rate of tax, machinery for collec-
tion of the proceeds of consignment tax and-valua-
tion has been as under:

a) The proposed consignment tax should
be levied at the rate as Central Sales Tax;
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b) Machinery of assessment should be the
same as the one existing in respectof the
Central Sales Tax; and

C) Valuation of consignment transfers
should be on the pattern adopted in
respect of levy of Cental Excise Duty.

Since then, however, no follow up legislation has
come furtherfrom the Government of India to levy
tax in inter-State consignments.

It is felt that non-levy of consignment tax is resuk-
ing in diversion of trade from otherStates to Delhi. It
is, therefore, considered necessary that the Gover-
nment of India take immediate steps as follow up
action with regard to the 46th Constitutional Amen-
dmentAct 1982 as per the recommendations of the
Group of Chief Ministers Conference.

Table 9.1 Sale Tat Rates in the Constituents of
NCR

Commodity Delhi Haryana Uttar
Pradesh

1 2 3 4

1. Arms & Ammunitions 10 10 14
2. Atta, Maida, Suji E 4 4
3. Article made of Gold

and Silver 7 2
4. Aviation Spirit 10
5. Aluminium wares

extrusions 7 7 8
6. Air-Conditioner,

its plants & Equipments 10 10 12
7. Asbestos , Cement,

Corrugated sheet, etc 7 8
8. Belting of all kinds 7 8
9. Bhang, Ganja & Charas 7 E
10. Bicycle, Tricycles 7 8
11. Binocular Telescope 10 12 12
13. Bricks, Fire bricks 7 8
13. Brass wares and Utensils

of brass 7 - 10
14. Bullion and spices . 1/2 1/2 2
15. Butter cream cheese E 7 5
16. Bread E 7 5
17. Biscuits

(1) Hand made 7 7 5
(2) Others 7 . 7 5

18. Betal leaves E E E
19. Clocks, Time Pieces 10 12 12
20. Card Board Straw Board 7 - 10
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21. Caustic soda and
Soda Ash 7

22. Carpets Namdas 10
23. CemenUall kinds) 7
24. Chemicals 7
25. Cigarettes, cases

and Lighter 10
26. Cinematographic goods 10
27. Coffee, Cocao, Chicory 7
28. Crockery, Cutlery 10
29. China-ware, Stone galzed

ware, porcelain-ware 10
30. Chemical Fertilizers E
31. Corks 7
32. Container made of tin,

iron steel 7
33. Cotton carpets,

piled durries 10
34. Cotton rugs, Rezais,

Lihaf etc 5
35. Cotton waste 5
36. Cereals E
37. Country Spirit 7
38. Cane goods other

than fumiture 7
39. Coal 3
40. Cotton 4
41. Cotton yarn 1
42. Crude Oil 4
43. Cosmetics and toilet

preparations 10
44. Chillies 7
45. Candle 7
46, Chassis of heavy

vehicles 10
47. Cooking gas 5
48. Copper-wire -
49. Cooking food E
50. Camphor -
51. Cotton Yam Waste 5
52. Cardamom 7
53. Cashew Nut 7
54. Dyes and Colours 7
55. Dry fruits 7
56. Electricalgoods 10
57. Exercise books E
58. Electroplated

nickel-silver goods 7
59. Electric motors 10
60. Exhaust fan air circulators 10
61. Fire work coloured

matches . 10

-

10

8

4

5

8

8

8

10

8

10

12

6
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62. fountain pen, etc
63. Furniture (Wooden)

2-(Others)
64. For and Article

made thereof
65. Firewood
66. footwear of all kinds
67. furnanceOil
68. Goods and ware-made

of glass

69. Class bangles

70. Gas lanterns, Petromax
71. Goods for indoor

or outdoor games
72. Gota, LachhaSalma

Sitara Embroidery
73. Ghee

74. Cur Gursakker Rab
75. Groundnut Oil
76. Goat Hair
77. Generators and

transformers etc.
78. Hides and Skins
79. Hard Board
80. Hoses made of rullers,

plastic & cement
81. Hosiery (1) Cotton

(2) Others
82. High Speed Diesel Oil

3. Iron and Steel
84. Ivory goods
85. Instrument Boxes and Maps
86. Ice
87. lute
88. Jute and hemp goods
89. Jars of all kinds
90. Kerosene Oil

(Inferior)
(Superior)

91. Knitting Yarn (AID
92. Khandsari Sugar
3. Leather Board

94. Lubricants
95. Locks parts and keys
96. Leather goods

(1) Ladies hand bag
variety purses

(2) Other goods
97. Light diesel oil
98. Linolium

3 4 1 2 3 4

5 - 8 99 . Lack and Sallak 7 7 E
10 10 12 100. Lifts operated by power 10 10 1210 12 12 , 101 Mach' Snery pare parts 7 7 6

10 12 12
102. Matches 4 6 6

E 8 4
103. Mill stores and Hardwares 7 7 8

5 8 8
104. Molasses
105. Motor vehicles etc and parts

5 - 12

7 8 8
(1) Motor cars and light

Commercial Vehicles 10 12 1010 - 12 (2) Motor Parts 10 12 10
5 10 10

106. Medicine and Pharm.
5 10 8 preparations 5 8 6

107. Milk Powder, Condensed Milk 5 8 67 - 6 108 . Meat, Fish E - E

7 7 E 109 . Motor Spirit as defined
in UP Motor Spirit Diesel

5 8 6 Oil and Alcohol Taxation Act 10 W E
7 8 8 110.Musical Instruments 7 7 8
5 - 4 111 Marble andn'4c odPr. s 7 8

7 E 112. Mica 7 7 4
113. Mangenese 7 7 410 - 12 114. Margarine 5 8 124 4 4
11 S . Non-ferrous metals sheets

10 10 10 ingots, circles alloy, etc
116. Office machinery such as

7 s 2

7 - 8 tabulating , calculating machines, I
1/5 2 4 duplicating machines etc 10 12 12
1/5 - 8 117 . Oil of all kinds other than
10 - E those covered by any other

4 4 4 Notification 5 - 5
7 7 8 118. Oil seeds 3 4 4
E - E 119 . Ornaments made of gold
5 7 8 and silver 2 - 4

ii
4 4 4 120. Opium 7 - .20
5 - 6 121 . Paints and Varnish 7 7 12 dl

E 122 . Pearls 7 7 10
123. Photographic goods 10 - 12 0

3 .7 8 124. Plastic goods 5 10 8
3 7 8 125. Playing cards 7 7 9
5 7 8 126. Polishes of all kinds 5 12 8
E 4 127 Packing Material

10 10 10 1) Empty tin Empty Bravel 7 - 49 7 8
2) Wooden boxes and Cartoons 7 -

.
67 8

3) Empty bottles 7 - 4
4) Polythene and Alkaline 7 10 8

10 10 8 128 . Plywood 10 10 10
10 10 8 129 . Paper of all kinds 5 8 6
10 - E 130. Pulses E . - 4

7 - E 131 . Pesticides & Insecticides 5 2 6
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132. Potash Explosives
133. Paper
134. Pressure Cooker
135. Pure silk cloth other

than handloom
136. Rubber, etc
137. Refined Coconut Oil,

Ground-nut Oil
138. Refrigerator, Plants Equipment
139. Raw wool
140. Readymade garments

1) Woollen
2) Others

141. Sheets, Cushion Pillow,
Mattresses, etc

142. Sanitory Goods
143. Scents , Perfumes
144. Spirits and Spirituous

Liquors of all kinds
145. Soda-water, Soft Bewerages,

Syrups, Squashes, Lemon
Soda, etc

146. SunGlass-SunGoggles,
Spectalces

147. Saw dust charcoal cake
briquettes

148: Sewing or Embroidery thread
149. Spices and Condiments
150. Sinfease attache vases
151. Staves
152. Sewing machines

153. Starches

E: Exempt
M: Sale of Manufacturer
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2 3 4 1

7 7 8 154. Stationery
7 - 8 155. Staple Yarn of all kinds
7 - 8 156. Soap

3 - 8
157. Shaving sets, Safety Razors, etc
158. Taps

7 - 8 159. Tractors and Parts
160. Tea

5 8 10

10 10 12
161. Tendu(Kendu) Leaves

2 2 4
162. Tiles of all kinds

2/5 6

163. Torch cells, Dry cells, Batteries
164. Tyres and Tubes

2/5
165. Timber (wood)

10 7 12

166. Tooth-paste, Tooth powder
167. Tooth brushes, etc

10 - 12 168 . Vacuum Flasks (AID

10 - 169 . Vanaspati
170. Umbrellas

171. Washing soap and other material
172. 1) Wireless transmission

7

E
5

5

5

5
10

5

5

8
2
8

- 8

4

2

8 8

7 8

12 12

7 - 12

- 8

7 12

8

8

12 12

8 10

8
5 12

and reception equipment 10 12
2) Sound recording equipment 10 .12
3) Sound Transmitary equipment

and audio, video, electric
equipment 12 12 12

173. W ire made of stainless steel 7 7 12

174. Welding electrodes and Rods 7 10 8
175. Weighing machine, etc. 7 - 8
176. Yam of all kinds

-(Except those notified) 2 - 2
177. X-Ray apparatus and films 10 - 8
178. General rate of tax 7 -. 8.



TENTATIVE FINANCIAL IMPLICATIONS OF THE

INTERIM DEVELOPMENT PLAN

10
The detailed investment plan for the National

Capital Region has to be evolved from the Compre-
hens ve Regional Plan which is under preparation.
Pending that, tentative cost estimates based on the
proposals that emerged from the Interim Plan have
been woked out These proposals are expected to
bring about organised development of. the Region.

LCost estimates for individual projects /works given
There are tentative and, financing and implementa-
tion would have to be preceded by project/work
reports. Incase of Area programmes, estimates have
been made separately for concerned area/town.
Cost estimates in case of sectors such as power
developmentwill have to be worked out in consul-
tation with the concerned States.

10.1 Land Acquisition and Development

The Priority' and Delhi Metropolitan Area towns
have to accommodate 87 lakh persons by 2001. This
calls for acquisition of new lands as well as develop-
ng them in these towns so thatthey can accommod-

late the additional population . Assuming a density of
125 persons per hectare, the total area of land that
needs to be acquired to accommodate the additi-
onal population (64.72 Iakhs) works out to about
152,000 hectares.

The cost of land acquisition and development
aries from town to town. In orderto estimate the

total cost of land acquisition and development, the
average cost of land acquisition and development
has beep assumed as Rs. 8 lakhs per hectare (Its. 1
lakh for acquisition and Rs . 6 lakhs for develop-
ment) for residential areas; its. 4laths per hectare (Rs

lakhs for acquisition and Rs . 2 lakhs for develop-
ent per hectare) each for industrial and commer-

cial area and its. 3 lakhs per hecate (Rs. 2 lakhs for
acquisition and Its. 1 lakh for development) for
rother' areas. On the basis of these assumptions, the
total cost of land acquisition and development

works out to about its. 2700 crores. This, however,
does not mean that the allocation needed for land
acquisition and development is its. 2700 crores. This
is because the land acquisition and development
scheme is a remunerative one as itgenerates revolv-
ing funds: Once a piece of land is developed, itcan
be sold out and the amount thus realised can be
more than the actual development cost

The seed money required for land acquisition and
development works out to about its. 1010 crores.
This has been worked out on the basis of thefollow2
ing assumptions:

i. The proportion of area required for various
uses.
Residential 40%
Commercial 6%
Industrial 15%
Others 39%

ii. The land required is acquired and developed
within a peroid of 16 years.

iii. The land required for residential use in aparti-
cular year is developed in the following two
years and thatfrom the third year (leaving the
year of acq uisitior) , revenue from sale of land
equivalent to one fifth of the land acquired in
the first year multiplied by RL 12 lakhs per
hectare starts accruing.

iv. The land acquired for industrial purposes in a
particular year is ;developed in the following
year and that from the second year, one-fifth
of the cost incurred in acquisition and deve-
lopmentof the land acgyiredin the first year,
is realised.

v. The land acquired for commercial purposes in
a particular year is developed in the next year
and is sold out (at the cost price) in the third
year.



vi. The land acquired ror'other ' uses in a particu-
lar year is developed in the subsequent year.
The sale price of residential plot has been
assumed at Rs. 12 lakhs -per hectare to'cover
the cost of development of land failing under
the category of 'others '. Hence, the residen-

Assigned
population

for 20(1
in laldrs

Table 10.1 Estivate of Fund Requirement for Land Acquisition and Development In Priority and Delhi
Metropolitan Area Towns

SL Name of Town/Urban Population
No. Comply In bide;

1981

1. Priority Towns
1. Meerut 537

2. Hapur 1.03

3. 8ulandshahr-KhwjaComplex 1.70

4. Pakval . 0.47

5. Panipat 138

6. Rohtak 1.67

7. Rewari Complex,

a) Rewari
b) Dharuhera
c) Bhiwadi (Rajasthan)

052

8. Alwar 1.46

it.

Sub Total (9

Delhi Metropolitan Area Town

13.60

1. Ghaziabad including Loni 3.00

2. NOIDA 0.75

3. Faridabad Complex 331

4. Gurgaon 1.00

5. Bahadurgarh 037

6. Kundli 025

Sub Total (11) 8.68

Grand Total (i + 11+) 22.28

• Figures pertain to Rewari only

tial and other' uses have been combined
while working out the seed money required
for land acquisition and development

The town-vise position is as in Table 10.1

Additional Land Total cost Actual seed
population required in of land money

to be hectares to acquiition required for
accommo- accommo- and der - land acquist-

dated date the menu lion and
in lakhs additional its. 5.21 laldrs development

population per hectare C 1.95 laldrs
(round off per hectam
to the nest

ten) (Rs. in cores)

13.00 7.63 6110 31833 119.14.

6.00 4.97 3980 20736 77.61

10.00 830 6640 345.94 129.48

3.00 2 .53 2030 105 .76 39.59

5.00 3 .62 2900 151.09 56.55

5.00 333 2670 139.11 52.07

3.00 2.48 - 1990 103.68 38.81

5.00 3.54 2840 147.96 5538

50.00 36.40 29160 151923 568.63

11.00 8 .00 6400 333.44 124.80

5.50 4.75 3800 197.98 74.101,

10.00 6 .69 5360 .27926 104.52

7.00 6.00 4800 250.08 93.

37.00 2832 22670 1181 .11- 442.0

1.50 125 1000 52.10 19.5

2.00 1.63 1310 6825 25.55

87.00 64.72 51830 270034



10.2 Regional Transport

Roads:

Improvement to road network includes develop-
ment of the stretches of NH-1 (Delhi-Panipad, NH-
2(Delhi-Pahval), NH 10(Delhi-Rohtak), NH-B(Delhi-
Gurgaort), NH 24(Delhi-Hapud and widening the
existing State Highway between Ghaziabaddvieerut
to four lane-divided c/w (to be known as M4 motor-
way) with a r/w of 100metreswithin National Capital
Region including laying of service roads in the built
up area. This would cost approximately its. 140
cores. This includes the cost of improvement of *the
existing National Highway and upgrading the state
Highway stretch between Ghaziabad and Meerut to
M-I standards. However, development of NH
stretches to the level of M=I standards would need
detailed technical feasibility studies for various
stretches and as such cost requirements may vary.

Development of an innerand outer grid system of
roads of the standard of M-II motor-ways with cer-
tain common stretches which would be of two lane
ow initially with r/w of 60 metres and to four lane
ctw finally when the traffic needsjustify it The inner
grid is to follow the alignmentof sonepat-Baghpat
Meerut-Hap ur-Bulandshahr-Sikand rabad-Farida-
bad - Gurgaon - ) hajjar - Rohtak - Gohana -
Sonepat The outer road system would connect
Panipat -Muzaffamagar - Meerut - Hapur -
Balandshahr - Khuija- Palwal- Rewari- ) hajjar-.
Rohtak - Gohana - Panipat

a) Inner grid:

SL Stretch Length
No. In krrL

1. Yamuna-bridge-
Baghapat-Meerut 53

2. Bulandshahr-
Sikandrabad

3. Sikandrabad-
Dankaur

4. Dankaur-Yamuna
Bridgefaridabad

2

5. Faridabad Yamuna '
River 18 704.45

6. Faridabad-Curgaon 38 954.00
7. Gurgaonihajjar 45 667.00
8. Jhajjar-Sonepat 35 515.00
9. Sonepat-UP Border 20 1715.95

Total cost for inner grid: 686142

b)

1.

Outer grid:

Yamuna Nagar-
Muzaffar Nagar-Meerut 107 1045.16"

2. Meerut+iapur-
Bulandshahr 69 715.74

3. Bulandshahr-
Khurja 19 171.00

4. KhuijaYamuna
Bridge 45 540.79

5. YamunaBridge
Palwal 15 754.85

6. Palwal-Sohna-
Rewari 76 1695.50

7. Rewarijhajjar-
Rohtak 86 2198.40

8. RohtakGohana-
PanipatSonauli 93 1925.00

Total cost for outer grid: 8001.28
(excluding item 1)

611.71.

117.00

21631

1360.00

to be financed by the concerned State Government

Total cost its. 148 .62 crores

Development of this 70 km stretch would cost
approximately Rs. 3.5 crores (® Rs. 5 lakhs per km)

Road structure in the Region would be evolved in
consonance with the policy of developing four tier
system of settlements . Effortswoul d be to intercon-
nect the same order centres directly with each other
and the lower order centres to their nearest higher
order centres. A system of feeder roads of higher
standards would be evolved to connect the work
centres/industrial estates with the nearest Regional
or bun-regionai settlements.



Rail

The Plan envisages:
I. Development of Regional rail bypass; This

would pass through Meerut, Hapur, Bulandshahr,
Khurja, Palwal, Sohna, rewari , Jhajjar, Rohtak and
Panipat.The linebebveenMeerutand Khurja isexist-
ing and that between Rohtak and Panipat has been
restored . The remaining length of the link QO5 km
from Khurja to Rohtak) needs to be developed.

Total Length :205 km.
Total Cost : Rs. 136 crores.

ii. Conversion of existing low capacity metre
guage railway system into high capacity system bet-
ween Delhi-Alwar.

iii. Identification of and location decision on
another rail terminal to decongest and solve the
traffic problems faced by the existing terminals.

iv. Completion of electrification along the raidal
corridors , viz.,. Delhi-Panipat, Delhi-Meerut beyond
Ghaziabad and Delhi-Rohtak beyond Shakurbasti.
The details are:

Stretch Details of work Cost in
lakhs

a. DelhiPanipat I. Electtdication and
(88 km) revising of platforms,

FOB, etc 1200

ii. Automatic colour
lighting , signalling
subzi-mandi
Sonepat Panipat 300

iii. Terminal facilities
at Panipat including
Information system,
etc 200

iv. Staff Quarters 300

b. Delhi-Meerut Doubling from Muradnagar
beyond Ghaziabad to Meerut and electri-

fication and raising of
platforms, FOBs and
signalling installation etc 1500

c Delhi-Rohtak Electrification , Raising
beyond Shakur- platforms, FOBs,
basti including signalling

installation 1200
Total Cost : Rs. 47 crores.

v. Operation of EMU Services at on the corri-
dors the desired frequency as under:

Sure" Requirements" Cost ft in
lakhs

I. Delhi-Panipat 5 Rakes-15 MC, 30 TC. 800

ii. Ghaziabad-Meerut 4 Rakes-12 MC, 24 TC. 600

ii. Shakuibastiitohtak 5 Rakes-15 MC, 30 TC. 800

Total Cost Its. 22 cores.

' Requirements as. in 1983. Refined assessment
would be made after detailed studies.

v0 Operation of EMU Services on the ring with
required frequency , initially with a lead time of 25
minutes in peak period /direction alongwith exten-
sion of EMU Services on three selected corridors
(radially) viz., 0 DelhiGhaziabad , i0 New Delhi-Pal-
wal and ii0 Delhi-Shakurbasti which are already elec-
trified , replacing all the shuttle services to Shakur-
basti, Ghaziabad and Palwal.

Stretch Requirements* Cost Rs. in
lakhs

I. "Ring Railway in Rolling stock of
Delhi Urban Area 24 coaches ie.

8 MC, 16 TC. 500

ii. DelhiGhaziabad 27 coaches-9 MC,18TC. 500 i

iii. New Delhi-Palwal 5 Takes -15 MC, 3OTC. 800

Total Cost (excluding item 0 : Rs. 13 cores.

Requirements as in 1983 . Refined assessment
would be made after detailed studies.

Finance to be managed by Delhi Administration/
Delhi Development Authority.

vL Development of infrastructure inputs
required for the operation of EMU services in select-
ed.corridors. This. would involve some additional
stations to be opened and certain other inputs
besides raising of platforms to suit EMU coach ope-
ration . The corridors and actions needed in respec-
tive corridors are:
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Station to be
opened

1) a Delhi-ShahdaraGhaziabad Candhinagar,Shaym Lal.College

i. Stations inside Ciani Boarder
Delhi UT'

ii. Stations out- Mohan Nagar
side Delhi UT

b. New Delhi - Shakarpur BEL
Ghaziabad•

inputs required Cost Its. in
lakh

Creation of new halt
station and removal of the
infringements to suit EMU 50

Creation of crossing and
halt stations 60

2) New Delhi-Paiwal Junction Cabin Creation of halt stations 12

3) New Delhi- RampuraCabin Creation of halt stations 12
Shakuibasti'

4) Lengthening of platforms for 25 bogies at Delhi New Delhi stations.' 20
6) Provision of independent double line between Delhi+lew Delhi4(ishanganj-Delhi and Subzi Mandi.' S00
7) Doubling and electrification of Dayabasti, Azadpur Section' 600

8) a Two more lines between Ghaziabad and Maripet car shed
b. One more additional line (4th line ) between Sahibabad and Ghaziabad 800

9) Extension of 4th line from junction cabin to Palwal 1000
10) a. Automatic signalling between Tughlakabad and Pahval 300

b) Staff quarters and office building 300

Total Cost Rs. 2445 crores.

To be financed by DDA/Delhi Administration.

viii. Augmentation of Delhi Transport Corpora-
tion fleet to provide feeder service to EMU service
and evaluation of introduction of new rapid high
capacity mass transport system for smooth intra-
urban travel and improving the efficiency of ring and
radial rail services.

ix. Feasibilityevaluation/Techno -economic stu-
dies for the development of existing /new corridors
and extension of existing corridors in the lines:

I. Ghaziabad-I hurja : For EMU services.

ii. Chaziabad+lapur : For electrification
and EMU services.

W. DayabastiAzadpur New electrified line
and EMU services.

x. Extension of ring railway services to Ghazia-
bad on the east, Paiwal to the south , Indira Gandhi
Airport and Rohtak on the south-vest and west and
towards Panipat in the north.

xi. Development of integrated metropolitan ter-
minals in the areas of a) Trans Yamuna, b) Okhla, d
Bharthal and d) in North Delhi. Locational and other
techno-economic studles for these term inals may be
taken up Immediately.

Al. Evaluation of possibilities for the extension
of air services to the priority towns through shortdis-
tance carriers.

xiii. The following main criteria would be taken
into consideration besides the cost component:

The needs of priority areas and new develop-
ment and extension areas,
The extent of which such proposals would aid
the objective of decongesting Delhi and
would help in taking away to or generating
activities in the outer areas of the Region, and
benefits that such proposals would accrue for
the existing industry and commerce for their
expansion and exployment generation.
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x1v. In selecting locations for new loading and
unloading facility centres, priority and'preference
would be for locations that have greater potential/
capacity to drain and diverge out maximum traffic

xv. Formation of a single unified Transport
Authority which may, besides other things , formul-
ate and take actioins regard ingf are structure of differ-
ent modes, their gradation and combination.

xvi. Provision of telecommunication facilities
for the priority towns and Delhi Metropolitan Area
towns would cost about Rs. 280 crores. However,
some of the programmes costing aboutRs . 70crores
have already been included in the Department of
Telecommunications, Ministry of Communications
in the Seventh Plan budget

While cost involvement for many of the pro-
grammes are yetto be made after detailed studies,
total cost for the programmes under Transport and
Telecommunications sector for which approximate
cost has been worked out at Rs . 672.57 crores.

10.3 Development of Economic Activities

It is proposed to allocate Rs. 100 crores forvarious
projects to be undertaken in the Sub-regions of the
National Capital Region to promote economic acti-
vities which would generate employment and pro-
vide an economic base to the towns that will be
taken up forpriority development The types of pro-
jects will have to be decided on a case to case basis
after identifying the potential and the resources of
the area and types of activities thatare planned to be
promoted there. However, the following types of
projects would form part of the package:

a) The establishment of wholesale trade and
marketing in commodities which are atpres-
ent concentrated in Delhi,

b) the promotion and centration of the produc-
tion of various consumer needs of Delhi,

d setting up of industrial complexes and

d) setting up of office complexes.

10.4 Watersupply, Sewerage and Solid waste
disposal

The cost for development of physical infrastruc-
ture excluding power in the National Capital Region
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has been estimated at Rs . 1258.41 crores. Out of this,
the share of selected priority towns and Delhi
Metropolitan Area townswould beRs.725.14 crores
and Rs. 533.27 crores respectively. (Table 10.2).

Out of the total anticipated cost of Rs. 1258.41
crores, the share of water supply will be Rs. 527.08
crores (41.8898 and solid waste disposal Rs. 87.00
crores(6.9294.

10.5 Priority Towns

Provisions of water supply etc in eight priority
towns is likely to cost Rs. 725.14 crores. Of this the
cost of development of Meerut is likely to be Rs.
173.93 crores (23.9894 , Hapur Rs. 9135 crores
(12.6094 and Bulandshahr -Khuija complex Rs.
151.63 crores (20.9194, Palwal Rs. 4623 crores
(63794, Panipat Its. 70.60 crores 0.7494, Rohtak Rs.
71.53 crores (9.8694 and Rewari Complex Rs. 46.06
crores (6369$ and Alwar 73.80 crores (10.1894. Thus
the share of Uttar Pradesh Sub- region is likely to be
Rs. 416.91 crones (57.499$, Haryana Sub-region Rs.
234.42 crores (32339$ and Rajasthan Sub -region Rs.
73.8 crores (10.1894.

The anticipated cost of water supply at 227 litres
per capita per day for assigned population of 2001
AD for eight priority towns - is likely to be Rs. 300.76
crores (41.489$ , sewerage Rs. 225.40 crores (31.0894,
storm water drainage Rs. 148.98 crores (20.5494 and
solid waste disposal Its. 50 .00 crores (6.9094.

10.6 Delhi Metropolitan Area Towns

Development of six Delhi Metropolitan Area
towns is likely to cost Rs . 53327 crores. Of this the
costof development of Ghaziabad (including Lone is
about Rs. 157.41 crores (29.5294 , NOIDA Rs. 84.71
crores (15.8894 , Faridabad Complex Rs. 132.65
crores (24.879$ , Gurgaon Ks.105.67 crores (19.8298,
Bahadurgarh ft 29 .12 crores (5.469$ and Kundli Rs.
23.71 crores (4.4598.Thus theshare ofUttarPradesh
Sub-Region will be Its . 242.12 crores (45.4098 and
Haryana Sub -region Its. 291 .15 crores (54.6094.

The anticipated cost of water supply is likely to be
Its. 22632 crores (42.44%,' sewerage Rs. 163.75
crores (30.719$, storm ,water drainage Rs. 106.20
crores (19.9190 and-solid waste disposal Rs. 37.00
crores (6.949$.

Town-wise breakup of the estimates maybe seen
from the Tables 103 to 10.6.



30076.20 22540 14898 5000
(41.48941 (31.0898 (20.549% (6.90%

Delhi Metropolitan Area Towns
1. Ghaziabad including Loni 6591.00 4750 3300 1100 1

2. NOIDA 3520.50 2750 1650 550
I

3. farldabad 5820.00 3925 2520 1000 13

Table 10.2 Estimated Cost of Water Supply, Stonn Water Drainjge and SoIM
Priority Towns and Delhi Metropolitan Area Towns-2001

SLNa None of Town/Urban Compiec Water Supply Sewerage Storm Was
Drah*-

Priority Towns
1. Meerut 694320 5250 3900

2. Hapur 3735 .30 3000 1800

3. 8ulandshahr-Khu4aComplex 6588 .00 4575 3000

4. Patwal 1968.00 1455 900

5. Panipat 286050 2200 1500

6. Rohtak 3105.00 2150 1398 3
'a

7. RewariComplex 1996.20 1410 900 300

8. Alwar 288022 2500 1500 500

4. Curgaon 4467.00 3300 2100 700 1
(19

5. Bahadurgarh 1212.00 900 600 200 29121

6. Kundli 1021.50 750 450 150 2371
(4.45'

22632 .00 16375 10620 3700 533271
(42.4490 00.71% (19.91% (6.949 (100.00

5270820 38915 25515 8700 125841
(41.88% (30.929 (2028% (6.92W (100101



Table 10.3 Estinated Cost of Water Supply of Priority Towns and Delhi Metropolitan Area Towns-ZO07

SLNo. Name of Town/Urban Complex Population
In 1961

Present
total water

supply In

Population
assigned
for 2001

AdditionalCost anticipa-
requirement led 0 Its. 3

of water per litre per
Path litres

per day
in lakhs suppy by

2001
227 litres per

capita per
day

day in lake

1.
Priority Towns
Meerut 537 636.60 13.00 2314.40 694310

2. Hapur 1.03 116.90 6.00 1245 .10 373530

3. Bulandshahr-Khurja Complex 1.70 74.00 10.00 21% .00 6588.00

4. Palwal 0.47 25.00 3.00 656.00 1968.00

5. Panipat 1.38 181 .50 5.00 953.50 2860.50

6. Rohtak 1.67 100.00 5.00 1035.00 3105.00

7. Rewari Complex 0.52 15.60 3.00 665.40 1996.20

8. Alwar 1.46 175.00 5.00 960.00 2880.00

13.60 1324.60 50.00 10025.40 30076.20

1.
Delhi Metropolitan Area Towns
Ghaziabad including Loni 3.00 300.00 11 .00 2197.00 6591.00

2. NOIDA 0.75 75.00 5.50 1173 .50 3520.50

3. faridabad 331 330.00 10.00 1940.00 5820.00

4. Gurgaon 1.00 100.00 7.00 1489 .00 4467.00

5. Bahadurgarh 0.37 50.00 2.00 404.00 1212.00

6. Kundli 0.25 - 1 .50 340.50 1021.50

8.68 885.00 37.00 7544.00 22632.00

2228 2179 .60 87.00 17569 .40 5270810



Table 10.4 Estimated Cost for Sewerage System of Priority Towns and Delhi Metropolitan
Area 2081.

SLNo. Name of Town/UrbanComplex Population Population Population Additional Cost anticipa-
M 1961 served by assigned Population ted at Rs. 500

fin lakhs) sewerage for 2001 to be cover- per c pia
ed (in lakhs)

1.
Priority Towns
Meerut 537 2.50 13.00 10.50 5250

2. Hapur 1.03 - 6.00 6.00 3000

3. Bulandshahr-Khurya Complex 1.70 0.85 10.00 9.15 4575

4. Patwal 0.47 0.09 3.00 2.91 1455

5. Panipat 138 0.60 5.00 4.40 2200

6. Rohtak 1.67 0.70 5.00 430 2150

7. Rewari Complex 0.52 0.18 3.00 2.82 1410

8. Alwar 1.46 - 5.00 5.00 2500

Subtotal 13.60 4.92 50.00 45.08 22540

1.
Delhi Metropolitan Area Towns
Ghaziabad including Loni 3.00 1.5 11.00 19.50 4750

2. NOIDA 0.75 N.A. 5.50 5.50 2750

3. Faridabad 331 2.15 10.00 7.85 3925

4. Gurgaon 1.00 0.40 7.00 6.60 3300

5. Bahadurgarh 037 0.20 2.00 1.80 900

6. Kundli 0.25 - 1.50 1.50 750

Subtotal 8.68 425 37.00 32.75 16375

Grand Total 22.28 9.17 87.00 77.83 38915
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Table 10.5 fstinated Cost for Stotmwater drains of Priority Towns and Delhi Metropolitan
Area 2001.

SLNa Nam of Town /Urban Complerc

priority Towns
1. Meerut
2. Hapur

3. Bulandshabf-Ou4a Complex
4. Pahval
5. Panpat

6. Rohtak

7. Rewari Complex

8. Alwar

Delhi Metropolitan Area Towns
1. Chaziabad including Loni
2. NOIDA

3. Faridabad

4. Curgaon

5. Bahadurgarh
6. Kundli

Population Population Population Additional Cost anticipa-
in 1981 served by assigned population ted 18 Its . 300

(in lakhs) storm for 2001 to be cover per capita
water drains ed (In laldrs)

iridchs

537 N .A.
1.03 NA .
1.70 N.A .
0.47 -
138 -
1.67 034
0.52 -
1.46 -

13.60 034

3.00 N .A .
0.75 N .A.
331 1 .60
1.00 -
037 -
025 -

8.68 1 .60

22.28 1.94

13.00 13.00 3900

6.00 6.00 1800
10.00 10.00 3000

3 .00 3.00 900
5.00 5.00 1500
5.00 .4.66 1398
3 .00 3.00 900
5.00 5.00 1500

50.00 49.66 148P4

11.00 11.00 3 300
5.50 5.50 1650

10.00 8.40 2520
7.00 7.00 2100
2.00 2.00 600
1.50 1.50 450

37.00 35 .40 10620

87.00 85.06 25518

Say Rs. 255 crores.



able 1116 Estimated Cost lorSolid Waste Disposal in Priority Towns and Delhi Metropolitan
Area 2001.

LNo. Name of Town/Urban Compl ac

Priority Towns
Meerut
Hapur
BulandshatrrKhurja Complex

I. Palwal
i. Panipat

i. Rohtak
Rewari Complex' .

S. Alwar

Subtotal

Delhi Metropolitan Area Towns

Population ass* ad Total 0 Its. 100 per capita
-2001 In Wci $ Its. M WtM

13.00 1300

6.00 600

1 Q00 1000
3.00 300
5.00 500

5.00 500

3.00 300

5.00 500

50.00 5000

Ghaziabad includingLon! 11.00 1100
1 .
2 NOIDA 5.50 550.
3. Faridabad Complex 10.00 1000

Gurgaon 7.00 7004.
Bahadurgarh 2.00 2005.

6. Kundli 1.50 150

Subtotal

Grand Total

37.00 3700

Rs. 87 lakhs Rs. 87 crones



10.7 Summary menting
the proposals except for power schemes

works out to about Rs. 3040 crores. The sectorAvise

The total amount(tentative) required for imple- break-up is summarised below and in fig. 28.

Table 1Q7 Sedorwise Cost Estimates

SL No. Sector

Land acquisition and development

Roads
Railways
Telecommunications
Development of Economic Activities

Physical infrastructure (excluding Powell

Total

1010.70'
292.12
242.45
138.00
100.00

1258.41

3041.68

Required as seed capital.

NOW. Power Schemes are not included as the cost estimates for thesame could not be obtained by the Board

in time.

LAND AODISITION

AND DEVELOPMENT

ROADS

RAILWAYS

TELECOMNAIRNCATION

DEVELOPMENT OF

ECONOMIC ACTIVITIES

PHYSICAL
INFRASTRUCTURE

tszeaussn Towns

F". Financial Implications of the Interim Development Plan 2001

292.12

N 242.45

138.00

Tentative cost estimates
(Rs. in crones)

1010.70

TOTAL Rs.304

s

1258.41

r
11 12 6

A. 2r wages



Fig-29. Development Proposals 2001
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A. PLANNING COMMfi7EE

1. Shri M . Shankar
Member Secretary
NCR Planning Board

2. Shri R.LPardeep
Joint Secretary in the Ministry
of Urban Development dealing
with the work relating to NCR

3. Shri M .C. Gupta
Shri J.K. Duggar
Shri R.S . Mann {Current)
Secretary -in-charge of NCR
work in the State of Haryana

4. Shri R . Ramakrishna
Shri P.B . Mathur (Current)
Secretary -in-charge of NCR
work in the State of Rajasthan

5. Shri Kamal Pande
Shri AP : Singh (Current)
Secretary -in-charge of NCR
work in the State of Uttar Pradesh

6. Shri S .V. Vajpai
Shri P.S. Bhatnagar
Shri Ganga Dass (Current)
Secretary -in-charge of NCR
work in the Delhi Union Territory

7. Shri Prem Kumar
Vice Chairman
Delhi Development Authority

8. Shri EF .N. Ribeiro
Chief Planner
Town & Country Planning
Organisation

9. Shri G. Madhavan
Director, Town Planning
DepartrnentGoverriment
of Haryana
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10. Shri H.S. Mathur,
Chief Town Planner
Government of Rajasthan Member

Chairman 11. Shri N .S.Johri,
Chief Town Planner
Government of Uttar Pradesh Member

12. Shri VA. Valiaparampil
Member Joint Adviser Representative

Planning Commission
Government of India Member

13. Shri LR . Kad'yali
Shri D .P. Gupta (Current)

Member Chief Engineer (Planning)
Representative, Ministry of
Shipping and Transport
Government of India

Member 14. Shri Y.P . Gambhir
Director (Power)
Representative, Ministry of

Member

Energy , Government of India Member

Member 15 . Shri R.M . Raina,
Director (Planning)
Representative, Ministry of
Railways, Government of India Member

"16. Shd B.M. Khanna
Member Slid A.S. Wakhle (Curreorl

Deputy Director Generalltfl
Representative, Ministry of
Communications,

Member Government of India - Membe

17. Shri S .K. Sharma

r

Chairman and Managing Director
Housing & Urban Development

M bem er Corporation

18. Shri B.N. Singh

Member

Member

Chief Regional Planner Member
NCR Planning Board

(Convenor)



B. STUDY GROUPS

1. Study Group on Demographic features
of the Region and the Settlement Pattern

1. Shri KS. Natarajan
Assistant Registrar General of Census
Government of India
New Delhi

2. Shri J.C. Chopra
Chief Town Planner
Government of Haryana
Chandigarh

3. Shri HS. Mathur
Chief Town Planner
Government of Rajasthan
Jaipur

4. Shri NS. Johri
Chief Town Planner
Government of Uttar Pradesh
Lucknow

5. Shri J.C. Gambhir
Director (PPW)
Delhi Development Authority
New Delhi

6. Shri P. Jayapal
Assistant Town Planner
NCR Planning Board

7. Shri J.N. Burman
Assistant Planner
NCR Planning Board

S. Shri T.K. Chatterjee
Regional Planner
NCR Planning Board Convenor

It. Study Group on Regional Transport and
Cannrunication

1. Shri K .R. Punta
Transport Commissioner
Government of Haryana
Chandigarh

2. Shrl GJ. M
Transport COO
Government d
Jaipur

3. Shri Pank$ K
Transport Coin
Government of
Lucknow

4. Shri P.V. V4
Managing Di
Delhi Transport
New Delhi

6. Shri B.M . Khanna
Deputy Director Ge
Ministry of Telecomm
Government of India
New Delhi

7. Shri K.M. Sharan
Chief Engineer (Constr
Northern Railway
New Delhi

. Prof . N. Ranganathan
School of Planning and
New Delhi

Lala Durga Dass
PHD Chamber of Comm
New Delhi

10. Shri Lit. Kadiyali
Chief Engineer (Planninig
Ministry of Shipping and Trad
New Delhi

11. ShriS.P. Grover
Chief Engineer (Roads)
P ubliic Works Department
Government of Haryana
Chandigarh



12. Shri M.C. Sharma
Chief Engineer (Roads)
Public Works Department
Government of Rajasthan
Rajasthan

6. .Shri S. Prakash
Chief Engineer
Water Supply and Sewerage
Delhi Administration
New Delhi

13. Shri Man Mohan Seth
Chief Engineer (Roads)
Public Works Department
Government of Uttar Pradesh
Lucknow

7. Shri Man Mohan Singh
Research Assistant
NCR Planning Board
New Delhi Convenor

IV. Study Group of Power
14. Shri A.P. Paracer

Chief Engineer(Roads) 1. Shri S.K. Aggarwal
Delhi Administration Member (Planning)
New Delhi Central Electricity Authority)

15. Shri R.P. Rastogi
Associate Regional Planner 2.

New Delhi

Shri P.N. Vishwanathan
NCR Planning Board Chief Engineer T lanning 11)

- New Delhi Convenor Central Electricity Authority

111. Study Group on Water Supply and Sewerage
3

New Delhi

h. S ri J.C. J uneja
1. Shri Venugopalan Superintending Engineer (Planning)

2.

Adviser, CPHEOO
New Delhi

Shri K.K. Gandhi 4.

Haryana State Electricity Board
Panchkula

Shri HJ. Raisinghani

.

Chief Engineer
Public Works Department (Public Healthi
Government of Haryana
Chandigarh

Shri M.B. Jain .

Chief Engineer
(Project Planning & Monitoring)
Rajasthan Electricity Board
Jaipur

Shri PD. Sharma

.

Chief Engineer (PH)
Public Health Department
Government of Rajasthan
Jaipur.

Shri D.l.. Mathur .

Chief Engineer (Planning)
Delhi Electricity
Supply Undertaking
New Delhi

Shri Bhopla Singh

.

Additional Chief Engineer (laipur Region)
Public Health Engineering Department
Government of Rajasthan
Jaipur

Shri S.N. Mathur .

Member (Distribution)
Uttar Pradesh State
Electricity Board
Lucknow

Shri J.C. Jain

4

Chief Engine)'
Public Health Department
Government of Uttar Pradesh
Lucknow

Chief Zonal Engineer
Uttar Pradesh State
Electricity Board
Meerut



8. Shri JP. Kapoor
PHD CCI
New Delhi

5. Shri S. Neelakantan
Director (Admn)
Office of Development Commissioner
Small Scale Industries

9. Shri J. Nagarajan
Research Officer
NCR Planning Board

Ministry of Industry
New Delhi

New Delhi Convenor 6. Shri K.P. Singh
Vice President

V. Study Group on Industries PHD CCI
New Delhi

1. Shri Pradeep Kumar
Director of Industries
Government of Haryana
Chandigarh

7. Shri Sushil Ansal
Shairman
NCR Committee of PHD CCI
New Delhi

2. 5hri M.4 Goel
Director of Industries
Government of Rajasthan
Jaipur

8. Shri B .P. M ishra
Director of Industries
Delhi Administration
Delhi

3. Shri Ravinder Gupta
Director of Industries
Government of Uttar Pradesh
Kanpur

9. Shri V.K.Thakore
Senior Research Officer
NCR Planning Board
New Delhi -

4. Shri P.K.S. Iyer
Director (Industrial Policy)
Ministry of Industrial Development
New Delhi
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